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REGULARS 

from Microware. 

PRO-TEST SOFTWARE 

BBC Tool Chip 51 
Simon Williams looks at an 
Eprommed attack on the BBC B. 

•HIECOVIR 

Spectrum Creation 52 
Build your own adventure? Bob 
Chappell reports on the triumph of 
the Ouill. Pull out and keep 

Inside the Atmos 
Phis week sees the start of a 
FCi\' special 
on the ins and ants of the Oric 
Atmo5, how it works and how 
to get theJ^t out of it. 

Competition 

Win a Mac 15 
An Apple Macintosh could be 
pkurs. We're giving away two-as 
prizes in our readership survey 
and competition. 

MENU 
Man:hl7,1984 NoS3 

Musical micro 18 
Yamaha enters the micro field with 
its implementation of the true 
MSX standard. Igor Thomas is at the 
keyboard to conduct 
the proceedings. 

Modems for micros 34 
Looking for a quality modem at 
reasonanle cost? Read our review of 
the Tandy/Sendata model. 

Atari graphics 30 
More info on getting the best 
graphics from your Atari. 

BBC disk decision 37 
Model B owners now have another 
choice in the DFS market, the MDFS 

Atari 
Raids and races with Air Strike 2 and 
Pole Position. 

Dragon 
Vampires infest the Castle of Doom, 
while Dan Diamond stages a 
comeback in Fishy Business. 

PROGRAMS 
Spectrum 61 
You’ve been reduced to the ranksfor 
incompetence, and you only chance 
to claw your way back is to shoot 
down as many enemy planes as 
possible with your anti-aircraft guns. 
Reach for the skies with Battle 
Stations. 

Monitor 2 
Flan Enterprise five months late, 
page 2; ACT rescues the Sirius, page 
3; micros in the race for the US 
presidency, page 4; Lynx leads out 
the Laureate, page 5. 

PCN Charts 7 
Galluping games and hardware highs 
in our weekly poll of the market. 

Random Access 8 
Tense and nervous? A tenner could 
be yours for spitting it all out. 

Routine Inquiries 11 
If you’re in a fix with your micro we’ll 
try to mend matters. 

Microwaves 12 
PCN's clues column with a bundle of 
microcomputing tips. 

Readout 38 
PCN's regular book program 

Databasics 73 
Software spotting is this week's 
offering from our listings section. 

Billboard 82 
Get a cheap micro from the bargain 
basement at the back. 

Quit/Datelines 88 
The main events and the last word in 
computer publishing. 

SPECIALS 

Display for today 24 
Geof Wheelwright looks at recent 
advances in screen 
technology that are putting bigger 
pictures on the smallest of computers. 

PRO-TEST PERIPHERALS 
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Flan put on ice Spirit set 
to steer 
clear? 

fy Ralph Bancroft 

The fabled Flan Enterprise micro 
will not now arrive in the shops until 
September — five months adrift of 
the promised April delivery date. It 
will also have yet another name — 
its fourth in 12 months. 

The new name and the reasons 
for the five month delay were due to 
be given at a press conference this 
morning (Wednesday) together 
with details about manufacturing 
and marketing plans. 

But asers won’t have to wait until 

September before they get detailed 
information about the micro. A 
user group will be set up before then 
complete with a club magazine 
giving details of software and 
programming tips. 

The official rca.son for the pro¬ 
duction delay is the problem arising 
over the need to change names and 
a desire to fully debug the machine 
before it goes on sale. 

‘We want to produce a trouble- 
free product and one that is avail¬ 
able in enough numbers to satisfy 

initial demand,' said Michael Shir¬ 
ley. Ran marketing director. 

‘We have talked extensively with 
the retail trade who would rather 
see a fully debugged model appear 
in September in time for the 
Christmas rush,’ he added. 

Debugging the Enterprise could 
be a complex exercise due to the 
machine's innovative graphics and 
sound capabilitic... These are 
achieved using two custom-made 
chips called Nick and Dave. 

As would-be OL users arc finding 
out and early Spectrum owners 
already know, custom-made chips 
invariably have bugs in them which 
can take some time to be tracked 
down and cured. 

The first pre-production models 
of the micro should be available by 
the end of May giving Ran’s 

•iwwer venion or me I umo 2Q lUisywIioel printer (Issae 45). This version is 

known 08 the Daisy Step 2000 and cosU £332 but the Turbo stW seems to 
represent the best buy at £299. Several other versions of the Turbo/Daisy Step 
have been spotted over the past couple of months so those in the market for 20 
cps bidirectional locic-seeking letter quality printfatg may be advised to shop 

areund.Feririoreinformatioooothellltaf<lw^callKeyakion0932242777. 

engineers and the critical micro 
press plenty of time to identify any 
faults in the machine and its 
circuitry. 

At the time of going to press. Ran 
was not prepared to say what the 
new name of the company (and the 
micro) would be. 

However, Michael Shirley did 
confirm that the last change was 
more of a light-hearted publicity 
stunt than a serious intention. 

It also got it temporarily off the 
hook of a legal action it was facing. 

Elan Digital Systems of Crawley 
took out an injunction against Elan 
Computers in December last year 
over the u.sc of the name. Elan 
Computers lost a subsequent battle 
to overturn the court decision. 

This was not the first time the 
company was forced to change its 
name. When the company was first 
set up last year it wanted to call both 
itself and the micro Samurai. 

Readers who tried to buy Spirit 
Software's racing game (Issue 52) 
may have some hope of receiving it 
after all. A number of PC\f readers 

have been sent a letter claiming 
there have been problems with the 
moulding of the steering wheel, 
which is intended to provide the sort 
of control you get in a racing car. 

A new batch of steering wheels 
was due to be delivered on March 
12. 

Spirit Software's Simon Stevens 
told PCN that customers would be 
offered a refund if they did not wish 
to wait for the game plus steering 
wheel. Anyone who has ordered 
the game and wishes to query this 
should contact Simon Stevens on 
01-6036074. 

Please note that the number 
printed last week was wrong — 

PCN apologises to the subscriber 
on that line for any inconvenience 
caused. 

New TUG builds up steam 
Tangerine users left high and dry 

by the battle over the Tangerine 
User Group (Issue 52) could be 
thrown a lifebelt. Colin Nowell, 
ex-director of the Group, is trying 
to set up a new alternative body 
covering both Tangerine and Oric. 

At the moment the group is only 
at the planning stage, but Mr 
Nowell reckons that setting up the 
Tangerine group is feasible, and 
that the Oric group will go ahead if 
he hears from at least 5(X) interested 
Oric owners. He has approached 
Oric Products International about 
the latter idea and says he has been 

given a qualified approval, though 
Oric is unlikely to give the group 
concrete support before it actually 
takes off. 

Mr Nowell’s group intends to 

market a number of programs 
which were previously sold by 
Kencma Associates. Kenema's 
managing director is Bob Green of 
the Oric Owners’ User Group, with 
whom Mr Nowell is in dispute. 

Anyone wishing to help form a 
new Oric group should contact Mr 
Nowell at 18 Portishead Road. 

Worle, Weston-Super-Marc, Avon 
BS22 0VX. 

Imagine clears CBM twins 
By Wendie Pearson 

Commodore has at last clarified the 
position on its new micros—the 264 
and 364 released at Las Vegas. 

Despite rumours of the 
machines' withdrawal in the wake 
of a management shake-up at 
Commodore, production of both 
models will begin in May and 

Commodore expects the UK 
launch to be in June. 

Kelly Sumner, sales support co¬ 
ordinator said: ‘We’re going ahead 
with both these models, which will 
be made in Corby, and you can 
expect small quantities of the 
finished product to come out in 
May.’ 

Tliesc micros are expected to be 
in the £3(10 range. 

The 264, also known as the Ted, 
has expansion ports, cursor control 
keys, comes with free software and 
is aimed at the small business. 

The 264 should be kitted out with 
CP/M, either inbuilt or on cartridge 
to fit in with Commodore’s general 
plans. 

Imagine software is set to come 
down to £3.95 as the Liverpool 
company clears the decks. 

But the price cuts have been 
accompanied by persistent rumours 
that Imagine was in trouble. and last 
week general manager Bruce Ever- 
iss had to declare categorically that 
the company was in good health. 

The new low prices will come into 
effect on March 26. Mr Everiss said 
there were three reasons for chang¬ 
ing to £3.95: 

■ To try to deter piracy—Im'agine 
has started to take a more active 
role in tackling software copying. 
■ To make room for a new genera¬ 
tion of software products. 
■ For reasons of marketing — 
research has shown the company 
that a price below £4 causes sales to 
increase in multiples rather than 
merely in stages. 

The new products Imagine refers 
to are a month or two off and they 
will cost £5.50 or more. It is also 

involved in contract work for a 

number of US micro manufacturers 
— Mr Everiss claimed more than 
half its revenue comes from work 
performed for third parties, and of 
the remainder about two-thirds is 
accounted for by exports at the 
moment. 

The suggestions of trouble at 
Imagine arose when details of a 
uncompleted contract it had been 
engaged in with Marshall Caven¬ 
dish began to trickle out. But Mr 
Everiss commented: ‘We parted 
company as the best of friends.’ 
Imagine had been appointed to 
produce software for the publishing 
company, intended to accompany a 
magazine. ‘The intial level was 
do-able, but gradually they upped 
their sights,’ said Mr Everiss. ‘We 
came to an amicable agreement! 

Existing Imagine games cost 
£5.50. The news of its new prices 
leaked well before Imagine was 

ready to make an official announce- 
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decks 
ment, and it has caused some 
embarrassment particularly to the 
high street chain stores which are 
hardly likely to sell much software 
at the old price before March 26. 
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ACT Lifebelt 
for Sirius 
The future of the Sirius has been against each other on both price and 

assured. Victor Technologies has performance, 
agreed to sell the worldwide manu- The new Apricot XI machines 
factoring and distribution rights to will sell at £2,695 with a 5Mb hard 
ACT. disk and £2,995 with a 10Mb hard 

The deal was signed in the same disk. The twin 5'/4in floppy version 
week that ACT launched hard disk of the Sirius sells at £2,525. 
versions of the Apricot — a de- The hard disks for the Apricot 
velopment exclusively predicted by come from ACTs neighbours in 
PCV two months ago. Scotland. Rodime. The company 

ACT has an exclusive agreement has established a world-wide lead in 
on the Sirius following a decision by 3'/iin Winchester technology. 
Hong Kong-based Swire Pacific to At the launch of the XI, ACTs 
drop out of a joint bid. managing director Roger Foster 

Swire will continue to distribute said sales of the existing Apricot 
the machine in the Far East and may were now running at 2.000 a month. 
end up doing some of the manufac- At this rate it is outselling the Sirius 
turing. whose sales figures are thought to 

At the time of going to press. be around 1.250. As PCATs latest 
ACT was unable to confirm sales chart indicates, retail sales of 
whether it will continue to manu- both machines arc virtually level 
facture the Sirius in California or pegging and only just behind the 
shiftproductiontoitsownfactoryin IBM PC. 
Scotland. The deal with Victor is costing 

ACT is now in the curious ACT around £7 million and the 
position of manufacturing two com- company intends to finance the 
patibic machines which wmpete purchase out of cash reserves. 

m r ■ was nearly obliterated.’ and that 

1 f|0|0|lQ3 Apple’s decision was based on 
C/WP’s discounting. 

nrif'O dltfincy Apples Mike Spring said: I 
|JI tuning don’t really want to discuss our 

■ ■ relationship with CAVP,’ but he 

Q03|0|3 added: ‘There were many factors 
involved.’ 

The Office of Fair Trading (OFT) ‘It’s not been our objective to 
has laid down the law on micro force prices down,’ said CAVP’s 
prices—but don’t expect a free-for- Robin Adda. ‘But if market forces 
all in the shops. suggest a price, why should the 

The OFT sought and received an customer have to pay more for a 
undertaking from Apple UK that it product, and why should the rctail- 
wouldn’t discriminate against er have a manufacturer dictating to 

price-cutting dealers. This action him?’ 
was the result of a complaint from He said that the margin on Apple 
CAVP. a former Apple dealer; but products made price cutting a 
both Apple and CAVP were last reasonable tactic but added a 
week keen to dismiss the suggestion general comment: ‘Retail 'prices 
that the OFT has given dealers a continue to be absurdly inflated.’ 
charter to slash prices. The company is also attacking 

Apple maintains that the OFT ACT through the OFT. and it is 
has merely rc-stated the existing making no secret of the fact that it 
legal petition and that its own would like to be an Apricot dealer 
undertakingre-statesitspolicy. But —but ACT has not so far shown any 
CAVP says that when Apple ceased sign that it will take up CAVP’s 
to supply it last year ‘our company offer. 

WH Smith joins software team 
WH Smith has moved into business launch its FM7 and FM16 micros, 
stiftware—but you won’t be seeing has also come into the arrange- 

spreadshcctson the magazine racks ment. 
in the immediate future. This will mean that buyers of 

The giant retailer has come to an the new machines should not have 
agreement with Softeam. one of the to wait too long for software. 
USA’s largest software distribu- Fujitsu hopes that there will be a 
tors. The two companies have ‘Wealth of software available from 
formed WHS Softeam as a business the word go’ for its new machines, 
software distribution group. The move could mean a greater 

US software from Micropro. and faster availability of business 
Ashton Tate and Peachtree will be software, given Softeam’s technical 
made available to selected dealers, expertise in adapting software for 
and a wide range of popular micros specific machines (particularly to 
will be supported, including the IBM ‘compatible’ machines) and 
IBM PC, DEC Rainbow, and the nationwide distribution facili- 
Epson HX20. Fujitsu, about to tiesofWH Smith. 

Mac disk looks 
over-friendly 
Apple's new user-friendly Macin- must load up a program from the 
tosh could turn out to be just a little program disk and—once it’ loaded 
too forward for the experienced —closethcdatafileitautomatically 

micro user. opens. 
The machine is so ea.sy to use and The screen will then go blank 

operates in a fashion so unlike most except for five ‘keywords' at the top 
traditional business systems that of the screen. You would be 
many experienced hands may find forgiven for thinking at this point 
themselves confused by it. that you’d exited from the program. 

The disk filing system, for inst- But it is actually at this point that 
ance, can be operated in one of you eject the program disk and put 
several ways — each of which has a in a data disk from which you can 
bearing on the ultimate perform- load data files with only two disk 
ance of the machine. If you use the swaps. 
Mac’s disk system in the normal way A little confusing for those old 
some very unexpected things hands among us accustomed to 
happen. mostly blank screens meaning 

On the single-drive version mostly blank memory. 
(which is what will be sold first in 
this country), you open a MacPaint 
or Mac Write data file from a data 
diskette merely by placing the 
‘pointer’ over the appropriate ikon | ■ 
and pressing the mouse button L I 

You must then make up to ten v . 
disk swaps with a program disk in 
order to start work. ^ 

Apple says this option is only for y 
people who have dual drives — 
where the disk-swapping wouldn’t ^ 
be necessary and the Mac would 
automatically get the files from the 
second drive. To use the single-disk 
system to its best advantage you Apple’s Mac — diskdHd. 

\^ATTlE of 

Britain 
Maincomp in donation muddle 
Remember ‘Battle of Britain answer. And the RAFA has not 
Simulation’?Thiswasa£9.95 Vic20 heard from the company since June 
game advertised in October 1983 by 1983, nor has it any record of 
London-based Maincomp. The donations from Maincomp. 
advertisement said that for every A representative of Maincomp 
copy sold of this game of ‘skill, told us the company had sold 1,500 
cunning and wits’, £I would be programs, but refused to comment 
donated to the Royal Air Forces on customers’letters or the issue of 
Association. donations to RAFA. 

But a customer dis.satisfied with Maincomp is at 1-2, Cambridge 
the product has asked Maincomp Gate. Regents Park. London NWl 
for a refund but has not had an 4JN (01)487-5435. 
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VIEW FROM AMERICA 

All the 
President’s 
micros 

By Chris Rowley 
This year's presidential election b now well and truly off the launching 
pad and it has already been remarhed in the media that never have 
American elections been more thoroughly computer analysed. 

To which I might add, You ain't seen nothin’ yet! 
Of course, the presidency is the big one but there are another 

492,000 elective offices in the US, including about20,000 mayoralties 
and rather fewer dog-catchers. Many of these posts are fought for with 
an intensity that matches the preskieiital stakes. In addition some of 
them generate higher voter turn-outs. 

One worrying aspect of the spread of modem campaign techniques 
—television, direct mail, phone banks and computerised polling—has 
been the ballooning cost of rvinning an election at a time when fewer and 
fewer people bother to vote. Now micros are running election-winning 
software and offering cheap ‘smart* campaigns with precision 
targetting of voters. 

For example there is Campaign Manager, a $750 package that runs 
on an IBM PC or Apple II+. So far more than 1,000 election campaigns 
have equipped themselves with Campaign Manager, which offers 
poRtidans the same sort of benefits that businessmen have already 
derived from software such as 1-2-3; building an election database, 
handling the budgets, searching out swing voters and sources of 
money. 

in the 1983 mayoral campaign in Charlotte, North Carolina, a Mack 
Democrat upset the ruHng white Republican with computer-directed 
squads of volunteers who got out the Mack vote. City voter Hsts were 
first sorted by mainframe to target favourable neighbourhoods; then 
Campaign Manager on a PC compared voter tum-out to past 
performances and directed the volunteers to exactly those 
neighbourhoods where voters were laggardly. 

K b easy to see why Precision Targetting is being touted as one way to 
rouse the US from the democratic slumbers of the TV era. 

Every social issue 

Pbloopy — lOOK b a phlasli. 

Phloopy fills 
tape/disk gap 
The gap between tape and disk 
storage closed a little last week with 
the appearance of two intermediary 
devices. 

The Ultra-drive and the Phloopy 
aim to give you faster access than is 
possible with cassette tape without 
involving you in the expense of 
disks. 

The Phloopy. pictured here, is a 
fast tape storage system, giving you 
typical nie access and retrieval 
timesof three to four seconds. and it 
stores l(K)K on each cartridge. It is 
more reliable than many fast tape 
systems as it records data in para¬ 
llel . one byte at a time. which gives a 
short tape (12 feet) and automatic 
error correction. Because of its 
speed the system is pseudo-ran¬ 
dom. and also provides standard 
disk type utilities such as CAT. 
INFO and VERIFY. The Phloopy 
will be available shortly for the BBC 
at £143.75 including interface. 

VAT and p&p. and for other micros 
later in the year. 

The Ultra-drive is the latest 

version of the Hobbit (Issue 5) and 
comes from Ikon Computer Pro¬ 
ducts. It stores 2(X)K on a micro¬ 
cassette. and, like a cassette, is a 
serial device — but it runs at about 
20 times the speed. The Ultra-drive 
is now available for the Dragon .and 
will be on sale with improved 
software for other machines, in¬ 
cluding the BBC. Oric. Commod-’ 
ore and Tandy, within the next few 
months. The whole package costs 
£80 including software and inter¬ 
face cable. 

But what about its software 
compatibility with other media? 
Phi-mag. maker of the Phloopy, 
offers a utility to copy your software 
from cassette to Phloopy cartridge, 
and looks to software manufactur¬ 
ers to provide their software on 
Phloopy cartridige. 

A similar utility should also be 
available for the Ultra-drive. 

Contact Phi-mag on 0326 76060, 

and Ikon on 099 421515. PCS will 
soon review both. 

In thb scenario most Americans are bored by the maior issues of the 
day and never vote but are actually quite excited by some other issues 
—a local housing tax, sex in high school library border packs of feral 
dogs roaming the countryside. By precisely targetting the appropriate 
voters the campaign’s manager can motivate them to register and vote. 
Then, while they are about it, they’ll likely vote for president and 
dog-catcher too. 

In 1980 fundamentalist Christians, estranged from the electoral 
process for decades, were brought out in force by very successful 
computer drives that targetted abortion as their number one issue. 

But the boom in micros implies that every social issue wiN soon be the 
object of targetting. Campaign management will become much more 
efficient; much less money will be wasted in delivering Whole Earth 
pamphlets to crusty female Republicans in their seventies, and phone 
banks will know just who to cal on election day. 

We should note that of the 435 seats in the House of Representatives 
87 were won recently by five per cent or less of the vote. TMs is a point 
wel taken by another software start-up called Campaign Software, 
which is seling its product to Republicans only. 

Using this program to target the elderly, the RepuMicans won a State 
Senate seat in Fairfax County, Virginia, last November, by 337 votes. 
This was the first time a Republican had won there in over 100 years. 

^ itself micro software wont guarantee electoral success but in 
dose fought races where finding a few hundred potential converts is all, 
R can offset all the television ads that big money can buy. 

Bearing in mind that non-voters have, by and large, been the poor, the 
young, and the disadvantaged minorities, the advent of cheap but 
effective campaign techniques that can speak to them will revolutionise 
US politics at every level. 

32-bit devices, intepeted software and Ql ordetiJaiandhen tt stages a 
comeback, thb-tine on tfaeothwr aide of ^ world. SaiiBmapBactronIcs wfll 
aaesmbiaand dtsMBlltetlieZXSl andtheSpBCtBUuiaSotfth Korea, beafkigout 
Sir Clive's paedWisii that the older Qrstem-miglit find a new leaee on life hi 
disUnt parts. The first Korean Siaclair machiiias wilt be on wlalMar this year. 

IBM gets Cobol 
Adding momentum to its campaign 
to get Cobol on micros. Micro 
Focus has launched High Perform¬ 
ance Level II Cobol on the IBM PC 
and XT. 

H/P Level II Cobol has facilities 
that are specific to the PC in much 
the same way as Personal Cobol 

(Issue 47), but where that product 
works at the source code level the 
latest Micro Focus launch is a 
compiler; it includes a native code 
generator that increases the speed 
of execution. 

The price of such performance is 
£1,250 to new users, and the version 
for the PC is available now from 
Micro Focus on 0635 32646. 
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Lynx re-launch 
Following the re-launch of the 48K 
as the Leisure (Issue 49), Campu- 
ters is attempting to revive its 
flagging fortunes by re-launching 
the 128K Lynx as a business system 
called the Laureate. 

It is promoting a Laureate pack¬ 
age combining a I28K Lynx, twin 
200K disk drives, CP/M, parallel 
interface module and free Perfect 
Software suite for an all in price of 

£999.95. 
At this price it is one of only a 

handful of complete CP/M systems 
selling at or below the magic £1,000 
mark. Cainputers certainly consid¬ 
ers it an attractive proposition and is 

CBM's money 
for art’s sake 
The art of the future is what you’re 
being invited to create in a £150.000 
computer art challenge sponsored 
by Commodore. 

If you have a Vic-20 or a 
Commodore 64 and arc a budding 
creative genius you could put 

yourself in line for the top prize of 
£5,000. 

There will be three age groups in 
the contest — under 12. 12 to 17, 
and 18 and over. You can get entry 
forms from Department CICAC, 
Granard Communications. 4 Bab- 
macsSt, London SW1Y6HD. 

aiming to sell the system to small 
businesses and for specialised ap¬ 
plications. 

Two pieces software already 
available for the machine are an 
estate agents package and a welfare 
benefits package. Camputers is 
using the latter as the basis for its bid 
to put its micros into the local offices 

oftheDHSS. 
The company claims that the 

Laureate is the fastest CP/M micro 
around, llie claim is based on the 
use of the Z80B processor which 
runs at 6MHz compared to the usual 
4MHz on the Z80A. However, the 
Camputers claim has yet to be 

Computcraid Services is a new 

company set up by Thorn EMI 
Information Technology to provide 
third party maintenance services 
for micro users and suppliers. The 
service is intended mainly for retail 
outlets and firms with a number of 
micros on the premises, but Com- 
puteraid is also willing to take the 
single-micro small businesses onto 
its books. 

Launching the new service. Com- 
puteraid general manager Maurice 

O'Brien pointed out that there was 
a tendency among micro users to 
think in terms of insuring their 

independently verified. 
Another plus feature of the 

Laureate is that 64K of the RAM is 
used to handle the video display. It 
offers a sereen resolution of 512 by 
248 pixels in eight colours com¬ 
pared to the 256 by 248 resolution of 
the48K Leisure. 

Camputers' chairman. Stanley 
Charles, says the relaunching of 
products and the move into the 
business market are part of a move 
to re-vamp the company's image. 

He will undoubtedly have his 
work cut out. The %K Lynx was 
originally due to be available in July 
last year and the 128K Lynx with 

hardware and software, but that 
this wasn't always the logical solu¬ 
tion. He felt it was important that 
business users should deal with a 
company that knows how impor¬ 
tant it is to have fast service, and 
understands that getting the hard¬ 
ware up and running again may well 
be a secondary consideration to 
recovering vital data. 

He also stressed the importance 
of getting a maintenance contract 
before your micro starts to malfunc¬ 
tion, rather than after. Computer- 
aid is on Famborough (0252) 
548888. 

CP/M by the autumn. Both dates 
were missed. 

Mr Charles is also keen to scotch 
rumours about the financial health 
of the company. He confirmed that 
it had been seeking additional 
capital to finance its expansion 
plans for several months and a 
financing agreement was reached 

around Christmas, but the deal fell 
through. 

‘We have now reached agree¬ 
ment with a financial consortium,’ 
he said, ‘and we are just waiting for 
the stock exchange paperwork to go 

through before we make a formal 
announcement about it.' 

The extra finance will enable 
Camputers to step up its export 
plans. It recently signed a £3 million 
deal to sell the Lynx in France and 
has just started shipping machines 
to Greece. 

First Byte 
at Electron 
From little Acorn Electronics add¬ 
ons have been noticeably slow to 
grow. First Byte Computers (0335 
43729) has now taken its plate 
among the early leaders in adding to 
the Electron a switched joystick 
interface. 

Its unit takes Atari-type joysticks 
and it has been talking to software 
houses to make sure that when the 
box comes out at the end of this 
month there will be games to play 
with it. 

The FBC interface will cost 
£24.95 from FBC’s dealers. 

Maintaining micros 

• • SOFTWARE The new releases 

\ 

Games 
Commodore: For the 64 Audiogenic 

has launched a range of disk- 
based games to add to your boxed 
sets. For £12.95 each they arc 

I Frantic Freddie. Pegasis. For- 
biden Forest, Aztec Challenge, 
and Slinky. All have various 
levels of difficulty and in case you 
manage to reach an un¬ 
documented level Audiogenic 
has set up a counselling service to 
help you out. I'he company can 
be reached through PO Box 88, 
Reading, Berks. Terminal Soft¬ 
ware (06il>773 9313) wants youto 
don overalls kn its latest game— 
Plumb>Oa2y, also for the 64 and 
costing £7.95. Ocean Software • 
(061-832 9143.) has an intema- 
tional I flavour to its Chinese . 
Juggler game — the idea origin¬ 
ated in Hungary and won prizes 
in Budapest before becoming 
available for the Commodore 64 
via Manchester. The game costs 
£6.90 and will be ready for the 
Spectrum and BBC stxm. 
Mogul’s (01-734 6080) latest 
launches run on the Vic-20 as well 
as the 64 and versions for the 
Spectrum are also available. The 

with Hungarian connactions. 
titles are Fire Aiit, Labyrinth of 
the Creator. Mushroom Alley, 
Ludwig's Lemon Lasers, Chom- 
per Man. Seawolf. and The Great 
Adventure Pack No 2. The prices 
are.£X9S. Strategic Simulatioii^ 
(OlOi 415 964 1363) has Adapted 
seweiralAvar games to run on the 

■ 64 — GerTiianyvl9KS. pits.'you 
against Soviet troops and RDF 
(R^id Deptwymont Force) 1985 
switches the ^ene but not the 
enemy. Others include Battle for 
Normandy, Knights of the De¬ 
sert and Combat Ixader. They 

should be available through Soft- 
sel distributors here. 

Sinclair Computer Rentals (CRL 
— 01-533 2918) has pulled the 
plug on Glug-Glug, its latest 
program for the 48K Spiectrum. 
This machine code game has 32 

disk from Audiogmic. 
levels and costs £5.95. * 

BBC: Molecule is a ‘game of logic’ 
from Bridge Software (061-832 
4209) but even so it involves 
saving the world, in this instance 
from a virus. Subtitled Beat the 
Bug. it costs £6.90 — Alistair 
.MacLcan paperbacks are rather 
less. 

Education 
BBC: System Software (0742 

682321) has four new titles in 
stock for anybody who wants to 
take a slightly off-beat look at 
education. Easywrite (£10) is 
intended to help in the develop¬ 
ment of ideas in the early stages of 
literacy; Stock (£14.95) illus¬ 
trates a stoek control system for 
simulation and project work; 

Survival (£14.95) looks at social 
organisation and development; 
and Multitest (£14.95) looks at 
social organisation and develop¬ 

ment; and Multiset (£14.95) is ‘a 
multi-lingual educational utility’. 
Kosmos (05255 3942) has fol¬ 
lowed up its French Mistress with 

The German Master and The 
Spanish Tutor, language tuition 
courses that cost £9.95 each. 

Vwimit: For the Commodore 64. 
the 48K Spectrum, and the One 
Atmos/Oric-1 Softshop Interna¬ 
tional (01-377 8034) has a scries 
of educational games in English 
and other languages for five to 10 
year-olds. The price is £9.95 and 
addition, subtraction, spelling 
numbers, and alphabet are co¬ 
vered. 

Business 
Unix: A full range of accounting 

software from Bivius (0903 
212481) is now offered to users of 
Unix-based systems. Sphinx 
(0682 75343) has made the same 
move with Peachtree’s account¬ 
ing packages, offering them to 
Unix users after adapting them in 
house. 
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A BARGAIN I SPECIAL 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 

HOBBIT 
R.R.P. 

£14.95 

OUR PRICE 

£10.50 
(SPECTRUM. BBC. ORIC 

ATICATAC £5.50 £4.60 
(SPECTRUM) 

THE WARLOCK £6.95 £4.50 
Sample from our price list of over 300 titles 

Our Our 
SPECTRUM RRP Pnee CBM RRP Price 

Pimania 9.95 8.95 
Revenge of the 
Mutant Camels 7.50 6.25 

ChHCkie Egg 6.90 5.89 Hunchback 6.80 5.50 

Manic Miner 5.95 4.89 Twin Kingdom 

Urban Upstart 6.50 5.10 
Valley 

BBC 
9.50 8.50 

Zzoom 5.50 4.39 2002 7.95 6.50 

Lunar Jetman 5.50 4.89 Scramble 7.95 6.50 

OUR USTIRCLUDES GAMES FOR DRAGON, 2X81, A ORIC 
This is the price you pay: NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

P&P inciuded. Ail tapes guaranteed genuine. 
Send SAE or phone now 

BARGAIN SOFTWARE 
10 MELODY COURT, STONEHILL ROAD ESTATE 

LONDON W4 SAW. TEL: 01-995 2763 

DISCOWT SOFTWARE SUPPLIES 

AMAZING SOFTWARE BARGAINS BY MAIL 

TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME 100s OF TITLES AVAILABLE 

SPECTRUM ISTitles 
Fighter Pilot 
NightGunner 
Alchemist 
Stonkers 
Eskimo Eddie 
Fred 
Dragonsbane 
30 Ant Attack 
Wheelie 
HURG 
Scuba 
ManicMiner 
Jet Set Willy 
AticAtac 
JetPac 

OUR PRICE 
0igital£7.00 
0igital£6.00 

lmagine£4.75 
lmagine£4.75 

Ocean £5.00 
Quicksilva£5.95 
Quicksilva£5.95 
Quicksilva£5.95 

Microsphere £5.00 
Melbourne House£11.95 

0urell£5.00 
Software Pro. £5.00 
Software Pro . £5.00 

Ultimate £4.75 
Ultimate £4.75 

COMMODORE648Titles OUR PRICE 
ManicMiner Software Pro. £6.95 
HunchBack64 Ocean £6.20 

j Rev. of Mutant CamelsLlamasoft£6.50 
30TimeTrek Anirog£5.00 
China Miner lnterceptor£6.00 
Hobbit64 MelbourneHouse£12.95 
Ultisynth Quicksilva£12.95 
Transylvanian Tower 

R. Shepherd £5.75 

BBC 5 Titles 
Hunchback 
ChuckieEgg 
747 Simulator 
Twin Kingdom Valley 

Superior £7.00 
A4F£7 00 

0olsoft£7.95 
Bug Byte £8.50 

Hobbit Melbourne House £12.95 

TEL: 01-221 1473 

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR SPECTRUM 
THE HOBBIT - MELBOURNE HSE £10.95 

H.U.R.G. — MELBOURNE HOUSE £11.95 
ALL PRICES WCLUOE'POSTAGE PACKING SEND CHEOUE/POSTAL ORDERS TO: 

DSS DISCOUNT SOFTWARE SUPPLIES 
8 PORTLAND ROAD, LONDON W114LA. 

BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS VISA WELCOME 

DISCOUNT S/WARE 

FOR YOUR 
NEWBRAIN 

ADVENTURES 
120 roomi. 50 treauirn and doient of mooslere to do battle with, make thn a very 
exciting game Machine Code. Save game facility RRP £9 00, our price £5.00. 

CRIB8AGE 
Learn the tcchniouev o( the game ^ playincagaiml the computer: 
full instructiom lot the beginner. RRP £5.00. our price £.1.00. 

CHESS 

Normal rule*with 

y RRP 
£13.00, our price ft.00. 

OTHELLO 
Another high revolution Graphia game RRP £5 00. our price £3.00. 

WOODCUTTER 
Avery last Arcade type game. RRP £5 00, our price £3.00. 

NEWBAS 
Quite definitely the be»l Z*) Axscmblcr RRP £40. our price £20. 

BRAINWRITER 
A word procevtor with many featum. RRP £34.50. our price £I8.(X) 

DIRECTORYn 
A fan March card-index Oaubaxc. RRP £20. our price £10.00. 

niUTIES 
Graphics dump (Hpion. Oki. Star). Renumber printer line lengthencr etc. RRP 
£l5.W.ourprkcC^aO. 

FACES 
Automatic display system, word processor and 20 page storage facility with print out. 
RRP £35.00. our prm £10 00. 

Kecg36S days appomtm 

Spcaal for • floppy disk offer • BASF and Dtsky — perfect quality disks 
Never again at !ho price!! 40 track or 80 track (sute which). 
Packet oil five disks . . £6 00 per pack. 

WO EXTRAS, we FAY THE FOSTAGB 

CLARE COMPUTERS 
NETHERGATESTREET, CLARE, SUFFOLK 

DODGY DEALER 
“You ’ll be hard pressed 
to find a better business 
game for the BBC Micro 
than this grand effort" 

(The Complete 
Micro A Video 
Qemoe Ouldo 1984} 

A captivating game emulating the real business world. As 
boss of a small manufacturing company, you are required 
to make executive decisions to enable your company to 
survive and even prosper in the face of strong competition. 
The game is dynamic: the more your skills improve the 
greater the competition becomes. £6.50 

Supplied on cassette for the BBC B1.2 o/s. All prices 
include VAT &P+P 

Dodgy Dealer now available at W. H. Smiths & Lightning 
Dealers or direct from 0.1.C. 

Barclaycard orders (0344) 773229 

McTtdriMP^FREEPOST,Camberley,Sum^ 

Rcase send nDodgy Dealer Price £6.50 □ BBC □ Spectrum 

I enclose che<)uft'P.0. 

Name. 

Address 
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These charts are compiled from both independent and 
multiple sources across the nation. They reflect what's 
happening in high streets during the fortnight up to March 
8. The games chart is updated every other week. 

Neither mail order nor deposit-only orders are included in 
these listings. The prices quoted are for the no-frills models 
and include VAT. Information for the top-selling micros is 
culled from retailers and dealers throughout the country 
and is updated every month. 

PCN Charts are compiled exclusively for us by RAM/C. 

Top Ten over £1,000 

TW LW MANUFACTURER PRICE DISTRIBUTOR 

► 1 (1) IBM PC £2,390 (IBM) 

► 2 (2) ACT Sirius £2,525 (ACT) 

A3 (5) ACT Apricot £1,760 (ACT) 

►4 (4) Apple III £2,755 (AP) 

▼ 5 (3) DEC Rainbow 100 £2,359 (DEC) 

A6 (-) Olivetti M2b £2,180 (OL) 

A7 (8) W'ang Professional £3,076 (WANG) 

A8 (9) NCR Decision Mate V £1,984 (NCR) 

▼ 9 (7) Kaypro 10 £2,595 (CKC) 

A10 D Data General Ent 1000 £2,645 (DGL) 

Distributors: AC Acorn ACT ACT Sirius AP Apple AT Atari BW 
Brainwave CKC CKC Computers CBM Commodore DD Dragon 
Data DEC Digital Equipment DGL Data General EP Epson ICLICL 
IBM IBM NCR NCR OR Oric SI Sinclair Wang Wang OL Olivetti. 

Machines; SP Sinclair Spectrum AC Acorn BBC 64 Commodore 
64 V20 Commodore Vic 20 81 Sinclair ZX81 DR Dragon OR Oric 
AT Atari 

Games Top Thirty 
GAME TITLE PUBLISHER MACHINE COMPATIBLE PRICE 

A 1 (4) Chequered Flag Psion 
SP AC 64 V20 81 DR OR AT OTHERS 

£6.95 ★ 

▼ 2 (1) Manic Minor S/W Projects/Bug Byte ★ ★ £7.95 

A3 (11) Fighter Pilot Digital Integration ★ £7.95 

A 4 (17) Atic Atac Ultimate ★ £5.50 

A 5 (10) Scuba Dive Durell/Martech ★ ★ ★ £6.95 

▼ 6 (3) 3D Ant Attack Ouicksilva ★ £6.95 

▼ 7 (2) Hunchback Ocean ★ ★ ■k £6.90 

A 8 (23) Rev of Mutant Camels Llamasoft ★ £5.95 

► 9 (9) Alchemist Imagine ★ £3.95 

A 10(21) Hobbit Melbourne House * ■k * * £14.95 

▼ 11 (6) Flight Psion * £7.95 

A 121—) Chinese Juggler Ocean ★ £6.90 

► 13(13) Death Chase Micromega ★ £6.95 
▼ 14(7) Mr. Wimpy Ocean ★ ★ ★ £6.90 

▼ 15(12) Lunar Man Ultimate £5.50 

▼ 16(5) Stonkers Imagine * £3.95 

A 17(24) Skull Games Machine ★ £6.95 

▼ 18(8) Space Shuttle Microdeal ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ £8.00 

A 19(30) Wheelie Microsphere ★ £5.95 

A 20 (—) Wizard and Princess Melbourne House ★ £5.95 

A 21 (—) Ouest of Merravid Durell/Martech ★ ★ £7.95 

▼ 22 (15) Jet Pac Ultimate ★ ★ £5.50 

A 23 (26) International Football Commodore ★ £9.95 

A 24 (^) Fred Ouicksilva ★ £6.95 

A 25 (-) Cyrus-is-Chess Intelligent Software ★ £9.95 

▼ 26(16) Valhalla Legend ★ £14.95 

A 27 (28) The Snowman Ouicksilva ■k £6.95 

A 28 (—) Blagger Alligata ★ £7.95 

A 29 (—) Hungry Horace Psion/Melbourne ★ ★ £5.95 

▼ 30(14) Pool CDS ★ £5.95 

H3rdW3rS|TopTenupto£1,000 
TW LW MANUFACTURER PRICE DISTRIBUTOR 

► 1 (1) Spectrum £99 (SI) 

A2 (3) VIC 20 £140 (CBM) 

T3 (2) CBM 64 £229 (CBM) 

A4 (6) BBCB £399 (AC) 

V5 (4) Dragon 32 £175 (DD) 

A6 (8) Atari 600XL £150 (AT) 

► 7 (7) Oric 1 £99 (OR) 

A8 (10) Apple lie £750 (AP) 

T9 (5) ZX81 £40 (SI) 

TIO {9} Electron £199 (AC) 
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Don’t carry a LOAD on your shoulders, 
unburden yourself on PCN's letters page. 

How to ruin 
your programs 

Have you ever come across a 
CLOAF or tried to RUIN a 
program? If you arc as inaccurate a 
typist as I (how could I write to you 
at all without a word processor?), 
then you will have typed all sorts of 
silliness into your long-suffering 
computer. How about a glossary of 
such mistakes? Here are a few for 

starters: 
CLOAF = CLOAD 
CLOD = CLOAD 
DIRT =* DIR 
LUST » LIST 
LOST = LIST 
PIKE = POKE 
RUB = RUN 
RUIN = RUN 
STRONG = STRING 

Usually these clangers are caused 
by hitting the key to either side or by 
hitting two at once, but daft results 
can arise in other ways. When 
CLOADing on the Dragon for 

instance, an ‘S’ at top left of screen 
while Searching for the program 
changes to an ‘F (for Found) 
followed by the program name. I 
called my screen sketching program 

•ART . 
LG F Bradshaw, 

Blackrod, Ballon 

ZX81 is still 
boxing strong 

The ZX81 is dead, long live the 
ZX81! And so say just how many of 
us? I bought an 81 last year. My 
reasons were simple; I did not have 
enough money to buy a ‘flashy job’ 

and I wanted only to find out about 
computing and its compatability 
with my brain. At 37 one has to try 
these things in an almost ex¬ 
perimental way, but more out of 
curiosity than need. But seriously. 1 

PCN£lOSIarLett0r 

wouldn’t be without one now. 
What constantly surprises me is 

that the ZX81 must have sold more 
than practically any other machine, 
but when you look in the shops for 
software what do you Find? Space 
invaders. Space raiders. Zombies, 
Munchers, Cave-men and Space 

Monsters. 
Although it takes intelligence 

and skill to write programs like 
these (even if the imagination is 
somewhat lacking) there seems to 
be a lack of practical software. 

Psion publishes Vu-file and Vu- 
calc, which are both good, but little 
else worthwhile can be found for 
this inexpensive but practical 

machine. 

Yes. the ZX81 is highly practical 
for many people with small 
businesses, clubs, associations and 
the ilk. Surely there must be some 
owners out there who can think of 
simple programs that could help 
them in their particular field (or 
house). There must be some faint 
glimmer of hope left for this little 

empire builder. 
I run a Chinese Boxing School 

and naturally my thoughts turned to 

that subject when ideas for pro¬ 
gramming are needed. Although I 
have two games programs. Mighty 
Snake and Kung-fu Guard, the 
main programs I’m working on are 
concerning the practical running of 
thecluboruseelsewhcrc. Finally.if 
I can do it I’m sure someone else 

can. 
Come on programmers and soft¬ 

ware houses, pull your fingers out. 
there is an untapped sales market 
out there. You don’t have to follow 
blindly on the bandwaggon. or do 

you? 
Mike Symonds, 
Gorlesion, Norfolk. 

Old fashioned, but 
popular, Cobol... 

I read with interest David Guest’s 
review of our product Personal 
Cobol (Issue 47). His conclusions 
were favourable but his criticisms 
of the Cobol language need 

answering. 
The main point was that Cobol is 

old. He’s right.it is—so is English, 
and that’s spreading ever wdder too. 
When a language has been used 
successfully for a long time, it is 
worth learning because you can use 
it widely. In a language, being well 
established is an overwhelming 

virtue. 
Mr Guest also says Cbbol is 

old-fashioned. It does lack some 
features of recent languages, such 

as facilities for structured program¬ 
ming; but so do most versions of 
Basic. And these features, though 
useful, are not essential; whereas 

only Cobol has the one thing 
essential for data processing — 
clear, powerful facilities for build¬ 
ing data files as simple or as complex 

as you need. 
The idea that Cobol users dismiss 

Basic as too easy is surprising; 
Cobol and Basic are on the same 
side in this respect. Cobol was 
designed for ease of use. and so 
successful is its design that it has 
become the normal language of 
practical, commercial program¬ 
ming. Cobol is closer to plain 
English than Basic is; there is more 
to learn in Cobol only because it can 
do moie. 

Cobol has been widely used on 

micros for several years; the in¬ 
novation in Personal Cobol is that 
creating a program is very much 
easier. On micros this has always 
been done by typing the program 
with a text editor, then spending a 
few minutes running a compiler 
before test-running the program. 
Personal Cobol makes the process 
easier. 
A DTFryer, 
Cobol l.anguage Specialist, 
Micro Focus, Newbury, Berks. 

... puts reviewer 
in bandages 

I think the review of Personal Cobol 
(Issue 47) fell below the standards 
you usually maintain as it seemed to 
be used as an opportunity for David 
Guest to air his dislike of Cobol. 

I share his dislike of the language. 
but would not choose a product 
review to make this dislike known. 

Cobol is aimed at the commercial 
programmer. It is long established 
so a huge amount of business 
software is written in it. If you aspire 
to contract programming in the big 
wide world, fluency in Cobol will 
assure employment. 

The review suggests there is 
something wrong with planning 
your assault on the keyboard. It 
suggests planning things with pen¬ 
cil, paper and forethought is 

doomed to failure. Well. I disagree. 
It always works. There is nothing 
macho about sitting at a keyboard 
with a blank screen, blank mind and 
banging away when the inspiration 
hits. It results in a tatty program 
which may give you a sense of 
achievement when it finally does 
what you want it to. but makes 
anyone else who has to look at the 
source go‘bleah’. 

I would also take issue with the 
use of the phrase ‘ . . . mysterious 
things called RPG II or APL'. I’m 
not being pedantic, but why not 
leave out the witty asides and 
instead have a column sometime 
saying what APL is and more 
importantly why people use it. And 
the same with other languages. 

I know half the population will 
never see APL or RPG II or 
Speakeasy (wot dat. you say) hut 
that should not stop you telling 
them about it. After all. you have 
just spent two pages telling people 
not to buy an extremely good 
package which fulfils its design role 
admirably on the grounds that you 
cannot sit at the terminal and hack 
away with it. 

Do people realise some lan¬ 
guages arc a pain to use but always 
give good results because they will 
not work unless you tell them 
exactly what each variable is before 
hand? Not like hacking, where you 
suddenly decide at line 2270 that 
you could do with an A AZG to get 
you through the next loop. 
Paul Hardy, 
Bingley, W Yorks. 

Bound in Band-Aid after the 
wounds of this two-pronged attack, 
David Guest replies that he’s waving 
the banner of ‘fair comment' to Mr 
Fryer's letter, but is rather less polite 
to Mr Hardy. When, he asks, did we 
ever suggest not buying Personal 
Cobol?-Ed. 

Bridging more gaps 
in 'Bridge Player’ 

I am author of the Bridge Player 
program, reviewed in Issue 46. 

The review was, in general, 
favourable, but a couple of critic¬ 
isms of the bidding and the defence 
were valid on the basis of the 
version reviewed. 

However, these specific deficien¬ 
cies (and, dare I say it, a number of 
others) have been ironed out in a 
new version now available, which 
includes additional features. 
R Wheen, 
E Molesey, Surrey. 

Share your thoughts in the 
UK’s liveliest micro weekly 
letters columns. Funny, feisty 
or fanciful, your letter could 
win you £10 if it’s of star 
status. 
WWTtTO: Random Access, 
Personal Computer News, 
VNU, Evelyn House, 62 
Oxford Street, London W1A 
2HG. 
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SAVE ££s - 
CONSULT 

US! 
Whether you're thinking of buying a 
micro, peripherals, or software, for busi¬ 
ness or pleasure—consult us and we will 
advise you as to making the Right Choice. 

# If you know what you want, we can 
supply all hardware, software and 
peripherals at a 

GREAT DISCOUNT 
(10-20%) 

e.g. Sanyo MBC 555 E810 + VAT 

# If we can't help you, we will give you a 

FULL REFUND 

Write to us at: 

MDR 
27 Belleville Road 
London SW11 6QS 

— Stating what your purpose or user- 
problem is, or what particular piece of 
Hardware/Software you're interested in. 
Please enclose a cheque or postal order 
made out to MDR for £10.00. 
THERE ARE NO HIDDEN CHARGES RE¬ 
GARDLESS OF THE AMOUNT OF TIMES 
YOU USE OUR CONSULTATION OR 

PURCHASE SERVICE 
We will reply to your letter by phone or In 
writing within lOdays, oryou will receive 
a Full Refund. 

Phone: 01-2231613 between the hours of 1.30pni to 3.00pm 

MDR 
Credit Facilities Available 

Put your 
finger into 

the personal 
computer pie! 

Britain’s premier personal computer specialists offer a 
unique opportunity to share in their expertise and 

success. 
As the company who first introduced Apple to the U.K., Personal 
Computers Ltd. London, are in the forefront of this important 
and expanding market. Personal Computers Ltd. are major dis¬ 
tributors for Apple, I.B.M. and O.E.C. and are appointing a 

limited number of individuals or organisations to establish 
outlets in the U.K. 

Investment approx. £70,000. 

1 Contact Mr. Bryan Wilkes, Personal Computers Ltd., 3 Castle 
St., High Wycombe, Bucks. Tel. 0494 32631. 

Perscmal Compute Ltd 
218 4 220/226 Bishopsgste. London EC2M 4JS Tel. 01 377 1 200 
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tired OE W^ITIIVJO EOR R O <3 F? s TO l_ O #Q| D "P 

<QkT l_#QfcST THE UI^Di I T I HO ’ S O SV E R ! 

IKON COMPUTER PRODUCTS ANNOUNCE THEIR NEW 

The ULTRA DRIVE is a professional automatic digital cassette recorder 

specifically designed for the home computer user. 

** READ/WRITE SPEED 1200 BYTES PER SECOND - A 32K PROGRAM TAKES LESS THAN 28 

SECONDS TO LOAD! 

*♦ FULLY AUTOMATIC - NO MORE PRESSING RECORD/REWIND/PLAY! 

*1t CAPACITY 200K PER MICRO CASSETTE 

** USES NO MEMORY 

♦♦ AVAILABLE NOW FOR THE DR#Q»GOH 32 <«MvJD 

COMING SOON FOR THE BBC, NASCOM, ORIC, ELECTRON, COMMODORE 64 AND TANDY 

MICROS (mi S.A.E. for ittaili) 

fHf PRICE INCLUDES ALL NECESSARY CABLES, INTERFACE, OPERATING SYSTEM AND ONE 

MICRO CASSETTE - NO HIDDEN EXTRAS! 

** lO DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ** 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF COMMANDS FOR THE DRAGON COMPUTER: 

INIT Initialises new tape 
ADVANCE Winds tape to end 

REWIND Rewinds tape to beginning 

HALT Halts tape between programs 

SAVE<fi1ename> Saves a program to tape 

LOAD<fi1ename> Loads program 

SKIP<fi1ename> Skips to end of specific file 

DIR Displays directory of all files on tape 

RUN<fi1ename> Loads and runs program 

BREAK OFF Disables the BREAK key 

BREAK ON Re-enables the BREAK key 

FAST Speeds up most DRAGONS 

OLD Recovers last program 

APPEND<fi1ename> Adds file to program in memory 

To: IKON CONFUTER PROWCTS, BEPT. C, KILN LAKE, LAU6HARNE, lYFEI SA33 iOE.IToI. OW 421 91SI 
Pleaie looi m 

__ ULTRA NIVE(i) for the 0RA6ON I £79.99 ♦ £3.49 php. _ Boxes of cassettes • £20.13 per box of 6 

1 eacloie cheqoe/P.O. valoe £ Please iebit oy Access/Vin evi .. 
iBelete Nhichever oot applicable! 

Nom: 

Aiirett: 

Si9aatatire 

(Pleaie allow 28 Bays for Bel(very. Reoittaacei Mill not be casheB aatil ^ooBs are reaBy to be BeipatcheB.I 
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Lost in a maze of bits and bytes, trappe 
CALL on us. Our panel of experts is 

d in a forest oferrors, bugged by Basic? Whatever the problem,, 
at your command. 

Write to: Routine Inquiries, 
Personal Computer News, 
VNU. Evelyn House. 62 
Oxford Street. London W1A 
2HCi. 

Microdrive software 
modifications 
QCan you tell me whether the 

m%jor software houses in* 
tend to publish modifications to 
their software to run on the 
long-awaited Sinclair Mkrod- 
rives? 

I have several utility prog¬ 
rams, purchased at some cost, 
which I find cannot translate for 
use on the Microdrive. Does this 
really mean I will have to wait 
until Microdrive versions of 
these programs are available 
and then spend the same money 
over again? 

Maybe you can also explain 
why Psion’s address does not 
appear on its software and 
advertising material. Could it 
be just to avoid the sort of 
inquiries I’m trying to make? 
B E Turner, 
Doncaster, South Yorks. 

A Unfortunately saving a tape 
program onto Microdrive 

isn’t as simple as just altering 
the SAVE and load routines. 
The problem is that you’ll 
probably find yourself over¬ 
writing areas of memory, so 
when you try to run it from 
Microdrive it’s likely to crash. 

Tasman Software is playing 
fair on this one, and is willing to 
supply a list of amendments to 
the Basic part of the program to 
make it Microdrive compatible, 
but other manufacturers aren’t 
likely to be so friendly. 

The position is that, if you 
break into a program, the 
manufacturer is more likely to 
prosecute you than help you, 
their reasoning being that 
breaking and entering is tanta¬ 
mount to piracy. Now, if the 
program is one of those, like 
Tasword, that allow you enter 
Basic to modify the program, 
there should be no real question 
of piracy. It would be nice of the 
company to help you. but 
they're under no real obliga¬ 
tion. 

There is one set of routines 
that might help in situations like 
this. Friendly Face, from Moni¬ 
tor. 01-937 9801, is a tape or 
Microdrive package that pre¬ 
sents ways of converting tape 

software to Microdrive. It 
doesn’t help you break into a 
program, so any software 
houses reading thiscan put their 
lawyers back in the box. 

You’re quite right, Psion 
doesn’t give an address or 
phone number. In Psion’s case 
this may be because Sinclair is 
the publisher of the software 
(though there’s still no phone 
number). 

Many software houses, 
however, don’t bother giving 
you a way of getting in touch 
with them. In some cases it’s 
simply thoughtlessness, but 
whatever the reason, it’s thor¬ 
oughly reprehensible. As cus¬ 
tomers certainly provide a ser¬ 
vice to the software houses’ 
bank accounts it’s about time 
the software hou.ses provided a 
proper service to customers. 

64 load and save 
triple decker QThe Commodore 64 is a good 

micro but has weaknesses, 
such as the Basic and the tape 
loading speed. I Find the loading 
speed very annoying as it loads 
at 600 baud whereas machines 
like the BBC and Spectrum load 
at 1200 and 2400 baud respec¬ 
tively. Why is it so much slower 
than other mkros and is there 
anything I can do to speed it up? 
Geoff Connell, 
Malmesbury, Wilts. 

A Working with the cassette 
recorder on the 64 can be 

tedious but strictly speaking 
you’re wrong about the baud 
rates. The 64 actually loads and 
saves at 1200 baud but this is 
effectively halved because all 
tape operations are done twice 
with the second copy used as a 
check against the first. This is 
why Commodore cassette sys¬ 
tems are so reliable. 

There are three ways in which 
you can improve loading and 
saving times. First, and most 
obvious, buy a disk drive. 
Although slow in comparison to 
other disk systems, it much 
faster than tape and offers 
access to much letter software, 
in addition to random access 
files and other applications 
difficult, if not impossible, with 
the tape drive. 

Second, you could buy a neat 
little product from Supersoft 
called Arrow, a cartridge that 
allows you to load and save 
programs at several times the 

normal tape speed. It costs£39. 
Stack of Liverpool offers a 
similar gadget for £29. also on 
cartridge, but Stack’s version 
comes with a machine code 
monitor and toolkit included. 

The problem with these is 
that they only work with prog¬ 
rams you have saved yourself, 
not with commercial tapes. 

Finally you can try the follow¬ 
ing which will cost you nothing 
at all... 

For each program that you 
want to load, use the tape 
counter to find the halfway 
mark and mark thisdownon the 
cassette label or inlay card. 
When you come to load the 
program, zero the tape counter 
then allow the tape to run 
slightly past the halfway mark. 
Your program is now in mem¬ 
ory but you can’t run it yet. 

In direct mode enter the 
following line: 
FOR I = 4A TO 50 STEP 2: POKE I, 

PEEK (W2): next: for I = 45 TO 

49 STEP 2: POKE I, PEEK (r3|): 

NEXT 

This takes the values for the 
end of Basic, start of variables 
and start of array storage from 
the cassette buffer and places 
them into the zero page poin¬ 
ters. Your program can now be 
run. 

This routine is unnecessary 
for machine language programs 
as no Basic pointers are used. 
You can simply sys to the start 
of the machine code. 

Alas, poor Oric. 
To be, or not to be? Q ^Tomorrow’s micro today’ 

has died. 1 refer to the fact 
that Ork Products Internation¬ 
al has ceased production of the 
Oric I. Since the new Atmos 
won’t run Ork I software, what 
should 1 do with my old Oric? 

Should I sell my Oric and buy 
an Atmos, or go for a ’safe’ 
machine? 
D J Appleby, 
Peterlee, Co Durham. 

A Oric hasn’t really stopped 
making the Oric 1, the only 

important differences between 
the Oric and the Atmos are the 
keyboard and the ROM. The 
circuit board is the same; the 
PCN one even has Oric 1 
printed on it. 

Most software for the Oric 
runs on the Atmos. The only 
stumbling block is whether any 
calls to ROM routines are 

made. The addresses for some 
of these have been altered in the 
Atmos, which would crash any 
program that tried to call them. 

Oric and other companies are 
bound to respond to the OL 
challenge by producing new 
machines this year, so it might 
be prudent to wait. 

Expand the Spectrum 
character display QIs it possible for the Spec¬ 

trum to produce a screen 
displaying more than 32 charac¬ 
ters per line eg two letters to a 
character block? 

I’ve completed a spreadsheet 
program where all the figure 
inputs and alterations are up¬ 
dated on screen, but I only have 
room for (may be) six adequately 
sized columns, and I need 
roughly twice that. 
G R Charles, Sutton Coldfield, 
West Midlands. 

A The 42 column display 
routine we published in issue 

49 may help, but if you want 
more you can get Taswide, 
which is a machine code routine 
from Tasman software giving 
you a 64 column display. It costs 
£5.50 including postage from 
Tasman Software, 17 Hartley 
Crescent, Leeds LS6 2LL. 

Oric bug or a 
faulty machine? 
QI have had my Oric-1 for 

several months but have 
recently stumbled across a 
problem. 

When playing games, the 
sound gradually becomes dis¬ 
torted after about 10-15 
minutes. 

Is this another bug in the Oric 
or do I have a faultv machine? 
M Mills, 
Lytham St Annes, Lancs. 

A Almost certainly the latter. 
It sounds very much as if 

something is going wrong when 
your Oric warms up. It could be 
the sound chip, though that’s’ 
unlikely as you would probably 
lose the sound or the machine 
would hang up. 

More likely is that the ampli¬ 
fication circuits are malfunc¬ 
tioning when hot. 

If your machine’s still under 
guarantee you should return it 
for repair, if not you’ll just have 
to see if Oric will deal with it for 
you at a cost. 
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Scaled a new PEEK in microcomputing? If printed your tip will earn you a fiver. 

If you’ve gut something to crow 
about... a bit of magic that’ll 
make the world a better place 
for micro users, then send it to 
PCN Microwaves—our regular 
readers’ hints and tips page. 
We’ll pay you £5 if we print it. 
We'll pay you even more if your 
little gem gets our vote as 
microwave of the month. Think 
on ... and write to Micro- 
waves, PCN, 62 Oxford Street, 
London W1A 2HG. 

Memotech verify 
routine is no bug 
The bug in the Memotech 
Verify routine (issue 50) is not 
actually a bug at all. The 
Memotech will save program 
variables, if any exist, along 
with the program. Thus, if the 
program has been run before it 
is saved, and no lines have been 
edited between running and 
saving, the current values of the 
program variables are saved. 

After saving, the Memotech 
does a clear and the program 
variables are ‘forgotten’. 
Obviously, when a verify is 
attempted, both the length and 
content of the saved program 
are different from that in mem¬ 
ory and a mismatch error 
occurs. To avoid this, providing 
you don’t want to save the 
program variables, use the 
direct command clear, im¬ 
mediately before saving the 
program. 

This facility for saving the 
program variables can be very 
useful when save is used from 
within a program, since when 
the MTX encounters an 
embedded save command it 
saves the program along with its 
current values onto tape. A 
program, saved in this way wijl, 
on loading, run starting from 
the instruction directly after the 
SAVE command. 

The simplest use for this is in 
making programs that auto-run 
on loading eg 
10 SAVE “programme” 

20 PRINT “THIS PROGRAM WILL 

AUTO run” 

30 STOP 

Type in this program, start the 
tape for record, then type 
RUN<ENTER>. When the pro¬ 
gram has saved itself onto tape, 
load it back in and see what 
happens. 
Dave Mansell, 
Callingwood. Cornwall. 

Commodore Basic 
which runs and runs 
Caution! Basic programs on the 
Commodore 64 which call for 
machine code files to be loaded 
like this 
10 LOAD “m/c”,i,i 

20 REM REST OF PROGRAM 

will never work 
This is because having loaded 

the machine code, Basic re¬ 
runs the program from the 
beginning; ie attempts to load 
the machine code again ad 
infinitum. A solution is to use 
the following; 
I0C=C+I 

20IFC=1 THEN LOAD “m/c”,I,I 

30 REM REST OF PROGRAM 

Similarly, a Basic program 
which loads another Basic pro¬ 
gram will be overwritten but the 
new Basic program will auto 
run. 
S P Rodgers. 
Camden Town, London NWl. 

below. 
The reverse tejct is automati¬ 

cally cancelled by the return 
following the input of data. 
10 PRINT “input data” 

20 POKE 199, i: INPUT A$ 

.30 PRINT “<2 CURSOR UP>” 

40 GOTO 10 

Brian Rogers, 
Crawley, Sussex. 

BBC function keys 
for numeric keyboard 
One of the better features of 
the BBC micro is its built-in 
a.ssembler. However, it re¬ 
quires the use of both numbers 
and their upper case symbols, 
such as «&. *. and ”. How much 
simpler things would have been 
had the BBC come complete 
with a numeric keypad. I would 

then have been able to press 
SHIFT LOCK and type away. 

I tried to program the func¬ 
tion keys to produce numbers, 
eg. f0=0, f3=3 and so on. This 
worked well until I pressed 
SHIFT LOCK, when all I got was 
blank spaces. Looking through 
the User Guide I saw that the 
function keys could be set to a 
new base, when in shift lock, 

by ’FX 226, N. Thus *FX 226, 48 

sets the function keys to their 
corresponding numbers, with 
f0=0 and f4=4, but only when 
SHIFT LOCK is pressed. 

At any time, then, the func¬ 
tion keys can still be used to 
define functions. I now have the 
benefit of having a numeric 
keyboard of types, without 
losing use of the function keys. 
Michael Manson, 
Wealdstone, Harrow. 

HX20 random 
number seed 
The following routine for the 
HX20 can be u.sed to produce a 
random number seed at the 
start of a Basic program. The 
routine uses the internal timer, 
locations ahinmn and &huuua. to 
provide an integer in the range 
-32768 to -F32767. The timer 
counts from o to ahffff and 
then resets to zero again. This 
process takes 107 milliseconds 
and so there are approximately 
nine complete count cycles per 
second. 
10 POKE AH7E, (&H80 OR 

PEEK(&H7e)) 

20 RANDOMISE 256*PEEK(&H9) 

+ PEEK (&Ha) -.32768 

30 POKE&H7E. (&H7F AND 

PF.EK(AH7F.)) 

40 'remainder of PROGRAM 

FOLLOWS 

J M Wald 
Bitterne Park, Southampton. 

Commodore 64 
text reverse 
A useful function for the Com¬ 
modore 64 would be a method 
of seeing at a glance the differ¬ 
ence between screen prompts 
and data input by the user. 
While colours can be used to do 
this, a more visually effective 
way is to use reverse text. This 
can be done simply by including 
POKE 199. I before an input 

statement as in the example 

Experiment with Atari colour 
SELECT — increases the col¬ 
our value. 
START—decreases the colour 
value. 
Once the routine is installed 
you should be able to use the 
machine normally and run 
other programs (providing 
they don’t use the three func¬ 
tion keys, page 6 RAM or 
their own VBI routine). Thus 
you can experiment with the 
colours produced by program 
displays. 

The subroutine below enables 
you to select any of the colour 
registers (0-4) and alter the 
colour value held there. The 
machine code routine is 
loaded into page 6 of the 
RAM and set up to execute 
within the vertical blank inter¬ 
rupting procedure. 

After enabling the routine 
by GosuB 94<io you can alter 
the colours by pressing the 
console keys: 
OPTION — selects the next 
colour register. 
939«? REM3HF3F setup console keys as colour 

selectors **3^ 

9400 FOR t»t33R TO 1627:PE.4D J: POKE 

i,j;nfxt I 
5-»2a POKE 1337, s; REM response l»4ast 

23S-slow 

9440 POi^E 153S,4:REM first colour reg 

selected 
P4S0 K«'J9P( 1609) : REM enable 

9460 REM to disable use K-USR(1618) or 

press RESET 

9490 RETURN 

9300 DATA 

206,0,6,208, 61, l'?3,1,6,141,0,6,173,31,20 

8,201,3 

9510 DATA 

208,17,238,2,6,173,2,6,201,5,208,33,169, 

0, 141,2 

9320 data 
6,740,26, 1-74,2,6,201,5,208,9,254,196,2,2 

54,196,2 

9330 DATA 

24,144,10,201,6,208,11,222,196,2,222,196 

,2,196,16,141 

0340 DATA 

31,708,76,98,228,104,162,6,160,3,169,7,7 

6.92.228 

9530 DATA 

104.162.228.160.98.169.9.76.92.228 

Nick Pearce, St Leonards. ' 
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Turbo Extended Basic 

OFYOURCBM64 
With 

TURBO 
45 powerful Commands 

make pokes a thing of the 
past! 

TURBO extended BASIC adds 

the following 45 POWERFUL. 

EASY TO USE COMMANDS to 
your Commodore 64:- 

SPRITES 

BCOL 
MOF 
MOVE 
MULT 
OFF 
PUT 
SCOL 
SDT 
SPRITE 

GRAPHICS 

BDR 
CIRCLE 
CLG 
DRAW 
FILL 
HIRES 
INK 
LINE 
PAPER 
PCOL 
PNT 
PRESET 
PSET 

UTILITIES 

AT 
CLD 
CSV 
DELETE 
DOKE 
HALT 
HIM 
JUMP 
KEY 
LOM 
MODE . 
OLD 
PAUSE 
POP 
RENUM 
REPEAT 
SWOP 
TEXT 
UNTIL 

MUSIC 
CLS 
SOUND 
SYNTH 
WAVE 

ONLY 

£l4-95! 

CENTRONICS 
INTERFACE FOR THEV^ 

COMMODORE 64 

ONLY £29.90 '& i^&p 
CENTRONICS PRINTER 

CABLES FOR: 
BBC/ORIC/DRAGON 

ONLY £12.99 inc VAT B P&P 

AZTEC SOFTWARE 

17 Station Road, Mirfield, 
West Yorkshire WF14 8LN 

TRADE 8 EXPORT ENQUIRIES 
WELCOME tel. 0924 492826. 



Singles, pairs, three of a 
kind, six-packs, round 

dozens - you name 
it-We’llsendit! 
Single sided - double density 

£1.50 each. 

Double sided - double density 
£2 each. 

Now you can buy high quality 
media in any quantity you like at really 

low, low prices. SVa" disks with labels, 
read/write protect tabs in a convenient 

mailing pack. 
AND so GOOD THAT WE GUARANTEE IF YOU CAN RND A FAULTY ONE 

WE’LL SEND YOU TWO BY RETURN. 

Just clip the coupon and send it with a cheque to 

..ders can nn, 
V Disco Technology Ltd., 20 Orange Street 01-930 3873 (24 hours) 

^ \ London WC2H7ED. Tel: 01-930 3873 npaipr enomries on 
. \ \ \Part of the Rushworth Dales Group of 930 ^ 
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WIN A MAC 
WE’RE GIVING AWAY 

2Apple Macintosh computers 

I' ‘\ \ 
Apple’s new Macintosh computer is one of the most 
revolutionary machines to appear in the UK. It 
features a multi-tasking operating system, a 32-bit 
chip, a built-in screen and uses the new Sony 3V2in 
disk drives. 

And now you have a chance to win one, plus 
superb software MacWrite and MacPaint, while 
helping us to provide the kind of magazine you want. 
That’s what this questionnaire is all about. We are 
asking you to tell us what you want to read in PCN, by 
completing the survey. But knowing that this might 
seem a bit onerous we are offering the incentive of 
this £3,000 competition. To enter you must 
complete the questionnaire and answer 
the four simple questions below. 
Then rip out the page and send it to 
PCN. 

The first two correct en¬ 
tries drawn (in which 
BOTH the survey and 
questions are completed) 
will win a Mac and software. All 
entries must be in by May 1. 

1) What are the small picture labels on the Mac’s screen called? 
2) Name the Mac’s two processors. 
3) How much capacity does a Macintosh disk have?. 
4) How many dedicated cursor keys doesthe Mac have?. 

PCN READER SURVEY 
-1. NAME:_ 
2. ADDRESS:. 

3. AGE: UNDER15 □ 15—ISQ 
19—25 □ 26—35 0 
36—45 □ 46—65 □ 
OVER65 □ 

4. SEX: MALE Q FEMALE 

5. OCCUPATION: 
PROFESSIONAL& BUSINESS 
EDUCATION 
STUDENT 
COMPUTER INDUSTRY 
OTHER 

□ 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
Continued ^ 
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If yes For Q6-Q9, please specify make and model in each case. 

6. DO YOU OWN A MICRO?:_ 
MAKE & MODEL_ 

19. IF YOU ARE A STUDENT, DO YOU USE A MICRO AT 
SCHOOL7COLLEGE: 

YES □ NO □ 
IF YES, PLEASE GIVE MAKE AND MODEL_ 

7. DOYOUOWNDISKDRIVES?: 
MAKE & MODEL_ 

8. DOYOUOWNAPRINTER?: 
MAKE & MODEL_ 

9. DOYOUOWNAMONITOR?: 
MAKE & MODEL_ 

10. IF YOU UPGRADED YOUR SYSTEM 
(a) Which micro wouldyou buy. 

20. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF A COMPUTER CLUB OR USER 
GROUP: ♦ 

YES □ NO □ 
IF YES, HAVE YOU BEEN A MEMBER FOR: 
UNDER 3 MONTHS □ 3—6 MONTHS □ 
6—12 MONTHS □ 1—2 YEARS □ 
OVER 2 YEARS □ 

21. DO YOU READ PCN: EVERY WEEK □ 
OCCASIONALLY Q RARELY □ 

22. HOWDIDYOUFIRSTHEARABOUTPCN?_ 

(b) Which peripherals wouldyou buy. 

11. HAVE YOU OWNED YOUR MICRO FOR: 
UNDER3MONTHS □ 
3—6MONTHS □ 
6—12 MONTHS □ 
OVER 1 YEAR □ 

12. WHERE DO YOU BUY HARDWARE & SOFTWARE: 
H S 

MAILORDER 
SPECIALIST SHOPS 
CHAIN STORES 
TOYSHOPS 
MAGAZINE ADS 
SECONDHAND 

□ □ 

□ □ 
BB 

13. HOW MUCH DO YOU SPEND ON SOFTWARE PER 
MONTH: 

UNDERE15 □ 
£15—£20 □ 
£20—£30 □ 
£30—£50 □ 
£50ANDOVER □ 

14. WHICH PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE(S) DO YOU USE: 

15. WHICH OPERATING SYSTEM(S) DO YOU USE:. 

16. WHAT DO YOU USE YOUR MICRO FOR 
MAIN USE ONLY: 

GAMES □ 
PROGRAMMING □ 
BUSINESS □ 
EDUCATION □ 
SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING □ 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT □ 
WORDPROCESSING □ 

17. HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE YOUR MICRO 
EACH WEEK: 

1 HOUR OR LESS □ 
2HOURS □ 
3—5HOURS □ 
5—8HOURS □ 
OVER8HOURS □ 

23. PLEASE INDICATE YOUR INTEREST IN THE FOLLOWING 
PCN SECTIONS 

AKM Sc™ Lfttit Non. Stop 

r«iyw«l 

MONITOR □ □ □ □ □ □ 

PCN CHARTS □ □ □ □ □ □ 
RANDOM ACCESS □ □ □ □ □ □ 
ROUTINE INOUIRIES □ □ □ □ □ □ 

MICROWAVES □ □ □ □ □ □ 

READOUT □ □ □ □ □ □ 
PCN PROGRAMS □ □ □ □ □ □ 
DATABASICS □ □ □ □ □ □ 

BILLBOARD □ □ □ □ □ □ 

OUIT □ □ □ □ □ □ 

HARDWARE REVIEWS □ □ □ □ □ □ 
HARDWARE PRO TESTS □ □ □ □ □ □ 
SOFTWARE PRO-TESTS □ □ □ □ □ □ 
PERIPHERAL PRO-TESTS □ □ □ □ □ □ 

SPECIAL FEATURES □ □ □ □ □ □ 
MICROPAEDIA □ □ □ □ □ □ 
HARDWARE DATABASICS □ n □ □ □ □ 
SOFTWARE DATABASICS □ □ □ □ □ □ 

PERIPHERAL DATABASICS □ □ □ □ □ □ 
CLUBNET □ □ □ □ □ □ 
GAMEPLAY □ □ □ □ □ □ 

DATELINES □ □ □ □ □ □ 

VIEW FROM AMERICA □ □ □ □ □ □ 
VIEW FROM JAPAN □ □ □ □ □ □ 

MICROSHOP □ □ □ □ □ □ 
ADVERTISEMENTS □ □ □ □ □ □ 

24. WHAT OTHER COMMENTS WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE 
ABOUTPCN- 

18. PLEASE INDICATE THE PROPORTION OF SOFTWARE 25. WHICH OTHER COMPUTER MAGAZINES DO YOU READ 
BUDGET (%) SPENT ON: ANDWHY?-- 
GAMES_ ___ 
UTILITIES_ _____ 
LANGUAGES- --- 
APPLICATIONS_ ___ 
EDUCATION-- 
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We re only writing games, and we’re only writing for the 64. Rely on ua to bring you the greatest games, 
the greatest concepts and the greatest value. 

The complete deep 
space saga. A radical 
joystick action can bring 
inspired flexibility and a 
horrific kill-rate. The 
outstanding graphics 
include highly detailed 
craft and lots more than 
eight sprites at once. A 
full music and effects 
sound track 
accompanies the action. 
All these features 
combine with player 
options and a top 20 hi- 
score table to set new 
standards in hi-tech 
slaughter. 

^ Daoeoinj’©(gr 

A brand new character 
game. Poor old Bozd: all 
he has to do is to get 
home after a night out 
with the lads. That’s 
easy until a wobble 
becomes a lurch and a 
stagger. Later into the 
night, all rules go out of 
the window as he 
disbelieves what’s ^ 
happening in front of his 
blood-shot eyes. An epic 
journey with ultra¬ 
smooth graphics and 
sprites which run rings 
round normal games. 

SUPER PIPEUNE 
Keep the pipeline open Foreman Fred and 
Plumber Pete have their work cut out. The evil 
ladderman drops metal wedges to plug the 
pipeline - and only Pete can fix ’em. Pete trusts 
Fred to defend him against the six-legged 
Venusian pipe spiders and the hard case lobster 
while he knocks out the plugs and restores the 
flow Full accompanying music and effects, 
options and hi-score table 

JAMMIN’ 
Unlike anything else, a totally musical game yet 
highly colourful. Guide Rankin’ Rodney through 
the top 20 mazes - each with an interactive rock 
sound track. Gather the instruments and make a 
band but watch out for bum-notes, dischord and 
that most deadly effect - distortion. If you've 
never heard the full music capabilities of the 64, 
grab an instrument and join the band. 

COSMIC CONVOY 

All available now on cassette or disk. 

Just surviving is not good enough in this giant convoy Control entire fleet Which freighters must be sacrificed to get most cargo 
three fighters at once, to defend the huge transporters as they ply to the next planet. Full sound options and hi-score table complete 
between the planets Only those transports reaching planetfall will the arcade package, 
gain galactic credits, and noone expects promotion for losing the 

TASXSET LTD - 77i« Sp»ci*lutt 

Naturally, everythmg we've wntten for 
the 94 is available on either cassette or 
disk 

Selected titles available from: 
W H Smith. Boots. Menzies and all good 
computer stores. 

Major distributors mclude 
Microdealer UK. Websters. Centresofl 
and PCS 

All games are the exclusive copyright of 
Taxset Limned All rights are reserved 
Be warned, infringement of those rights 
IS an offence. 

cassette 

£6.90^ 
each each 

J^9.99 

disk 

© MCMLXXXIV TASKSETLTD 

See you at the P. C. G. SHOW 
where else? stand 42 
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From the land of the rising sun comes 
the news of a happy event; the birth of 
a forerunner in what may be yet 

another microcomputing revolution, the 
Yamaha YIS503. Descended from the 
inscrutable family names of Nippon G£>''i 
and Microsoft, the YIS503 is a strong 
contender for leadership in the MSX 
stakes. 

For those of you who haven’t been to 
Japan in the last three months, MSX is all 
the rage in the inscrutable East, and is 
threatening to open a whole new interna¬ 
tional-size Pandora's box of microcom¬ 
puting. 

MSX is far more than just another 
version of Basic. Just imagine a world full 
of microcomputers, all of which could not 
only exchange programs, but would have 
identical screen formats, keyboard func¬ 
tions. and peripheral connectors. These 
dream-machines’ would actually be able 
to accept each others plug-ins, particularly 
cartridges containing hardware expan¬ 
sions and games (sorry. I mean dynamical¬ 
ly interactive applications') software. 

Now, with MSX. that dream may have 
become a reality. For little more than $250, 
a Japanese micro customer can now buy as 
many as 15 different manufacturer’s 
machines bearing the official MSX label. 
With its home market already clamouring 
to purchase every unit which is produced, 
nearly 100,000 machines have been sold so 
far. Perhaps this is one of the principal 
causes of the current 'silicon shortage’, to 
which most western electronics manufac¬ 
turers will sadly attest. 

The current list of Japanese MSX 
manufacturers includes both recent and 
historic microcomputer firms, ranging 
from such sanguine names as Matsushita 
and Sony, to relative newcomers such as 
Kyocera and Spectravideo. Being in a 
classic 'first micro’ position is a daunting 
prospect at the best of times, but this hasn’t 
stopped Yamasha from striding quickly 
into the MSX marketplace. 

Features 
As a comparative newcomer to the micro 

'nMalup««f thing* 
toewM —litahi’sflrat 

miSXiiiicinpfninct 

manufacturer’s marketplace, Yamaha has 
incorporated some remarkably sophisti¬ 
cated design into the YIS503. Two of its 
most notable features are the inclusion of 
32K of usable RAM memory as standard, 
and an additional expansion connector for 
Yamaha-designed peripherals. 

As with all MSX micros a full moving- 
key keyboard is provided. Although the 
layout is standardised by M SX conventions 
its response and overall feel is remarkably 
good for such a low-priced machine. In 
addition to providing larger arrow keys 
than called for by MSX. Yamaha has 
thoughtfully quadrupled the size of the 
Return key. ITie overall keyboard design 
leaves the user with a wholesome feeling of 
satisfaction. 

The general ‘right-hand-rule’ which 
stipulates that the arrow keys are on the 
right-hand side of the main keyboard, 
applies to all MSX micros. A few other 
MSX manufacturers (Sony. Canon, and 
National in particular) have transformed 
the arrow keys into something 
approaching arcade quality, 
while most of the others 
(Fujitsu. Toshiba, 

etc) have 
taken no initiative at all 

from the original MSX specifications. 
Yamaha’s idea of re-arranging the classic 
diamond layout into a sort of square is not 
my idea of A Good Thing, but it is unique 
among current MSX machines and shows 
some degree of thought has gone into the 
problem. 

As MSX micros are manufactured 
only in Japan at present, all MSX 
keytoards include Japanese characters as a 
key-selected option. Once the Hiragana/ 
Katakana character option is selected, the 
micro proceeds to generate a completely 
different set of characters. A worrying 
feature of the original MSX keyboard 
layout specification calls for this key to be 
placed immediately underneath the Re¬ 
turn key. 

Yamaha has wisely moved the Caps 
Lock key away from its recommended pos¬ 
ition. and filled the gap with the enlarged 
Return key. This is a much better 
for long-term entry in both 
and Japanese, for which the 
Yamaha design team 
deserve an extra 
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Yamaha tunes in 
Igor Thomas looks at the new MSX micro from Yamaha that doubles as a synthesizer. 

(bold but laudable) absence of integrated 
circuit sockets. This machine is designed to 
run and run. with very little attention from 
your friendly Yamaha dealer. 

Part of the competition between MSX 
micro manufacturers is the amount of 
RAM supplied with the standard machine. 
The MSX standard specifies a minimum of 
8K user memory, although thankfully 
none of the current models are supplied 
with anything less than 16K. The Y1SS03 is 
credited with 48K of RAM. however only 
32K of this is actually usable as program 
area. 

The high-resolution MSX screen con¬ 
sumes 16K of RAM. for which a separate 
high-speed RAM bank is provided. Clever 
hardware and operating system features 

allow extra RAM to be plugged onto both 
the cartridge or expansion connectors, 
allowing a staggering total of 1.024K to be 
addressed by the microprocessor. Stan¬ 
dard 16K RAM cartridges are available, 
although plans are well advanced on a 
256K model. 

In use 
To look at the YIS-503. you would be 
forgiven for thinking that it doesn’t 
outwardly apf>ear particularly revolution¬ 
ary. Indeed, even when you start to use 
MSX Basic, the general feeling of d^j^ vu 
can become quite strong indeed. 

This impression is perfectly natural, and 
indeed may be intentional (think about it)! 
Not being a first-time microcomputer user. 

As many a hi-fi owner will attest, most 
micros create havoc with radio reception, 
and in the United States tough new laws 
have been introduced to combat the 
problem of ‘noise pollution’ from electro¬ 
nic equipment. Yamaha has displayed 
even further foresight here, as not only 
does the YIS503 meet these regulations, 
but it goes a few steps further. 

The plastic outer case conceals extensive 
internal metalwork over both the main and 
keyboard circuit boards. Although thin 
and light, these screens provide an im¬ 
pressive degree of interference screening, 
as well as an ingenious heat-removing 
facility for the video display circuit. The 
SFG-01 synthesizer cartridge is actually 
constructed in a heavier steel case and. in 
conjunction with matching steel screen 
within the base of the cabinet, produces 
what must be the most noise-free audio 
signals ever heard by home micro users 
cum musicians. 

Delving into the main circuit board 
reveals a strong Yamaha propensity for 
getting it right the first time. There are no 
messy modifications, all parts are clearly 
marked, outlines are provided around 
major functional areas, and there is a total 

fortune cookie. 
Only time will tell what other variations 

of the MSX keyboard will be necessary to 
suit western fingers, but Yamaha has done 
an excellent job of advance planning for 
the inevitable export users of YIS503’s. 

In the depths of the main circuit board a 
cluster of well-proven microprocessor 
chips attest to the easy, dare I say 
old-fashioned, hardware approach used 
throughout the machine. However, ‘plain 
vanilla’ this micro is not. with its ingenious 
windowable and bankable memory map 
and MSX plug-in facilities. 

As well as the requisite Z80A micro¬ 
processor and 9928A video display (part of 
the MSX specification), notable mic¬ 
rochips include an 8255 input/output/ 
timer, a pair of custom-designed logic and 
sound integrated circuits. 32K ROM, 
containing the MSX Basic language and 
machine operating system. 

Construction 

21 ► 
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Interfaces 
Although the MSX specification does not 
demand them, Yamaha has included both 
joystick and printer interfaces as standard. 
The joystick connectors are of the classic 
9-pin D-typ)c as used by Atari, Commod¬ 
ore, etc, but be warned: the MSX standard 
is not electrically compatible with the 
Atari standard. Hopefully, no major 
damage will occur if an Atari joystick 
is used in an MSX machine by accident, but 
adapting cables are required if this is your 
intention. 

A parallel printer port is provided, 
which is electrically suitable for use with 
most popular makes of printer, eg Epson, 
Seikosa, Centronics. Again, an adapting Yamaha has used a cheaper, but more overcrowded hardware reveals a notable 
cable would be required to connect a obscure, 14 pin JlS-type connector. omission in that the YIS503 has no 
Centronics standard peripheral since Delving further in the compact but not television modulator. This means that only 23 ► 
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I actually enjoyed being able to switch on 
the Yamaha and immediately feel confi¬ 
dent enough to write a program with my 
already hard-earned knowledge of Micro¬ 
soft Basic. It was more than a slight 
surprise to find how readily my well-worn 
fingers found their way around the Y1S503 
keyboard, without the usual full day’s 
‘getting used to it' torture. The general feel 
of the hardware reminded me of machines 
easily ten times the price. 

It wasonly a few minutes work to create a 
really playable Space Invaders program 
using the built-in sprite capabilitiesofMSX 
Basic. This feature alone suggests a strong 
encouragement towards D-I-Y games 
software written in MSX Basic. A few 
more minutes work produced a plausable 
graphic art program, with the ability to 
draw circles, elipses. squares, and rectang¬ 
les, all in solid or outline form. The built-in 
MSX sound generator performed accom¬ 
plished versions of ‘Funky Town’ with 
great enthusiasm; programmed as easily as 
a simple print statement. 

Combining a tried-and-true (although 
arguably old-fashioned) version of Basic 
with the potential of over a megabyte of 
memory expansion. I really started to feel a 
silly grin cross my face. Too many times 
have I had to learn everything from scratch 
when meeting a new machine for the first 
time. I am surely not going to be alone in 
finding the built-in ‘familiarity’ of Yama¬ 
ha’s MSX micro its most endearing 
feature. 

Stitman cartrMf* coiiiMctor, and non-standard 
Contronics plu(. No standard TV modulator moans 
you hast to use an external modulator._ 



JLC DATA DUPLICATION 

CASSETTES — DISCS — EPROMS 
★ 7 YEARS’ DATA EXPERIENCE 
★ HIGH LEVEL OF SECURITY 
★ NORMALLY NO MASTERING FEE 
★ NORMALLY 7-10 DAY TURNAROUND 
★ 24 HOUR TURNAROUND SUPERFAST 

SERVICE IF REQUIRED ★ 
Cassette Duplication — for most micros. 
Disc Duplication — 35, 40, 80 track S/S, D/S, S/D, 
D/D. 
Eprom Duplication — most types. 
All data verified. 
Blank Cassettes, Discs, Eproms — bulk sales only. 
Blank Labels — most colours — bulk sales only. 
Labels in sheets or rolls. 

★ NEW SERVICE ★ 
Letter-heads and forms in rolls or fanfold for 
computer printing. 

Telephone: (0226) 87707 24 hours 
7 days a week 

Enquiries and accounts to: 
JLC DATA, 49 CASTLE STREET, BARNSLEY, 

SOUTH YORKSHIRE S70 1NT 
In the interests of security, callers without appointments or proof 

of company status will not be seen. 
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The Yamaha keyboard has a nice fed—the layout 
is standardised by the MSX conventions. The 
behnred diannMd arrangement of the cursor keys 
has been substituted with a Miuare. 

^ 2J a black and white or colour monitor can be 
used, but the implications of this are not 
without merit. (Also, it is much easier to 
have your own external modulator, to suit 
the type of television svstem vou may have 
PAL in the UK. NTSC in the USA. etc.). 
Our review machine was an imported 
Japanese unit, and comes with a specially 
adapted Luxor colour monitor. 

Suffice it to say that the standard I6MSX 
colours are wonderfully displayed, ranging 
from strong primaries to more delicate 
shades. It is not clear how much improve¬ 
ment may be permissible to the merely 
adequate 256 by 192 pixel graphics resolu¬ 
tion, but then again, the IBM PC offers 
very much the same standards. 

Hopefully Yamaha will be able to offer 
its own external modulator, as most of 
the mcxlulators currently on the market are | 
poorly designed and would probably j 
degrade a television display considerably, t 
I lowever, be sure to think seriously about 
using a monitor. A micro as good as this 
merits a good display device. 

The beauty of MSX expansions and 
cartridges lies in the ease with which they 
may be moved from machine to machine. 
Part of the character of each manufactur- j 
er’s MSX machine surrounds the styling 
and placement of these connectors, such as 
in the National machine with its dual 
top-loaders and the Fujitsu with its 
side-entry model. 

The cosmetic’ variations pale by com¬ 
parison to the potential of the YIS503’s 
unique Yamaha hardware module system. 
This is essentially a built-in version of the 
MSX expansion connector (the signals and 
pin connections are virtually identical), 
which allows the YIS503 to be dedicated to 
a particular peripheral concept. 

With the help of its well-respected 
electronic instruments division Yamaha 
has produced what may well become top of 
the MSX accessory pops, the SFG-01 FM 
Synthesizer Interface module. All you 
have to do is slide a discreetly-placed cover 
away from the underside of the machine, 
and slip the hardware module into the gap 
provided. Very sensibly, a single bolt is 
provided to anchor Yamaha hardware 
cartridges in place such that the whole 
machine may be freely carried about, 
without risk of losing expensive things 
from its underside! 

Once so installed, your YIS503 becomes 
a computerised electric organ, coinci¬ 
dentally equipped with all the remark¬ 
able and novel features usually found on 
Yamaha’s widely sold home organs. Built- 
in firmware brings a wealth of automatic 
features into play as soon as the correct 
Basic commands are given. Among over 30 
different pre-defined musical instruments, 
the synthesiser electronics generate 
frighteningly realistic clavinets and vib¬ 
raphones (shame we couldn’t take pictures 
of these haunting and foot-tapping 
sounds). 

Combine the generous variety of 
preset voices with 8 music channels and all 
you need is a keyboard. The model YK-01 
is a 3V^ octave 44-note polyphonic 
keyboard which simply plugs into a 
multi-pin connector on the edge of the 
SGF-OI module. 

The pitch’ of the keys is oddly reduced 
from that of conventional piano 
keyboards, presumably so that the whole 
keyboard does not greatly exceed the size 
of the micro itself. I constantly found my 
fingers attempting to travel further than 
necessary, being accustomed as they are to 
normal synthesiser keyboards. This may 
be a hinderance to the professional 
musician, but I think us lesser mortals 
could get used to it with practice. 

Speaking of professional musicians, a 
slightly more advanced module, the SMD- 
Ul, is also available. It used to attach a 
Yamaha DX-7 to the now slightly oversha¬ 
dowed MSX micro. In brief: the DX-7 is a 

I real synthesizer, sold widely through music 
' shop>s, and the mind toggles at the 

potential of this potent combination of 
music and micro technology. 

On both synthesiser modules further 
I connections are provided for stereo hi-fi 

output, and inputs for further processing of 
external signals by the synthesizer electro¬ 
nics. All of the sounds generated by the 
standard MSX 3-voice sound generator are 
still available while a synthesizer module is 
installed, so all in all you’d do well to buy 
the neighbours a year’s supply of earplugs. 

The built-in rythm generator’ takes a bit 
of getting used to, but if you’re into 
Japanese disco music it’s time to get funky. 
Further eastern innovations include an 
automatic ‘left hand’ routine, and an 
intelligent ‘bass line’ generator. 

If you aren’t interested in learning how 
to play music, perhaps you’d care to invest 
in yet another Yamaha add-on which 
allows you to play music without any effort 
at all. Simply slide a Yamaha Play-Card 
card through the YIS503 Play-Card reader 
(which plugs into the software cartridge 
connector) and hey presto, instant talent. 

These cards are used by other Yamaha 
music products, and arc generally avail¬ 
able from suitably advanced musical 
instrument shops. Tbe card is printed with 
the words and music of your chosen tune, 
and a magnetic strip along the bottom edge 
carries all the data necessary to play the 
music for you. 

Verdict 
Although the academics and perfectionists 
amongst you may be irate over MSX 
Basic’s peculiarities, Yamaha’s accoun¬ 
tants have not been slow off the mark when 
pressed for a solution to the ‘master plan’. 
By unflinching pointing to Microsoft as 
arguably the suppliers of the most widely- 
sold Basic interpreter. Yamaha’s micro¬ 
computing future has been assured. 

Sadly, neither Yamaha nor any of the 
other Japanese manufacturers would com¬ 
mit themselves to a UK launch date by the 
time this article went to press, but chances 
are that Christmas 1984 will see an MSX 
battle. 

Any motorcyclist will attest to Yamaha’s 
street credibility, while pop musicians will 
sing the praise of its musical prowess. The 
new Yamaha computer greatly benefits 
from Japanese manufacturing expertise, 
and marketing acumen. It is a clean, 
efficient, and well-built micro, as well as 
being remarkably good value for money. 
The YIS503 certainly stands every chance 
of taking the lead in the MSX marketplace 
for many months to come. rcu 

SPECinCATION 
Price Unknown, but probablv between £150 and £2(X) 
Processor Z80 
RAM 32K usable, plus 16K video 
ROM 32K (BASIC and operating system) 
Screen 40 characters by 24 lines, 256 x 192 resolution 
Keyboard 72 keys, English and Japanese characters 
Interfaces Cartridge connector, expansion connector, joystick sockets. 

parallel printer interface, rgb monitor 
Operating system MSX 
Distributor Not yet announced 
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Geof Wheelwright looks into some recent developments in display technology 

Stars of 
the screen Adam Osborne thought he'd re-invented 

sliced bread (or at least had a good run 
at re-introducing the crumpet) when he 

unveiled his sewing-machine sized port¬ 
able computer a few years ago. 

And he wasn’t far wrong. In the size of a 
briefcase-cum-suitcase the illustrious Mr 
O had managed to fit two disk drives, an 
entire Z80-based computer and a small 
built-in CRT screen. 

Looking back on that achievement, it 
was neither the size of the disk drives, nor 
the small board that really surprised __ 
anybody — the motherboard of the Apple portable — the SX64. It’s also one of the Meanwl 
II wasn’t much bigger and neither were its first portable computers to incorporate a Epson am 
drives. It was the inclusion of the screen colour picture tube. It uses a five inch thoughts 
(and, ofcourse. the bundled software) that colour monitor — which looks to be a computer! 
took people aback. souped-up US colour TV tube. While this essential c 

Here, for the first time, was a truly allows you to display the colour in various complete 
portable computer available at a price lots games, it makes things difficult when some fori 
of people could afford and in a size they you’re doing something like word proces- designing l 
could (barely) handle. You only needed to sing and you need the hard contrast and ablesEpso 
fold down the front panel of the machine, definition provided by a high-resolution out the lar 
plug it in, and presto, the screen would monochrome monitor. some Catl 
come to life and your Osborne was ready Commodore’s move is therefore unlike- Liquid Cn 
for work. ly to cause a trend toward colour monitors Epson ii 

The screen was a bit small, the character being included in portable computers as LCD sere 
grid non-standard and the keyboard a bit it’s both difficult to get good resolution and microcasst 
naff—but the Osborne 1 soon developed a a good price on them. So if you stick in a would fill < 
devoted following of portable revolu- colour monitor that’s going to be good looked at 
tionaries to whom these shortfalls were but enough for business use, it’s going to make latter used 
mere eccentric pieccadiIlos. your machine too expensive. On the other built-in a| 

After all. what other computer could hand if you go for a low-resolution TV binedwith 
you just plug-in and use without having to monitor with a good price, you’ll hardly be to produce 
haul around some silly 12in screen? able to read the text. Model 100 

As with the leader of many a revolution, StaeWr*! 2-Inch fl«t-*cr»en TV. 

Osborne soon found he was the flavour of 
the month (later to become dish of the day) 
in an incredibly fickle year. Third-party 
suppliers started doing 80-column screens 
for his built-in CRT. other companies 
(such as Kaypro) started to imitate and 
undercut his small-screen wonder, while 
yet others discovered that many dollars 
(and pounds) were to be made in wrapping 
an Osborne-style box around IBM PC | \ 
compatibles. 

Perhaps the cheapest new machine to 
use a built-in CRT is the Commodore 64 

Meanwhile in Japan companies such as 
Epson and Kyocera were having other 
thoughts about what a truly portable 
computer might look like — and again the 
essential component to make the picture 
complete (if you’ll excuse the pun) was 
some form of built-in screen. When 
designing their telephone-book sized port¬ 
ables Epson and Kyocera decided to throw 
out the large, piower-hungry and cumber¬ 
some Cathode Ray Tube in favour of 
Liquid Crystal Display technology. 

Epson used a four line by 20 character 
LCD screen and decided that built-in 
microcassette storage and a small printer 
would fill out the package, while Kyocera 
looked at a few other innovations. The 
latter used CMOS non-volatile RAM and 
built-in applications programs — com¬ 
bined with and 8 line by 40-column display 
to produce the NEC PC-8201 A, theTandv 
Model 100 and the Olivetti .M-10. 



Free software,only £225. 
If you own a BBC Micro, you can 

now download, store and run pro^ams 
(transmitted free of charge via Ceefax) 
with the new Teletext Adaptor, priced 
£225 inc.VAT. 

These programs make up the BBC 
Telesoftware Service (which is intended to 
become a computer software broadcasting 
channel) and although primarily educat¬ 
ional, they will soon develop / 
into general interest and 
business areas. 

And, as they will 
change every two weeks, 
youil soon be able to build 
up a vast bank of top qual¬ 
ity software without ever 
having to put your hand in 
your pocket. 

But that s not all 
the adaptor has to offer. 
It also enables you to 
gain access to the 
normal teletext store 
of data.This is differ¬ 
ent to simply having 
a teletext TV 
because it means 

this data can now be transferred to 
memory and manipulated in any way you 
wish (making graphs or bar charts for 
instance). 

It’s yet another development in our 
programme to help you fully realise your 
BBC Micro’s potential. 

If you’re a credit card holder you 
can order the Teletext Adaptor bv ringing 
- 01-200 0200 at an/ time or 

0933-79300 during office 
hours. 

(You can also find 
out the address of your 
local BBC Micro deafer by 
calling the same numbers.) 

.Alternatively, you 
can order it by sending off 
the coupon below. 

Technical Specifications 

Access to Teletext and Telesoftware Services broadcast on 

U.H.E channels E21 toE69. 

Speed of max. data capture rate approx. 128k baud. 

(8 lines of Teletext per frame.) 

Height 70mm. Width 210mm. Depth 350mm. Weight.2kg. 

Colour: BBC Computer cream. 

Construction: Moulded top and bottom to match BBC 

computer profile. ,\BS injection moulded plastic. 

Controls: Four tuning potentiometers on rear panel. 

Mains on/off switch on rear panel. 

Power in 240v, 50Hz, 15w. 

Operating Temperature: 10° to 35°C. 

Designed and manufactured to comply with BS4I5 Class I 

standard. 

To: BBC Microromputprs,c/o Vector Marketing 
Denington Estate, Wellingborough, ^orthants NN8 2RL. 

Please send me._BBt; Teletext Adaptors at £225 
each, inc.VAT and deliver)’. I enclose PO/cheqiie payable to 
Readers A/C, Acorn Computers Ltd, or charge my credit card. 

Card Number_ 
.\mrx/l)inrrs/\ iii*/Arrrsii (Drlrlr) 

Name_ 

Address_ 

_Postcode_ 

Signatur*' 
Rrpiitrrrd No. I-W) .'1810 VAT No. 215 400220 

PCN3 

The BBC Microcomputer System. 
I )esigned, produccMl and distributed bv Acorn (Computers Limited. 



A rubbish bin for your old 
has been. 

■ Believe it or not, computers often suffer from amnesia. 

99% start off with large enough memories, but operating 

functions like text, colour, sound and more particularly high 

resolution graphics, take large bytes out of them. Leaving very 

little "useable* memory for programming and games. 

Not so the new Oric Atmos 48K. 

This is the one home computer that takes these normal 

working functions in its stride. 

Unlike other home computers it uses the highly sophisticated 

serial attribute handling method used by Viewdata and Teletext, 

Yet more money 
bolt 

in which the attributes are stored on the saeen alongside the data, 

instead of taking up space in the memory. 

Thus the Oric Atmos never offers less than a healthy 37K 

of useable memory - even when the new colour printer and disc 

drive unit are attached. (Technical buffs see details overleaf). 

So it rivals the perforrrxance of the supposedly larger, more 

expensive Commodore 64K, which unfortunately loses 26K of its 

"elephantine* memory in high resolution graphics. 

It beats its immediate competitors like the Sirdair Spectrum, 

Dragon 32K, Vic 20 ar»d Atari 600. 



uresfor 
esia. 

It beats the Lynx 48K,which costs over o third more, 

yet loses 34K. 

It even beats the Acorn Electron and the BBC Miao which 

costs more than twice os much, yet loses 23K in high resolution 

graphics. 

And while this may surprise you, its totally in keeping with 

o company recognised in the computer industry for performance 

and innovation. 

Like its predecessor, the Oric-1, the Oric Atmos has the 

powerful loudspeaker and amplifier unit that prompted “Which 

Micro* (November issue) to comment... Its sound facilities have 

more in common with those of the £400 Beeb, than the rather 

pathetic beep of the Spectrum. At full volume it can compete with 

most arcade games.. T 

Yet the Oric Atmos 48K costs a mere £170, including all the 

leads and adaptors you need to get it going. 

So if you’re buying a computer, remember our name. We 

could save you a fortune on bolt-ons... or wastepaper bins. 

The new Oric Atmos 48K.^^fij^ 



Now we’ve whetted your appetite, 
here’s something to get your teeth into. 

Printer Atmos 
Technical Specifications 

Printer/ Ball Point Pen,4 colour CPU 

Rotting Memory 
system Memory 
Plotting speed: 

52 mm/sec (2.05ips| 
73 mm/sec (3.08ips) 

. (48K Model) 
(horizontol) 
(vertical) *■, 

Printer 
Sp^ 

12 characters per second 

Language 

Resolution 

Effective 
plotting 

0.2 mm/step (0.00787 inch) 

96 mm (3.804 inch) x axis, 
divided into 480 steps. (No limit 

Keyboard 

range in y direction) 

Characters 80 or 40 text mode (determined 
Display per line by software in graphics mode) 

Charocters INT(480/n-i-1)*6) 
Text format per line for0=n = 15 

Accuracy Character 

(repetition) 0.2 mm max set 

(movement) 
(distance) 

0.3 mm max 
0.5% rrxjx (x-axis) 
1%(y-axis) Graphics 

Pen life 

Parallel 

250 metres (825 feet) 

8-bit parallel Uses STROBE 
and ACKNOWLEDGE 

Graphic 
Facilities 

interface 

Temperature 

Sound 

18.3to35°C(65to96'1=) 
-40to71'C(.40lo16(TF) 

range 
storage 

Humidity 10% to 80% relative non- 
Storage range condensing 

Power 
supply 

Switch!^ ^ower supply input 

Interface 200 -240 VAC 

Dimensions 10^4" wide 
6W6eep 
2 W high Other 

6502A 

Choice of 16K or 48K RAM 

Minimum 48K RAM, rrxix 64: 
16K ROM external control 
sionols allow use of full 64K 
RAM or maybe used externally 
ta increase kOM/RAM 

Extended Microsoft basic 

Typewriter style and pitch. 57 
keys, standord computer layout, 
additional cursor control k^, 
autorepeat facilitv, tactile and 
acoustic feedback 

Output for B&W or colour TV, 
RGB output for colour monitor. 

40 line X 28 rows 

Similar ta Teletext format, 
standard ASCII double height, 
flashing, 80 user definable 
characters 

240x200,8 colours 

Points, lines, circles 

Internal budspeakerond 
amplifier. 3-Cnannel sound 
synthesiser envelope control, 
amplitude control o octaves, 
naise channel 

Most cassette recarders via 
DIN socket 300 or2400 BAUD. 
Disc Drive. 

Centronics, expansion port. 
Hi-fi, RGB Monitor, UhlF TV, 
cass^e recorder 

Warm reset to regain control 
without clearing program or 

data 

Micro Disc 
Technical Specifications 

Formatted 160K bytes per side (double 
Capocity density as standard) 

Na.of 40 (80 available as option at a 
Tracks future dote) 

Na.of 16 
Sectors 

Bytes per 256 
S^or 
Transfer 250K BHs/Sec 
Rate 

Supports up to 599 files per side, four drives single 
or double sided, 40 or 80 track. User definable 
configuration allows mixing of drive types 
including 5 V*” (five and a quarter inch) 
Extensive wild card facilities 
Copy allows merging of basic and machine 
code files 

Utilities 

The Utilities are as follows: 

1. Bockup Copy a whole disc 

2. Copy Copy o file to another 

3. Del Delete a file allowing wildcards 

4. Dir Display directory listing 

5. Drv Set the default drive number 

6. Format Format and initialise a disc 

/.Load Load a file (code data or basic) 

8. Protect Change protect status of file 

9. Recall Recall a basic arroy from a file 

10. Ren Rename a file 

11. Save Save a file (code, data or basic) 

12. Store Store a basic array as a data file 

13. Sys Change system configuration 

Pnoes and data corr«d at time o( going to pres. 
Specifia^ons on abo*e nwdefe nw/change wflhool nofcce. 

Available at Dixons, Laskys, Comet, Wigfalls, Rumbelows and all good computer stockists. 



SCREEN TECHNOLOGY 

Two LCDf from C.Koh. 

Recently that technology has been 
further expanded to provide an 8()-column 
screen on machines like the Gavilan. the 
Sharp PC5(KX), the Teleram T31(K), the 
MicroOffice Systems Technology Road 
Runner and the Xerox Series 1810 port¬ 
able. 

Of those new machines, only the Sharp is 
currently available in the UK. It uses an 
eight line by 80 column screen and has 
bubble-memory storage. But it's more 
expensive than the Model 100. Olivetti and 
NEC portables and somew'hat heavier. 

The Sharp’s screen gives it the advan¬ 
tage of a larger 'window' on your program 
or text—and it provides a higher degree of 
resolution (640 by 80 dots). But LCD isn't 
the only style of flat-screen technology 
employed by Sharp. 

In the upmarket Grid Compass port¬ 
able. Sharp’s electroluminescent display 

panel is used. It operates by generating 
orange and yellow pixels that originate in a 
thin layer of zinc sulfide and manganese 
sandwiched between two glass panels. 

The front panel contains closely-packed 
vertical wires and the back panel contains a 
similarly packed set of horizontal wires. 
The wires are as good as invisible to the 
eye. but together they form a grid which, 
when charged with electricity at specified 
points causes an electrical field to be 
established and a wire in the metallic layer 
to glow. 

This technology provides a high- 
resolution display (240 by 320 pixels) on a 
12in by 12in flat panel — but it comes at a 
steep price. Sharp charges some $300 
for the screen used on the Grid Compass. 

Electrophoretic displays (or EPDs) use 
the same two-panel grid configuration as 
Electroluminescent displays, but have the 

An 80 X 8 display on tho now Sharp PC 5000. 

distinct advantage of retaining informa¬ 
tion about screen dot locations. The EPD 
panels contain electrically charged parti¬ 
cles of pigment suspended in a fluid of 
contrasting colour. 

When current is applied, the electric 
field pulls the charged pigment particles to 
the front of the screen and creates a 
coloured dot. 

In the immediate future, however, the 
flat screen in affordable micros is likely to 
be LCD-based. But even here there are a 
few developments in the LCD field that 
look set to make them even more attrac¬ 
tive. 

The new STM IBM-compatible port¬ 
able micro — planned for introduction in 
the UK this September — will employ a 
backlight behind a built-in 8U-column 
screen to overcome the problem that LCD 
screens have in lacking brightness. This 
means that even in poor lighting condi¬ 
tions, you should still be able to use your 
portable (unless it's too dark to see the 
keys.) 

One further alternative to LCD flat- 
screens is the flat cathode-ray tube as 
developed by Sinclair Research in its new 
flat tube TV. The flat tube technology 
takes the standard CRT—which is usually 
a long, funnel-shaped affair — and turns it 
sideways, thus reducing the depth required 
for a TV tube. 

In a micro, this technology could be very 
useful in producing Osbome-style port¬ 
ables that would need to be nowhere near 
as deep as such machines currently are. 
The need for depth in existing pK)rtables 
which use CRTs is caused by the fact that 
for every inch of screen you gain on the 
CRT, the picture tube needs to be 
exponentially longer—thus increasing the 
depth of the machine. 

In a flat-tube TV that exponential 
growth goes sideways so that for a five or 
six inch screen you could have quite a long, 
thin box with a CRT at the front of it and a 
main processor board just behind it. Add 
to that a folding detachable keyboard at 
the front of the machine and you’d have 
quite a powerful portable computer not 
much longer than a violin case and not 
much wider than a Model 100 or NEC 
portable computer. 

Now all you need is to have someone 
build it . . . any takers? 
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ATARI GRAPHICS 
Mark Hutchinson presents the first of a two part introduction to Atari graphics programming. 

Program Antics 
The Atari is an incomparable machine 

for games, but the trouble is, it's so 
good that it ’s all too easy to miss out on 

programming. This is the first of an 
occasional series of articles where I hope to 
delve into the quieter backwaters of the 
Atari 400 and 800. So if you’d rather learn 
how to write a space invaders game than 
just load it in, read on. 

First, let’s look at a few of the memory 
locations we’ll be using in the future. When 
a key is pressed, the computer looks at a 
location in memory called a pointer. This is 
like a signpost which sends the computer to 
the part of the memory that holds the 
character set. which is held in ROM, and 
therefore cannot be changed. 

But if we change the pointer by poKning 
it with a number to make the computer 
look into an area of RAM. which we can 
change, then we can place data for a new 
character set here. Easy so far, but now 
come the dreaded mathematics. 

Like most home micros the Atari is what 

is termed an 8-bit machine. This means that 
each memory location is comprised of eight 
little switches that are either on (1) or off 
(0). Mathematically the possibilities range 
from all off to all on which (work it out) 
means 256 numbers from 0 to 255. This isn’t 
a great deal, so many locations use a two 
number pointer to overcome this. The first 
number, or Most Significant Byte (MSB), 
holds a number that you multiply by 256. 
The second. Least Significant Byte (LSB). 
you add to the first. 

If you compare this to decimal, the first 
number is the equivalent of the tens, while 
the second number is like the units. 
Sometimes the pointer has only one 
number in which case it is the MSB and 
must be multiplied by 256. 

The number stored here is termed pages, 
where one page equals 256 bytes, or four 
pages equals IK. For example, one 
location we will be using a lot is for the 
Display List (DL). whose pointers are 560 
and 561. To find where the DL currently 

resides (it changes according to memory 
size, graphic modes, etc) you use the 
following command; 
PRINT PEEK (.S6I)) + 2.V.*PI:EK (5<i|) 

The DL is a set of data that tells the 
Atari’s Antic chip where the screen data is 
and how to use it. Again, if you reset the 
pointer you can set up your ow-n custom 
graphics. 

Another important location is 106. This 
is where the top of usable RAM is stored,, 
As it is one number, it will be stored in 
pages. The computer looks at this location 
and knows how far up in RAM it is allowed 
to go. If you lower the number stored here 
the computer will not go above it. and 
you’ll then have stored some safe’ RAM 
for your own use. You can then use a 
pointer to go to this area whenever you 
have need of the data stored there. Using 
the DL like this allows the storage of high 
resolution pictures and recalls them instan¬ 
taneously. fully drawn. 

Atari graphics are instant, if not easy. 32 

Program I 

200 GR.8: C.l: PLOT l,l: FOR P - 1 TO 7: READ X,Y: DR.X, 

210 

220 

230 

240 

290 

1300 

1310 

1320 

1330 

1340 

1 400 

P 

PLOT 51,25: G0S.1400 

PLOT 101,50: GOS.1400 

PLOT 121,60: GOS.1400 

PLOT 131,65: GOS.1400 

GOTO 290 

DATA 319,1,319,159,1,159,1,1,319,159,319,1,1,159 

DATA 269,25,269,134,51,134,51,25 

DATA 219,50,219,110,101,110,101,50 

DATA 198,60,198,99,121,99,121,60 

DATA 188,65,188,94,131,94,131,65 

FOR P«1 TO 4: READ X,Y: DR.X,Y: NEXT P: RETURN 

Program 2 

NEXT 

249 REM *** FIND MEMTOP IN PAGES 

250 MT»PEEK(106) 

259 REM FIND DL POINTER 

260 DLLOWl=PEEK(560): DLHIGH1=PEEK(561) 

290 REM *** DELETE GOTO 

300 GR.i: POKE 710,0: POS.5,5: ?#6J"instant“: POS. 5,8: 

?#6I"graphics": POKE 764,255 

309 REM BRING RAMTOP DOWN BY lOK 

310 POKE 106,MT-40 

319 REM *** FIND NEW DL POINTER 

320 DLLOW2 = PEEK(560): DLHIGH2 » PEEK(561) 

350 ?"PRESS 1 FOR DESIGN": ?:?:"PRESS 2 FOR TEXT" 

399 REM CHANGE ROUTINE 

400 K=PEEK(764) 

410 IF K * 31 THEN POKE 560,DLL0Wi: POKE 561,DLHIGHl: GOTO 400 

420 IF K « 30 THEN POKE 560,DLL0W2: POKE 561,DLHIGH2: GOTO 400 

430 GOTO 400 
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Don*t miss 

the great 

Spring show 

of all that’s 

new for the 
Electron and 

BBC Micro 

New Horticultural Hall (Westminster Exhibition Centre) 

Thursday to Sunday, March 29 to April 1 

Here’s your big chance to catch up on all that’s been happening 

recently in the fast-developing world of the Electron and BBC Micro. 

And there’s so much new to excite and intrigue you ... 

NEW programs from the fertile minds of Britain’s leading 

software writers - games galore, plus a growing number of new 

packages for teachers and for industrial and business users. 

NEW hardware add-ons that expand even more the power 

and versatility of your micro. Electronics wizards regard both the 

Electron and the BBC Micro as a challenge to their ingenuity. 

Their latest creations on display at the Electron and BBC Micro 

User Show will astound and delight you! 

School and 
College Groups 
Entry onlyCl per student if bookings are 
made in advance. Send your cheque 
(made payable to Database Publications) 
and SAE to: 

Electron & BBC Micro User Show 
68 Chester Road. Hazel Grove 
Stockport SK7 5NY 
Tel: 061456 8383 

> This voucher Is uorth £I per permit 
off the normal admission price of 
£3 (adults) and £2 (children) 
(VaSd fore maamumo/4 people) 

Electron & BBC Micro User Show 
n. Thursday, 29 March 
n. Friday. 30 March 
n. Saturday, 31 March 



M 30 You still have to do all the hard slogging, 
but once you've done it you won't be forced 
to await around for hours as the drawing 
comeson screen. You'll be used to popping 
in the Star Raiders cartridge, pressing G 
and seeing the galactic chart appear 
without being drawn — well. now it’s your 
turn: 

Animation can be achieved without 
using player/missilc techniques with I'Lot 
and DRAWTo using coi.oR i. waiting for 
the human to admire the computer's 
handywork. then plot and orawto the 
same points using color o. and finally 
PLOT and iJRAWTo new points using 
COLOR I. This is satisfactory for small 
designs such as BEMs (bug eyed mons¬ 
ters). but when drawing intricate designs 
such as maps, graphs and circuits it is far 
more professional to have the graphics 
appear ready drawn and ready to use. 

Try program I. which draws a design in a 
couple of seconds. Use the line numbers 
given, as you'll want to expand it later. 
Once you've seen the basic design in 
operation, you can pre-empt part of RAM 
for your own use. If you look at page 45 of 
the Basic Reference Manual you will see 
the memory requirements for the different 
graphic mc^es. 

ATARI GRAPHICS 

Remember that each K of memory is 
four pages, and to leave plenty of room. As 
we are in Graphics 8. lOK — or 40 pages— 
should be sufficient. Now add program 2to 
the program you've already typed in. 

Impressive, isn’t it? If you list the 
program you w-ill see that it is quite simple. 
First. work out how much memory you will 
need for each screen, then find RAM top 
by PELKing into location 106. Draw out the 
first screen. find the display list pointer 1 by 
PEEKing locations 560 and 561, move 
RAMtop down a suitable number of pages 
and thus protect that part of RAM from 
being overwritten. Do exactly the same for 
the next screen, except that this time you 
POKE 106 with the number of pages needed 
for screen 1 plus the number needed for 
screen 2. Finally. i*oke the DL locations 
withDLl for page 1, DL2 for page 2 and so 
on. 

Did you notice that line .150 is outside the 
DL pointer? When a graphics mode is 
called a certain size of memory is allocated 
for it. What you do with it is irrelevant, as 
the pointer is already set up. All you need 
do is to lower RAMtop by enough pages to 
cover this memory plus your own program 
area. In case of misunderstanding, ollow 

is not a low memory pointer. 

But 1 can hear you cry: This man's mad. 
The computer is still drawing out the design 
on the screen.' This is where we introduce 
ANTIC . Each time we call a graphics mode. 
ANTIC uses some of the 6502 cycle time to 
work out all the necessary details. What we 
do is to find the original data in location 
559, POKE in a zero to switch an tic off, let 
the computer do what we want. then switch 
it back on by poKi-.ing the original data into 
location .559. Remember to turn antic off 
after each graphic command, and on again 
before the main sequence. 

If you add the lines in program 3 you’ll be 
able to see instant graphics. With this, try 
switching on a sound to relieve the 
boredom of a blank screen, then turning it 
off as your program starts. 

Before you get carried away with 
location 559, you need to know a bit more 
about it. Some legations change their data 
so fast that it is impossible to write to them, 
but to make life easier, some of these 
IcKations have what is called a ’shadow', 
where you can write and store data. 
Location 559 is the shadow of 54272. the 
DMA control register, and is used when 
setting up PMG. so you need to be careful 
when using 559 for these two purposes in 
one program. 

Program 3 

10 TRAP 200 

99 REM *** FIND ANTIC 

lOO ANTIC = PEEK(559) 

200 GR.a: POKE 559,0: C.l: PLOT l,l: FOR P=1 TO 7: READ x,y: 

dr.x,y: next p 

300 GR.l: POKE 559,o: POKE 710,0: POS.5,5: ?#6; "instant":P0S.5,5: 

?#6; "graphics”: POKE 764,255 

359 REM ***ENABLE ANTIC 

360 POKE 559, ANTIC  

?2 
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The first program in Software Farm’s 

WGH-RES RANGE! 

to the SPECTRUM 
without any additional hardware!! 

snake (6) from it’s nest (7), when 
it heads straight for the surface, 
destroying everything in it’s way. 

All the time the Gremlin (8) is 
busy digging it’s way through 
your waste earth pile (9) to reach 
the entrance to your mine. Once 
it does you have no 

but the further you have to go 
to replenish that mound! Once 
all nuggets have been collected, 
a cave opens (11) allowing you 
to pass through to the next 
stage - if you can reach it! This 
gives you more rats - but less 
snakes to destroy them with!! 
• Skill levels 
• Extra man every 10,000 

points 
• Hall of Fame 

Define your own 
keys for ease of 

_ play or use with any 

SCREEN DISPLAY.Sf..... 

In 1849 the Great 
American Gold rush started 
Almost everyone who could 
sold up everything and 
dashed to the west coast to 
look for this precious metal 
- including YOU! 

You must dig for those 
nuggets (1) - But watch out for 
the giant rats (2) They burrow 
through the earth (3) to get into 
your tunnel. You can delay themV. 
for a while by knocking down ^ - j ^ ■ ewmr A 
a support (4) which causes a 'I'l I 7 mK | 
small Sve-in (5) to block 1 O J. 
their way, but you can only 
destroy them by releasing a 

escape!! - so you must stop it 
getting there by returning to 
the surface to replenish the 
main mound (9) with the 
smaller pile of earth which 
appears on the surface as you 
dig (10). The deeper you dig 
the more points you score - 

unique graphics on a 
standard ^-81 (with 16K) 

• Only £5.95 - No more than 
many ordinary programs 

• A truly interesting and 
exciting game that no 
ZX-81 owner can afford to 
be without 

Available from all good computer shops 
or send cheque/P.O. for £5.95 (inc P&P) to: 

Software Farm, FREEPOST (No stamp required) (BS3658)B, Bristol BS8 2YY 
Software Farm. 155 Whiteladies Road, aifton. Bristol BS8 2RF. Tel: (0272) 731411 Telex 444742 AFMADV G 
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O D E O BILIT 
VV IuTl\»riKhl the flcxihility of flu* Senclutu/1 andy modem. 

PndMt TRS-80 PriM £279.95 inc VAT 
lUMfMtarar Tandy (Sendata) Tel. 0922 
648181 OalMs Tandy Computer stores 
lalarfact RS-232 Pruduct Sendata 700B Prtea 
£253 inc VAT Mawufartiiwr Drayton House. 
Gordon St., London WClHOAWTel: 01-387 
7792 (MMs Sendata hdaffac* RS-232. 

Built-in modems are the big difference 
between North American portables 
and the versions of them that reach 

our shores. Consequently, the effective¬ 
ness of portable machines ‘in the field’ is 
considerably reduced and the great advan¬ 
tages of portable computing cannot be 
exploited to their full. There are any 
number of reasons why UK editions of 
portable computers don’t come with the 
built-in modems — not least of which is an 
allegedly slow modem approval system by 
British Telecom that would unduly delay 
the introduction of new machines in this 
country. 

The long and short of it is that if you want 
a portable with a modem in the UK you’ll 
have to buy a modem yourself. And if you 
want to maintain the idea of total portabil¬ 
ity in your choice of modem, you’ll 
probably consider either the Tandy TRS- 
80 or Sendata 700B acoustic coupler. 

These two modems are battery- 
operated by built-in rechargeable nickel 
cadmium batteries, and can run up to ten 
hours on one charge. They are similar 
enough to be treated as one modem 
because they arc manufactured by the 
same company — Tandy buys them from 
Sendata and puts on its own ‘badge’. 

First impressions 
The modem comes in a two-piece styro¬ 
foam box and is wrapped in plastic. It 
consists of two ‘cups’ bridged by an 
accordian-like bit of flexible plastic and 
features two lights and an answer/originalc 
switch at one end. As the batteries are 
rechargable. they don’t need to be re¬ 
moved from the machine — just plug the 
• The o«ily difference 

between the Tandy and Sendata 
(barring price): the labels 

stuck on the back. 

bPCN PRO-TEST I 

modem into the mains overnight and it’ll 
be fully charged in the morning. 

The modem is only slightly larger than a 
telephone handset and will fit over any 
business phone and most home sets — 
although slimline phones could prove 
difficult to use with the machine. 

Documentation 
If you know how to use your communica¬ 
tions package (you do need one to make the 
most of this modem), you shouldn’t have 
any problem hooking up the modem and 
getting it going. This being the case, little 
documentation is needed. which is lucky as 
little is provided. 

This boils down to the following, which 
covers the main problems you’re likely to 
come up against: 
• Remembering to leave the modem on 
Originate when you’re dialling up a 
bulletin board or machine; 
9 Putting the mouthpiece in the hole that 
says ‘mouthpiece’; 
• Plugging the RS232 cable into the 
computer the right way up. 

Features 
Flexibility is provided by the articulated 
section between the cups that allows you to 
get a snug fit between phone and modem. 
The portable nature of the modem means 
that you can even download information 
over the phone at a callbox (although the 
pip-pip-pip sound every 5p may, cause 
problems with data transmission). 

In use 
I tested the modem with a wide variety of 
computers and mailboxes, and found it to 
be reliable and effective with all of them. 
The cups cut out the kind of sound 
interference that often garbles signals 
through acoustic couplers. 

I used the modem most with the NEC 

Snus rubber caps fit 
over most telephones and 
cut out the interference th; 
data on so many modems. 

8201A portable computer and found that it 
really did give the machine that one 
measure of portability that was missing 
from it. I called from Coventry and 
Birmingham to London and from London 
to Manchester. Sweden and even Austra¬ 
lia with no problems, and obtained 
consistent performance from b<ith these 
mtHlcms. 

I also tried using both the Tandy and 
Sendata modems together to allow com¬ 
munication between two micros over the 
phone line, and they were easy-to-use and 
a good deal of fun. 

Of course, you pay quite a lot more (both 
modems cost more than £2(X)) for this form 
of portable acoustic modem than you do 
for their cheaper ‘mains-bound’ counter¬ 
parts. 

Verdict 
I thoroughly enjoyed these and would 
recommend them to anyone who wants a 
reliable and portable 3(X)/.300 baud mod 
em. The only hesitation 1 might have is on 
price — but the superior design, inclusion 
of the built-in nicad batteries and portabil¬ 
ity scotches that hesitation with the 
assurance that. as always, you get what you 
pay for. 

The Tandy modem is more expensive 
than the Sendata — but it’s more easily 
available as Tandy has stores all over the 
country and Sendata is a smaller London- 
based company. fcu 
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financial model. 

(inc.VAT)^ 

For more information contact our 

Advisory Centre on 0344-778800 or 

simply contact your local Commodore or 

Lightning dealer, or clip the coupon. 

Single page spreadsheet (64 columns x 254 rows). 

Built-in graphics. Formula protection, flexible print-out, 

colour conditional functions and mathematical 

functions. Delivered on plug-in cartridge. Data storage 

on cassette or disk. 

£49-95 

I I would like you to send by return post further information on tne I Handle 64 range. 

Name.Title . 

Company. 

I Address . 

5 Albert Road, Crowfhome 
Berkshire, RG11 7LT Berkshire, RGll 7LT ^ cnffiAiaro I trl ^ LTel: 0344 778800Telex; 849426 WIlWdRg L.iU 

I ■■ ■■ ■■ Thinking a 

Cak Result 
Ibms a Commodore 64 

into a powerful professional tool 
Thousands of senior managers, soles professionals, scientists, doctors, dentists, business people, barristers, 

bankers, accountants and other top professionals hove suddenly discovered the value of Gik Resuft. 
Overnight they've transformed their Commodore 64 from o family computer into o powerful, 
professional tool. 

Calc Result Advanced 
All functions in Calc Result Easy 

plus 32 pages (Three-dimensional 

viewing). Page add, window, 

split-screen (up to four p>ages 

on the screen at the same 

time), and help functions. 

Delivered on plug-in 

cartridge plus disk. 

Requires disk drive. 

Calc Result ins 

multi-coloured bar charts. 

instantly translates figures into 

s. 

Calc 
Result 
has a built-in 

'HELP' function. 

This program 

actually shows 

you how to exploit 

its full potential' 

and versatility. 

Calc Result is absolutely accident proof. 

A kxjilt-in program protects your formulae. 

Calc Result is versatile ... use it to calculate loan 

and mortgaoe payments, forecast budgets, balance cosh flow, 

monitor sto»s and shares, plan personal and corporate 

taxation, check expenses, log and analyse all kinds of bills. 

Calc 
Result 
offers you a new 

perspective on 

firKincial planning. 

Our 3-dimensional 

spreadsheet sums up 

pages of figures 



TSSL 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

MISS SHIPMAN SERIES 

MAGIC NUMBERS is a basic Maths Iutor in 
3 sections, counting objects on the screen, 
giving answers to simple addition, subtrac¬ 
tion, multiplication and division, along with an 
arcade-style numbers game BBC(B) 7.95 

EUROPE RALLY will aid you in learning the 
locations of most European countries, along 
with information about them. The program is 
a combination of a car racing game and a 
European map display with question. 
BBC(B) & ELECTRON 7.95 each. 
WORD CHASER is a colourful education 
word game which will aid a child’s learning of 
some of the words that are often mis-spelt in 
the English language. BBC(B) & ELEC¬ 
TRON 7.95 each. 
BIOLOGY offers a description of the main 
parts of the human body, along with tests for 
‘O’-level revision purposes using colour 
graphics and sound. BBC(B) & ELECTRON 
7.95 each. 
G.B. EXPLORER will help you learn the 
locations of major features of Great Britain. 
There are three tests based on Towns, 
National Parks and Downs and surrounding 
Waters. BBC(B) & ELECTRON 5.95 each. 
BAR & PIE CHARTS will help you learn more 
about how Bar Charts, Pie Charts and simple 
graphs are constructed, with the results 
based on simple situations of probability, e.g. 
Dice throwing. BBC(B) & ELECTRON 5.95 
each. 
WONDER WORDS has been devised to test 
the basic spelling and solving abilities of the 
average 7-12 year old. There are three tests. 
Two Spelling and One Anagram Test. 
BBC(B) 5.95 each. 
MAP READING educates the user on 
co-ordinates, 6 figure grid reference com¬ 
pass point directions, map scale and key 
symbols using full colour graphics and 
sound. ZX SPECTRUM 16/48K 7.95 each. 

All Prices inclusive. Cheques or PO’sto: 

Tom Shipman Supplies Ltd 
P.O. Box 406 Brentwood, CM133QE 

POLYTECHNIC OF THE SOUTH BANK 
Manor House, Clapham Common, SW4 

OFFICE TECHNOLOGY UNIT 
The Office Technotogy Unit which exists to provide Open Tech 
courses in Office Automation require thefoliowing personnel 

MICROCOMPUTER TECHNICIANS 
Salary up to £8.000 p.a. inc. of London allowance 

(RafiOT.II) 

Students will work on BBC microcomputers and much of the 
program development will be done within the unit. This will 
include a lot of graphics work. 

Two technicians are required to look after the stock of micros 
and software, to interface machines and peripherals and help 
in system testing. HND/BSc in Electronics or Computing 
preferred although a trainee with micro experience might be 
considered. 

PROGRAMMERS 
Salary up to c £8,000 p.a. inc. of London allowance 

(Raf:0T.12) 

Students will work on their own BBC micros using commer¬ 
cials software and specially produced educational programs. 

Two programmers are required to produce Computer Aided 
Learning packages working in conjunction with teaching staff. 
Graphics experience and BBC Basic essential. 

Further details and application forms for eitheror these above posts 
may be obtained by writing to the Staffing Office, enclosing a 
self-addressed envelope not smaller than 10" x 7*. at: 

Polytechnic of the South Bank, 
Borough Road, London SE1 OAA. 

Cknlii dst« tor roctlot at complolod appllcitloM will bo 30lli Much 19M. 

MICROVSERT-SHIRTS 
ANDSWEATSMTS 

1) Spectrum 
2) Oriel 
3) rm User Friendly 
4) Have yon seen my peripherals? 
5) Invader 
6) Zap’Em 

Printed onto quality 100% cotton T-shirts in White, Sky, Red 

£3.25 each inc 

and Poly-Cotton Sweatshirts in White or Grey £5.75 inc 

Small/medhun/large and extra large sizes 

Mail order only from 

ONE PERCENT SCREENS 
Unit 12, Star Lane Estate, Great Wakering, Essex 

CALLING ALL CLUBS AND RETAILERS 
Have your name or product printed onto T-shirts or sweatshirts 

Minimum order only 6. Send SAE for details 
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THE DISKCONNOON 
Upgrade your BBC with Microware’s alternative to Acorn’s disk interface says Igor Thomas. How much longer are you going to put 
up with ‘Searching’. 'Data? Rewind 
tape’, and ‘Re¬ 

cord then Return’ on 
your BBC micro? If 
dispensing with the 
reliable, but slow cas¬ 
sette filing system is worth £110 to 
you. then it’s time to pick up thy 
cassettes and walk to the nearest 
Microware dealer. 

The MDDFS is supplied as a 
complete floppy-disk upgrade kit compris¬ 
ing a full set of integrated circuits, a small 
plug-in circuit board and an Eprom 
containing the disk operating system 
program. For more or less the same price as 
an official Acorn Computers upgrade the 
MDDFS also supports true double-density 
operation, which the Acorn interface does 
not. 

If you use diskettes with double-density 
format, the storage capacity of any stan¬ 
dard BBC disk can be increased by an 
impressive 60%. Standard l(K)Kand2(X)K 
BBC disk drives will then be capable of 
160K and 320K repectively. provided the 
actual drive units have no integral objec¬ 
tions to working with double-density 
information. 

Microware is not the only company to 
offer a double density interface, although 
its design approach is the most sensible one 
available. Instead of inventing yet another 
new disk format, with all the perils such 
inventiveness entails, MDDFS has bor¬ 
rowed from the official Acorn DFS design. 
DFS is admittedly not the best filing system 
invented but it is widely used, and by 
adopting Acorn’s standard disk format. 
MDDFS achieves 100% compatability 
with all official BBC disks. 

Documentation 
The accompatn inu manual is well written, 
although a little idiosyncratic in places. It 
contains not only a good overall reference 
guide to the additional commands re¬ 
quired by the disk filing system, but also 
provides complete installation instructions 
for the interface kit. 

Setting up 
Fitting MDDFS to my issue 4 circuit board 
was one of the most pleasant BBC 
upgrades I’ve made. As I already have an 
official Acorn interface and 80-track 
drives, all that was required was for two 
integrated circuit chips to be removed from 
their sockets, and the corresponding 
Microware parts to be installed. Apart 
from the little circuit board looking slightly 
unsure about its new home, once I had 
double-checked the circuit link settings 
and altered the necessary DIP switch 
settings inside the keyboard, my new 
double-density BBC powered-up with a 
reassuring beep and has worked unfailing¬ 
ly since. 
PCN MARCH 17 1984 
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BBC disk filing 
For those of you who have never known the 
joys (and pains) of using BBC disks. I must 
digress briefly. In theory all BBC micros 
are the same. In theory any disk upgrade 
components you require need only be 
plugged in. In theory the streets of London 
are paved with gold. 

In real life, there are actually five 
different and widely sold versions (issues) 
of the BBC Micro’s printed circuit board, 
throughout which there are at least three 
major variations in the floppy disk electro¬ 
nics. 

Unfortunately BBC issues 1.2 and 3 
have an errant circuit track which must be 
repaired before a disk interface can be 

fitted. Issue 7 BBC’s have some 
of the smaller disk interface compion- 

ents soldered in place 
during manufacture, 

^which prevents the 
_ w hole circuit from be- 
*ing easily upgraded. 

Issuesother than 7 need to have the 
keyboard DIP switch installed. 
The manual covers how to install 
the kit into issues 1 through 4, but 
does not cover issue 7. 

In use 
All the standard Acorn disk commands 
work as they should with subtle enhance¬ 
ments here and there. For example, a 
format program is built into the MDDFS 
ROM which is impressively sophisticated, 
and very swift at work. Also, the ’CAT 

command displays a handy disk number 
from 000 to 999. which can be specified 
only during formatting. 

Both single and double density disks 
may be intermixed on different drives, and 
the drives may be either 35.40 or 80 tracks. 
A unique feature of the format program 
includes the ability to create proper 40 
track disks on 80 track drives. A final 
enhancement of note is an improved 
•DRIVE command which remembers w'hich 
of the four possible drives you’ve been 
using, even after you press BREAK. 

My only real disappointment with 
MDDFS came when I tried to run some 
Acorn sofware, such as Planetiod and the 
Verify program, which produced polite 
messages of non-compliance. Dismay 
grew stronger when I tried to use some of 
the more sophisticated ROMs available 
for the BBC. notably Computer Concept’s 
Disc Doctor, and Torch’s CPN & Z80 
second processor system, which also failed 
to operate. 

The shortcoming here is that all these 
programs need to use oswoRD 7F calls 
which are rejected by the reviewed version 
of the MDDFS ROM. Although the 
manual refers to four versions of .MDDFS. 
we had only the earliest version (090). 
Only later versions can cope with OSWARD 

7F requests. 

Verdict 
Even with the lack of full OSWORD 
compatability on the review system, the 
MDDFS represents a very good invest¬ 
ment. Its advanced technical specification 
surpasses most other systems on the 
market. 

MDDFS— Disk filingsystem for the BBC 
Microware(01-2726398) 
£109.25 inc VAT 
Microware, 637 Holloway Road. London N19 5SS 
Acom-£%.60; Watford8£48..30 — disk filing system only; 
Amcom-£109.25; LVL-£90.85; Kenda DMFS-£138. 
(All prices quoted arc for full kits, and include VAT.) 



Language 
oTthe 

HRACnOM: 

Suffering from keyboard finger? Take a break with a book 
The answer is that all the famous part of Logo, is de¬ 

same. it has a lot going for it: it 
is well condeved and persuasi¬ 
vely written by someone who 
appears to have a clear grasp of 
what the 6809can and should do 
— and. above all, appreciates 
what newcomers can and 
should learn. 

The instructions are covered 
in logical groups, chapter by 
chapter. The Basic assembler is 
put in similarly, but is kept 
separate and there is no confu¬ 
sion. We didn't spot errors in 
the actual code, and the prog¬ 
ram is clearly written and well 
explained. 

There is a micro project at the 
end of most chapters—limited, 
but with answers — and a 
chapter on writing a ping-pong 
game, recognising most people 
will want to learn assembler to 
use fast-moving graphics. 

Points specific to the Dragon 
(sound, interrupts, ROM calls) 
get a good mention and I felt 
confident Mike James actu<illy 
uses a Dragon himself. 

The style is easy and suitable 
for any level. Highly recom¬ 
mended , but 1 hope both author 
and publisher give themselves a 
big rap over the knuckles JF 

scribed along with other capab¬ 
ilities. These descriptions in¬ 
clude the text and number 
handling as well as control 
instructions. Parallels are 
drawn with some of the more 
common languages, such as 
Basic. Forth and Pascal, to 
show similarities and differ¬ 
ences between them and Logo. 

Starting simply, the book 
progresses to more difficult 
concepts of the language and 
finishes by describing the begin¬ 
nings of an Eliza program and 
relational databases. 

This book would satisfy the 
curiosity of anyone wondering 
what all the fuss is about, it's not 
too technical and is. in the main, 
very readable. KG 

wishing a meaty, well-paced, 
interesting guide to the 6809 
should buy this book and that 
the Guinness Book of Records 
should consider it for the book 
with the most mistakes. I gave 
up counting but there’s at least 
one misprint on every page and 
there are more than 200 pages. 

‘Introducing Logo’ by Boris Allan, 
published by Granada at £5.95 
(paperback 112 pages.) 
This IS rather philosophical 
look at the learning' language 
Logo. After an introduction on 
how his ‘learned' friends were 
impressed with the language. 
Mr Allan settles down to de¬ 
scribing its whys and where¬ 
fores. Examples included with 
the text cover the main im¬ 
plementations. on various 
machines, without being part¬ 
icularly machine specific. 

Turtle graphics, the most 

‘Language of the Dragon: 6809 
Assembler’ by Mike Janies, 
published by Sigma Technical 
Press at £6.95 (paperback, 223 
pages) 
This book arrived for review 
just as I was trying to persuade a 
Dragon owner to learn machine 
code. It made a good first 
impression and having read it 
thoroughly. I can make two 
recommendations: anyone 

How is it possible to recom¬ 
mend a book with such a 
disgraceful standard of proof¬ 
reading, especially when a large 
part of the book is devoted to a 
Basic program to assemble the 
machine code? 

MORE MONITOR 
f=OR THE MONEY 
DOUBLEMODE RGB COT • 75 
MONITOR yy, 22", 26" Xml ! each 

Carriage £7.00 including free lead to suit 
BBC or Electron_ 

The Doublemode RGB colour monitor 
cuts the cost of computer hardware to 
the BBC and Electron user. A top 
quality re-cycled TV. originally 
developed for educational use, factory 
reconditioned and tested to BSI 
standards, including mains isolating 
transformer with 5 year guarantee. 

3 MONTH 
FULL REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE 

Educational and computer club discounts 
available. Trade enquiries welcome. 
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/ The Tandy TRS-80 Model 12 

A Multipurpose Workstation 

TRS-80 Model 12. An ideal single-user business microcomputer. 
It's a stand-alone multi-purpose workstation that combines high 
power with low cost. It has the storage capacity and 
expandability that make it the right computer for countless 
applications, and for both small businesses and departmental 
use in large businesses. 

Accouatiiig. Model 12 can streamline nominal. s£iles and 
purchase ledgers, inventory, payroll and other tasks for 
increased speed and accuracy. It can prepeu-e P & L statements, 
speed up collections, improve your cash flow, analyze sales 
information. 2md more. Our user-oriented programs make it 
easy. 

Management Aaslstant. Model 12 czm help you with planning 
and forecasting, word processing, electronic filing and more. It 
lets you do jobs too “hot” for shared computer time or too small 
for cost-effective handling by your company's mainframe. 

Easy Espanaion. Model 12 can be used with a variety of 
peripher^s. Add hard disk or floppy disk drives, a printer, plotter, 
digitizer, modem and more. 

Complete Documentation. Includes a comprehensive reference 
manual and a diskette that contains Model 12 BASIC and 
TRSDOS operating systems. 
1 Disk Model 12. 26-4004 . £2399.00 
2-D!ak Model 12. 26-4005 . £2999.00 

Plus This Software 
SCRIPSIT Word Proccaaing. Letters, reports and manu^pts 
can be written emd edited right on the video display. 
26-4531 .Reg. Price £299.95 

WaiCaic Enhanced. Has a wide variety of applications - from 
corporate finances and engineering work to s^es projections. 
26-4521 .Reg. Price £249.95 

Profile Plua. Allows arithmetic operations between fields - up to 
16 equations of 63 characters each. 
26-4515 . Reg. Price £249.95 

Absolutely FREE! 

Tandq Over 350 Stores 
and Dealerships 

Nationwide! 

I” Send For Further Information to: 
I Computer Marketing. Tandy Corporation (Branch UK). Tameway Tower, I 

Bridge Street. WalsaO. West Midlands WSI 1 LA. 

Name . 

Address 

Program Editor. A package which can be used with any of our 
Model 11/12 TRSDOS languages to modify source code. 
26-4710 .Reg. Price £59.95 |_^ost Code PCN.^ 



DOCTOR SOFT DOCTOR SOFT 
258 CONEYGREE ROAD 

_ m m. ^ ■ mam PETERBOROUGH 
ADVANCED SOFTWARE pe2 8lr 

747 
Cockpit view, pilot written, Instruments visual 747 
Flight Simulator. Banking & pitching 3D outside 
view of Horizon/Runway (Heathrow/Gatwlck). 7 
Nav points with continuous Navigation computation. 
Joysticks or Keyboard option, briefing program, 
map, notes&flight plan. Demonstration approach, 
4 colour — mode graphics & sound. 

Only £8.95 Inc. VAT & PP (Disc £11.95} 

GORF 
(PURE MACHINE CODE, ARCADE QUALITY) 
The first BBC version of this superb machine code 
Arcade favourite! 4 widely different screens of high 
speed action: Invaders, Laser attack. Firebird, & 
Mothership, all in smooth 16 colour-mode graphics! 

Only £7.95 Inc VAT & PP (Disc £10.95) 

MISSILE ATTACK 
(PURE MACHINE CODE, ARCADE QUALITY) 
Another well known arcade favourite, 2 player/ 
Joystick options, remote target designation of 
incoming ballistic missiles & attack craft. Protect 
your cities! Incredible Armageddon graphics & 
sound! £7.95 

DOUBLE ACTS 
2 GAMES, 1 THEME, 

Amazing value at only £6.95 per pair: 
SPOOK, SPOOK: 
MUNCHER 2 ghosts, 20 mazes, 3 skill levels, hall 
of fame GHOST MINE Dig for gold, watch for 
spooks & snakes. 

SPACE, SPACE: 
WOLFPACK 3 starships, 1 space station, 4 galaxies, 
unlimited motion in space! MISSION ALPHA 3D 
High speed action, hail of fame & music! 

SPY, SPY: 
KREMLIN Escape through the endless 3D corridors 
of the Kremlin, aided by map & compass, but watch 
for the Gremlins! 
BONDSKI Lethal action as James skies down the 
slope & parachutes into the void! 

m AVAILABLE FROM 

WORD PROCESSOR: 
WORD PERFECT £8.95 cassette £11.95 Disc 

Full facility 40/80 column word processor, wrap 
around, block move, justification, word replace, 
etc. With full instructions & Key insert. 

ONE DISK HOME OFFICE: 
Complete Menu driven home office system including 
WORD PERFECT, WORDKIT, LETTER, CALCULATE 
(mini spread-sheet), & DIRECTORY (expandable 
card file system). Supplied with detailed manual. 
We believe this to be the best value package of its 
kind ever offered. 

Only £15.95 Disc only. 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE: 
TALKING TABLES TEACHER (7-14yr old) Speaks 
when Speech ROM fitted, teaches multiplication 
with coiourful games & questions. £6.95 
COLOUR SHAPE MATCH (2-6yrold) Beautiful suit 
of 3 programs teaching shape & colour recognition 
with delightful graphics & sound. £6.95 

WE WELCOME HIGH QUALITY 
PROGRAM SUBMISSIONS AND 

PAY TOP ROYALITY RATES 

DEALERS CONTACT(0903) 206 076 
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▲ The Oric Atmos micro with its restyled case (top photo) and 

the Oric-1 that preceded it (bottom photo). 

PILE 
OP&tS 
Oric was named after the omniscient 

computer, Aurac, of BBC TV’s 
Blake's Seven’. Oric Products Inter¬ 

national was formed in April 1982 as an 
offshoot of Tangerine Computer Systems, 
makers of the Microtan 65 kit computer. 
Tangerine had come into being in the late 
■70s, the brainchild of Barry Muncaster 
and Paul Johnston, and gained popularity 
with the Microtan and then with its teletext 
adaptor TANTEL. 

Financial backing from British Car 
Auctions helped launch the Oric-1 in a 
blaze of colour advertising in the autumn of 
1982. A choice of 16K or 48K OriQ-l at 
£99.95 and £169.95 respectively was 
available and an Oric Communications 
Modem for £79. 

The proposed modem and the Oric-1 s 
'teletext/viewdata compatible’ graphics 
were a major attraction. In October 1982 a 
dial-a-game service called Aladdin’s 
Cave’ was mooted. And the modem has 
still not appeared. 

Like others, the company reneged on its 
28-day delivery promise in many cases, 
claiming it was astonished by the 
demand. Customers who ordered the 16K 
model were worst hit, some having to wait 
until March 1983. Oric ran into supply 
problems with the chips for the 16K 
machine and, in fact, sent out many 48K 
models to appease customers. 

Retail deals 
However, these difficulties did not detract 
from the technical merits of the Oric-1. 
Reviewers quickly labelled it as the 
Spectrum’s main rival. Its powerful sound 
capabilities and built-in Centronics inter¬ 
face were welcomed not only by the press 
but by high street shops such as WH 
Smith, Laskys and Greens. These deals 
convinced Oric it should drop its mail order 
operation and concentrate on the shops, 
which it announced at the end of 1982. 
Many waiting mail order customers were 
less than delighted in the New Year to see 
Oric-1 s crowding the WH Smith shelves. 

Documentation 
Oric had brought out an innovative first 
machine but provided minimal help for the 
user. 

The manual accompanying the first 
machines was a 32-page booklet riddled 
with errors, apparently written by some¬ 
one unacquainted with the machine. 
Fortunately this was soon followed by a 

[ 
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weightier volume (164 pages). This had 
the novelty of setting out in the style of 
Noddy meets the Oric-1’, while the rest 
covert everything the enthusiast wished 
to know in esoteric charts and tables, 
apparently rivalling masonic symbols in 
their complexity. 

Sound 
Nevertheless, the Oric-1 soon had some 
avid disciples. The large loudspeaker and 
sophisticated sound commands com¬ 
bined to give a powerful music machine. 
Four preprogrammed sounds enabled 
programmers to ping, shoot, explode or 
ZAP their way through countless alien 
hordes. For the more serious aficionado 
two finite and five continuous sound 
envelopes could be used, at varied 
volumes, with up to three tone or noise 
channels. 

Graphics 
The Oric-1 s approach to graphics tended 
to polarise users into those who doted on it 
and those whose hair rapidly receded. 
Since Tangerine had built a reputation for 
teletext graphics the Oric-1 had been 
made to be teletext-compatible. So, in¬ 
stead of following the normal approach to 
video memory organisation, a radically 
different method was used. In many other 
micros, including the Spectrum, a display 
file holds characters shown on the screen, 
while another separate area holds the 
attributes of the characters, namely their 
colours, whether they are flashing and so 
on. However, the Oric-1 (and the Atmos) 
uses a single display file holding both data 
and attributes. Thus an attribute character 
takes up a screen position, and it affects all 
other characters following it on the line: 
hence the term serial attributes'. 

The net effect of these teletext-style 
graphics is that good displays can be tricky 
to set up. There is no alternative but to sit 
down with graph paper and plan out, not 
only where all the displayed characters 
must go, but also where all the attributes 
must go. Despite this, some excellent 
screens can be created, as some of the 
commercial games now available show. 
The Oric-1 certainly offered a good range 
of display attributes too — eight colours in 
foreground or background, double or 
single height, flashing or steady, and even 
obscure ones which changed the display 
synchronisation to the American stan¬ 
dard. 

Machine code aids 
Another popular feature was the help 
given to machine code programming. 
Double length oeek and doke keywords 
extended the normal peek and poke, and a 
function hex$ converted decimal numbers 
to hexadecimal. To go the other way, a 
number could be used anywhere in a 
program in its hexadecimal form prefixed 
by the hash sign, and the Oric-1 would 
convert it to decimal as required. One 
innovation was the provision of user- 

defined functions and instructions. Here, 
you could enter code into a memory area 
and it would then be used to specify a new 
Basic function (as &) or instruction (as!). 

Software and literature 
By April 1983 Oric had met orders and the 
mail order side of the business ceased. 
Tansoft, Tangerine's software arm, were 
quick to realise the machine's potential 
and they released the first Oric-1 software. 
Other software houses quickly followed, 
and books for the Oric owner soon 
appeared. Tansoft also published the first 
glossy magazine for the machine, Oric 
Owner', and included a copy with every 
Oric-1 sold. 

Colour printer 
The first Oric peripheral was the MCP40 
Colour Printer which appeared in June, at 
£169.95. This novel device comprises a 
barrel containing four pens (black, blue, 
red and green) which moves over a 
continuous roll of plain paper to give hard 
copy of text and graphics. It uses the 
normal Centronics connection, and is 
therefore suitable for use with micros 
outside the Oric range. 

Price war 
The long hot summer of 1983 brought a 
long hot price war. In reply to Sinclair price 
cuts, Oric Products included a voucher 
with every Oric-1 which chopped £40 off 
the price of the MCP40 Printer. Free 
software from the Tansoft range was also 
included. 

The Oric-1 bug saga 
Over the summer too, Oric correspond¬ 
ence in the press centred on users' 
difficulties with some Basic instructions 
and functions. It became apparent that the 
Oric-1 was stricken with more gremlins 
than the average micro. Oric issued a 
dealers' newsletter with notes on how to 
answer customer questions, labelling 
some apparent bugs as the way our Basic 
is written'. However the ROM did contain 
some glaring glitches, as we now explain. 

The TAB function, used to tabulate the 
print position to a specified point does not 
work correctly on the Oric-1 before column 
13. The spc function could, however, be 
used as an alternative. Another function, 
STR$, when converting a number to a string 
expression, places a spurious control 
character at the beginning. This is over¬ 
come by stripping off the first character. An 
instruction used in high-resolution mode, 
namely fill, also acts incorrectly by failing 
to update the hires cursor position. 

The Oric-1 s printing facilities are mar¬ 
red by occasional squiggles in listings. 
These occur through keyboard interrupts 
interfering with data sent out of the printer 
port. Again, this is not insurmountable — 
the interrupts may be switched off by a 
machine code call to address E6CA hex. 

Finally, among the major bugs, the else 

clause of the if statement can give 

unreliable results. The Oric-1 has a few 
other minor peculiarities, including a 
couple of redundant keywords in ROM {ie 
INVERSE and normal) and conversion of 
hexadecimal data to decimal when used in 
POKE statements. 

Communication problems 
Oric released information on overcoming 
bugs through Tansoft s Oric Owner lYiaga- 
zine, and more facts on the ROM were also 
promised, but little became available. It is 
disappointing that a technically good 
machine was largely under used because 
details of its features were not made 
known. However, lessons seemed to have 
been learned with the new Atmos, as we 
shall see. For example, the Oric-1 used a 
system variable to decide on the time 
delay after which to repeat a key, but 
hardly anybody knew about it. Now the 
Atmos is using the same variable, but is 
marketed with new user controlled auto 
repeats'. 

French acclaim 
The Oric-1 scored a first in September 
when it received the Best Micro of the 
Year' award in France. The French 
particularly welcomed the machine's 
monitor output. The SECAM TV standard 
used in France differs from the UK PAL 
system, but many continental television 
sets are fitted with RGB sockets. The ZX 
Spectrum, along with most low cost 
micros, does not have an RGB output, so 
Oric was in a winning position. 

The Atmos launched 
In November Edenspring Investments 
took over Oric Products International, and 
pumped in £4m for research and product 
development. Two months later the Atmos 
was launched at Bimringham's Which 
Computer? Show and Oric showed it has 
grown in wisdom and stature since the 
Oric-1. The 294-page manual is compre¬ 
hensive, the ROM bugs have been 
removed, the keyboard is professional in 
standard, and lots of tidying up has been 
done. On the supply side too, Oric seems 
to have got it right. Within a fortnight of the 
launch I found an Atmos on the shelf of my 
local retailer in Middlesbrough. 
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Cassette port 
The Tangerine engineers who designed 
the Oric-1 and the Atmos have carried the 
cassette interface over from the Microtan 
machine. A Schmidt trigger removes noise 
on tape input and two transfer speeds are 
allowed — normal at 2400 bauds and slow 
at 300 bauds. 

RGB Monitor output 
An RGB (red, green, blue) DIN socket 
allows users who want a rock-steady 
colour picture to connect a suitable 
monitor to their Atmos. This is especially 
handy when using high-resolution 
graphics. 

TV output 
A composite video signal is fed into the 
UHF modulator and a lead is provided with 
the Atmos to connect the modulator output 
to a UHF television. A set tuned to channel 
36 will normally give a clear picture, but 
adjustments can be made using the 
control screws. Low-resolution displays 
consist of 28 lines of 40 characters, while 
high-resolution gives a 200 x 240 pixel 
grid. 

ULA 
The Uncommitted Logic Array chip re¬ 
places many separate logic gates. It acts 
as the CRT controller by reading data from 
the video memory map, interpreting serial 
atributes appropriately and sending sig¬ 
nals along to the RGB output and the PAL 
encoder. The ULA also handles the timing 
of the RAM chips and looks after the 
mapping of memory addresses. 

Modulator controls 
Two small holes on the base of the Atmos 
case give access to these screws. The 
silver screw (RV1) controls the bias on the 
signal fed into the TV modulator, while the 
brass screw (CV1) controls colour contrast 
by adjusting the frequency of the colour 
subcarrier. Many TVs give a good picture 
without these screws being touched, but 
adjustment can be necessary with some 
sets.  

RAM 
The 48K Atmos has a bank of DRAM chips 
giving 64K of memory. The top 16K of this 
(addresses COOO to FFFF hex) is overlaid 
by the ROM. but this overlay can be 
disabled by appropriate external control 
signals, for example from the Microdiscs, 
allowing the full 64K to be accessed. 
Standard and alternate character sets are 
downloaded from ROM and the screen 
map follows this area, its size depending 
on whether high-resolution or low- 
resolution graphics are in use. Page 3 of- 
RAM is used for input output. 

8912 sound 
The General Instruments 8912 chip is 
often found in arcade game machines—it 
is this that gives the Atmos its powerful 
sound facilities. Two tones of keyboard 
beeps are available; high for alphanumeric 
keys and low for special keys such as ESC 
and Return. Four pre-programmed sound 
commands are provided in Atmos Basic. 
The other three sound instructions give a 
variety of musical and non-musical sounds 
using seven sound envelopes with up to 
three channels incorporated simul¬ 
taneously. A range of 15Hz to 62KHz is 
available. The input/output port of the 8912 
chip is also used by the keyboard interface. 
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Printer port 
TheOric-1 proved very popular because of 
its ability to connect to a real’ printer. This 
feature continues on the Atmos. A 20-pin 
socket gives a standard Centronics para¬ 
llel interface, as used on a great variety of 
printers. The Oric MCP40 colour printer 
may be attached through this port to give 
hard copy of both text and graphics 

Expansion port 
This where long-awaited Microdiscs will 
interface to the Atmos. The 34-pin socket 
brings a full range of data and control lines 
out to the back of the mach ine. By using the 
appropriate signals an external peripheral 
could be accessed using a poke or peek to 
the spare memory area between hex 
addresses BFEO and BFFF. 

Power socket 
The Atmos is powered by the combined 
13A plug and transformer giving a 9V DC 
supply. The 7905 voltage regulator sup¬ 
plies 5V to the board. A separate power 
supply is required for the forthcoming 
Microdiscs._ 

Loudspeaker 
The hefty loudspeaker dominates the 
board and gives a range of power 
commensurate with its size. The Atmos 
sound commands specify volume on a 
scale of 1 to 15 but most sane users rarely 
go beyond 10. 

Reset button 
This button can be depressed by poking a 
pencil through a hole in the base of the 
Atmos. It causes a warm start, /ethe Atmos 
resets itself but retains current memory 
contents. Thus an infinite program loop 
may be broken into and the program itself 
is not lost. 

ROM 
The Atmos ROM is labelled Basic VI .1. 
This replaces the Oric-1's Basic V1.0. 
ROM routines have been tidied up, bugs 
cured and some extra facilities added, but 
many system variables and addresses 
remain the same. There are only two 
completely new commands, store and 
RECALL, and these are used for storing and 
recalling arrays on cassette. 

6522 VIA 
The Versatile Interface Adaptor has 16 
registers and these correspond to the first 
16 locations of memory page three. The 
counters of the 6522 cater for a variety of 
system functions including timing for the 
cassette interface, sound and printing. An 
external signal from the expansion port 
may disable the VIA. 

6502A Microprocessor 
The Atmos uses the popular eight-bit 6502 
in common with other similar micros. 
Although a little outdated, its assembly 
language is easy to learn and use. Its 
addressing instructions require memory to 
be split into logical pages, ie blocks of 256 
addresses, with page 0 reserved for 
frequently required system variables and 
page 1 used as the stack. 



Here we analyse all the keywords of 
Atmos Basic from range A to E. 
These keywords are. in fact, identical 

to the Oric-I’s, but changes have been 
finely wrought in the depths of the ROM, 
and some commands work differently. 

ABS 
ABS returns the absolute value of an 
expression. This is the result without its 
sign. It is used whenever the size of a 
quantity is required, regardless of its sign, 
typically when comparing two numbers to 
determine how close they are to each 
other. 

AND 
AND may be used to link two conditions eg 
IF T>100 AND T<200 THEN PRINT “Within 
range” 
Here both parts have to be true for the 
condition to be true. It may also be used as 
a binary operation, comparing the binary 
digits in the numbers it is joining. For each 
corresponding pair of bits it returns a 1 if, 
and only if. both bits equal one. This shows 
the similarity between the two uses of 
AND. To the Atmos there is no difference 
since it stores the value True as binary 1 s 
and False as binary Os. 

ASC 
Asc converts the first character in a string 
expression to its ASCII code. Characters 
on the Atmos are stored by means of one 
byte codes in the range 32 to 127 
according to the ASCII convention. Char¬ 
acter codes below 32 are control charac¬ 
ters used for clearing the screen, moving 
the cursor, toggling keyclicks on and off, 
and so on. In parallel with the standard 
ASCII character set the Atmos holds an 
alternate set of Prestel-style graphics 
characters. These are accessible in 
LORES1 mode, or by giving the appropriate 
CHAR command in high resolution. 

ATN 
The ATN function returns the value of the 
angle (in radians) virhose tangent is given 
by an expression. It can be used to find the 
angle of slopes, given horizontal and 
vertical measurements. 

as 
IT 

It is the only inverse trigonometric 
function in Oric Basic. 

AUTO 
An option keyword which may be 
appended to the csave command, to 
cause the program to be stored on 
cassette in such a way that it will run 

automatically once loaded by cload. A 
non-zero value in memory location #oo63 
indicates this. 

CALL 
CALL transfers program control to a 
specified machine code subroutine. The 
routine exists when a esoz rts instruction is 
found. The Atmos manual lists useful ROM 
routines and addresses in Appendix 9. 

CHAR 
The CHAR instruction is used to place a 
character on the high resolution screen at 
the current cursor position. The code of the 
character has to be specified together with 
parameters showing whether foreground, 
background or inverse is required, and 
whether standard or alternate characters 
should be displayed. For example: 
CHAR 65.0,1 displays A' in foreground 
colour. 

CHR$ 
The chrS function returns a single charac¬ 
ter from its ASCII code. The function is 
particularly useful for producing charac¬ 
ters outside the normal printed character 
set. When a code in the range 128 to 151 is 
printed, it is interpreted as an attribute 
character: its highest bit is first removed 
and it then specifies a display attribute 
such as a foreground or background 
colour. 
For example print chr$ (129): “bull” 

displays bull in red foreground colour. 
CHR$ may also be used in lprint 

instructions to send special characters to 
the printer. 

With the Oric MCP-40 Printer many 
such control codes may. of course, be 
used to alter character size or give 
graphical commands. 

CIRCLE 
CIRCLE draws a circle of specified radius 
centred on the current position on the high 
resolution screen. Since the pixels in the 
high resolution screen are not symmetric- 
all, the circles actually appear as ovals. 
This is inherent to the Atmos, and not a 
bug. The pattern instruction can be used 
to vary the layout of the lines with which 
circles are drawn. 

CLEAR 
CLEAR sets the value of all numeric 
variables to zero and all character vari¬ 
ables to null. RUN also has this effect. 

CLOAD 
Used to load a file from cassette tape. The 
Atmos has a much more powerful version 
of this command than its predecessor, 
allowing appending and verifying of files. 
The append facility requires a “.J” clause 
and causes a program file from cassette to 
be joined to the end of the program 
currently in memory. However the mod¬ 
ules are nof merged — the line numbers in 
the program on tape must be higher than 
those in the current program. The verify 
option requires a “,v” clause and enables 
the user to check whether a file has been 
csAVEd correctly. 

A report on the number of verify errors 
detected appears on the screen after the 
operation. 

Improvements have been made on the 
level of messages given when cload is 
executing. 

Whenever a file is encountered on tape, 
its name is shown at the top of the screen, 
together with a B or C label—B indicates a 
Basic program while C stands for a 
machine code file. 

The proven Tangerine cassette inter¬ 
face standard continues its reign on the 
Atmos: a fast mode (2400 bauds) is the 
default while slow mode (300 bauds) can 
be invoked by ".s" at the end of the 
command. 

Program or file names can be up to 
seventeen characters long and can in¬ 
clude special characters as well as 
alphanumerics. 

The ‘Load Aborted’ message may 
appear in the middle of a cload: this 
usually means that the volume level on the 
cassette recorder is too low. In contrast, 
lines of "uuu ..." in a listing after cload 

has been executed usually indicates too 
high a setting. Often the volume level for 
successful loading is very sensitive in fast 
mode. 
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CLS 
CLS clears the screen in any resolution 
mode. It does not affect the paper and ink 

colours, but other serial attributes are 
cleared out. Note that ctrl l has the same 
effect in immediate mode. 

CONT 
Restarts the execution of a program after it 
has been stopped, cont can be used 
effectively in program debugging. A prog¬ 
ram may be interrupted by ctrl c. values 
of significant variables can be examined 
using print in immediate mode, and then 
CONT can restart the program. 

COS 
cos (a) is a trigonometric function which 
returns the cosine of an angle whose value 
in radians is given by a . Together with sin, 

the function may be used to express 
grapnhical points in terms of polarcoordin- 
ates /e X = r cos a and y = r sin a. This 
means that the geometry of circular 
shapes can be easily displayed in high- 
resolution displays, as shown in the 
example program 

CSAVE 
Used to store a program or memory block 
as a file on cassette tape. To save a 
program, the csave keyword is followed by 
the program name, with an optional 
“.AUTO" if it is to run automatically once 
loaded, and a ",s" if slow saving mode is to 
be employed. A memory block is saved by 
naming it and specifying its start and end 
addresses in the csave command. Low- or 
high-resolution pictures may be stored by 
this method, since the data and attributes 
of a display lie in the same contiguous file. 

When AUTO is used it causes a non-zero 
value to be placed in memory location 
#0063 as an indicator. The filename Is held 
in a block starting at address #0035. and 
byte #0067 indicates fast (=0) or slow (=1), 

CURMOV 
cuRwov x,Y,F moves the cursor on the 

high resolution screen relative to its 
current position by X on the x-axis and Y on 
the y-axis. F stands for the FB code and 
produces an effect according to 

F = 0 background 
= 1 foreground 
= 2 inverse 
= 3 null 

If the cursor is moved out of the range 0 to 
239 on the x-axis or 0 to 199 on the y-axis 
then this gives an Illegal Quantity Error'. 

CURSET 
cuRSET is a companion to curmov and has 
a similar format. However instead of being 
a re/af/Ve cursor move it sets the cursor to 
an absolute position (X.Y) on the screen. 
When the high resolution instruction is 
executed the cursor is automatically set to 
(0,0). Clearly many high resolution prog¬ 
rams do not require drawing to start at this 

point, so CURSET is used to initially position 
the cursor. Subsequently the instruction ie 
used whenever an absolute cursor setting 
is needed. Typically, this is when charac¬ 
ters are to be displayed using char, or new 
parts of the display are to be drawn. In the 
example program curset moves the 
cursor prior to drawing a circle centred on a 
given point. 

DATA 
As in all dialects of Basic, data is always 
used in conjunction with the read instruc¬ 
tion, to define constants to be assigned to 
data names in the read. However Atmos 
Basic is very flexible in this area. 
Constants may be numeric (including 
hexadecimal and E format) or string. 

String constants need not be enclosed 
in quotes unless they contain required 
leading spaces. Without quotes, leading 
spaces are ignored but trailing spaces are 
not. If there is a null item in a data 

instruction ie two commas together, then 
the respective variable will be set to zero if 
it is numeric or null if it is a string. 

The Atmos maintains a pointer showing 
the next data item to be read: this is set to 
the beginning of the first data instruction 
when a program is run and also by the 
restore instruction. If a program attempts 
to READ more data items than are available 
then an Out of data error occurs. 

DATA is not very economical in its use of 
memory, data thus occurring both in the 
program area and the data area of 
memory, but it is convenient. Commonly it 
is found in programs to initialise arrays or to 
list values to redefine characters. 

DEEK 
DEEK returns the value of the double-length 
integer in the pair of bytes starting at a 
specified address. The first byte of the pair 
is considered to hold the low-order half of 
the integer and the second byte has the 
high-order half. Thus if byte 1 holds n1 and 
byte 2 holds n2 then the deek function 
gives the value (N2*256)-i-Ni. deek may be 
used to examine system variables which 
often span two bytes. For example, print 

DEEK (i56) reveals where the data area of 
memory starts. 

DEF 
The DEF instruction has no directly notice¬ 
able effect — it simply defines. It has two 
uses, defining numeric functions and 
defining the start of a machine-code 
routine, def fn v(w) = x defines a numeric 

function of the name fn v, with argument w. 
The expression x should contain w. The 
argument cannot be omitted, and there 
can be only one. The expression can 
contain data-names other than the argu¬ 
ment but this is not recommended. 

DEF usR can define the starting address 
in memory of a machine-code subroutine 
which will be called by the usr function. 

Whenever an expression occurs fre¬ 
quently in a program and it is based upon 
the value of one argument, it can be 
replaced by a function. A common use of 
DEF FN is for the generation of random 
numbers, since these are often required 
between one and a given integer. For 
example to get a random number between 
1 and too define the function as: 
DEF FN R(n) = INT(rND (l)*N)-i-1 

DIM 
As usual the dim instruction allocates 
space in memory for arrays. These may 
have any valid name, real or integer or 
character. There is a maximum of 255 
dimensions for an array, and the size of 
dimensions is limited only by the amount of 
memory available. Subscripts may start at 
0. Arrays need not be dimensioned 
providing they do not have more than 11 
elements. 

String arrays have strings rather than 
just individual characters as their ele¬ 
ments, and these strings need not be the 
same length. Once the size of an array has 
been set by a dim statement it may not be 
redefined — otherwise the Redimen- 
sioned array error' results. Arrays are 
stored in memory in an area immediately 
following that used for single values. An 
undimensioned array always has eleven 
slots allocated for it in memory, so this 
useful omission can be wasteful on space. 

DOKE 
The DOKE instruction places a two-byte 
integer in the pair of bytes starting at a 
given address. The high order half of the 
integer is put in the second byte and the low 
order half in the first. Thus doke is the 
reverse of deek, and correspondingly can 
be useful for altering system variables. For 
example a Basic program may be list- 

protected by: 
DOKE #001B, #F42D 

Once this has been entered the Atmos will 
always clear its memory when a program 
ends — an excellent way of protecting a 
program from curious users. 

DRAW 
DRAW x.v.F draws a line from the current 
cursor position on the screen to a position 
X further away on the x-axis and Y further 
away on the y-axis, with an FB code of F. X 
and Y are thus relative coordinates. If the 
instruction attempts to draw a line outside 
the X range 0-239 or the y range 0-199, an 
Illegal Quantity Error' is flagged. The 

PATTERN instruction can be used to give a 
different layout to the lines drawn. 
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EDIT 
The Oric-1 manual was never too sure 
whether this command existed or not — 
the first provisional manual included it. but 
wrongly explained its use, while the final 
manual omitted it. Perhaps Oric realise 
that their editing commands leave a lot to 
be desired. 

In fact. EDIT is used to bring a copy of a 
program line to the cursor position, prior to 
editing. To subsequently alter a line the 
cursor movement keys are used to 
position the cursor on the appropriate 
characters, and these are then sent to the 
Atmos’s input buffer by ctrl a. Alternative¬ 
ly new characters can be typed in. Once 
the line has been correctly typed. Return 
enters it into the program memory area. 
CTRL x can be us^ to cancel a line, while 
DEL can be used to delete individual 
characters. Inserting newcharactersintoa 
line is messy but possible. 

ELSE 
The ELSE keyword provides an optional 
clause in the if instruction. The problems 
found in using concurrent if-then-else 

instructions on the Oric-1 have been 
eradicated on the Atmos. 

END 
The instruction causes a Basic program to 
stop, it is identical to stop except that it 
does not cause the Atmos to display a 
message showing at which line the 
program halted. 

EXP 
exp (x) returns the value ex where e is the 
Napierian constant or exponential. The 
function ln is complementary to exp, and 
the two can be used as log and antilog. For 
example if you want to find the fifth root of a 
number N then exp (ln{n)/5) will give the 
right result. 

EXPLODE 
Produces a predefined sound of an 
explosion. For several repeated explo¬ 
sions a WAIT instruction must be included 
between them, otherwise a continuous 
noise results. 

MEirriv£Eir 
We continue our look at the Atmos and Oric-' 
machines with further keyword descriptions 
and a glimpse of One peripherals. 

Contributor: Bob Maunder 
Coverand inside photos: Monica Curtain 

10 HX=235;HY=195:LX=20:LY=5 

100 HIRES:PAPER0;INK6 

110 GOSUB 1000:REM Title 

120 REPEAT 
130 :PRINT "0) Circle or 1) Rectangle’* 

140 ;GET K*iN=ASC<K4i) :N=N AND 1 

150 :ON N-r-l GOSUB 2000,3000 

160 :PRINT "Key S to stop, other to co 

ntinue" 
170 :GET K*:FINISH=<K$="S") 

180 UNTIL FINISH 

190 STOP 
1000 S*="Circles & Rectangles" 

1010 CURSET 60,0,3 

1020 FOR K=1 TO LEN(S*) 

1030 C=ASC<MID«(S»,K,1)) 

1040 CHAR C,0,1:CURMOV 6,0,3 

1050 NEXT K 

1060 RETURN 

2000 REM Circle input 

2’010 REPEAT 
2015 :PING:PRINT:PRINT 

2020 :INPUT "Enter centre & radius <X, 

Y,R)";CX,CY,R 

2025 :INPUT "Ink <0 - 7)";I 

2030 :GOSUB 2500 

2040 UNTIL OK 

2050 RETURN 

2500 REM Solid circle 
2510 OK= <CX >=LX +R)AND(CX< =HX“R)AND(CY > 

=LY-«-R) AND <CY<=HY-R) 

2520 IF NOT OK THEN RETURN 

2530 I=<I AND 7) 
2540 CURSE! CX-6-R,CY-R,3:F1LL 2*R,1,I 

2550 CURSET CX,CY,3:F0R C=1 TO R:CIRCL 

E C,1:NEXT 

2560 REIURN 
3000 Rectangle input 

3010 REPEAT 
3015 :PING:PRINT:PRINT 
3020 :INPUT "Enter top left and side ( 

X,Y,S)";SX,SY,LS 
3025 :INPUT "Paper (0 - 7)";P 

3030 :GOSUB 3500 

3040 UNTIL OK 

3050 RETURN 

3500 REM Rectangle 
3510 OK= <SX>=LX)AND(SX<=HX-LS)AND(SY>= 

LY)AND<SY<=HY-LS) 

3520 IF NOT OK THEN RETURN 

3530 P=(P AND 7)-H6 
3540 CURSET SX,SY,3:FILL LS,1,P 

3550 RETURN 
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aSCTOOLGFSP 
Simon Williams tools along nicely with this collection of useful BBC programming aids in Eprom. Several programs are available for the 

BBC micro on Eprom at the moment, 
but few designed specifically with the 

Basic programmer in mind. Toolkit pro¬ 
vides a number of utilities useful in 
program construction and remedies some 
shortfalls in Acorn’s software. 

Features 
The Toolkit Eprom provides 17 new 
commands, accessible to Basic and some 
valid for use within a program. In addition, 
aids are provided for program develop¬ 
ment in the shape of a full screen editor and 
a number of search. display and/or replace 
routines. The error checking facilities of 
the BBC machine are improved and 
various colour codings are introduced to 
improve on-screen listings. 

Presentation 
The package consists of a 28 pin Eprom 
housed in a plastic library case of the type 
often used for cassette software. This may 
seem rather excessive. considering the size 
of the chip itself, but is largely governed by 
the size of the accompanying 32-page 
manual. About the same size as 

For anyone who has added previous ROMs 
to their micro, the insertion of the Toolkit 
Eprom will be very straighforward. Re¬ 
moval of the top half of the computer’s case 
and the keyboard reveals two or three 
spare ROM sockets on the front right of the 
main circuit board. The chip is simply 
plugged into one of these. 

If all is well after following the full 
instructions the Eprom will signal its 
arrival in response to the *help command 
by displaying its version number on¬ 
screen. Toolkit’s commands may be listed 
using ’help tcx)i.kit and 'nnEP inko will 
display the settings of certain system 
variables. 

All Toolkit commands are preceded 
with an asterisk. Some of these may be 
identical to command names used by other 
ROM packages so, to overcome any 

confusion that might be caused to the 
operating system, the Toolkit commands 
may also be suffixed with a ’b’. For 
example, both ’checks and •bchecks 

will perform a byte-by-byte comparison of 
a file recorded on cassette or disk with one 
resident in memory. 

Other useful commands which rectify 
deficiencies in the operating system in¬ 
clude ’free, which lists page, top, 

LOMEM and HiMEM and calculates the 
amount of free memory available, 
•.MERGE, which allows two files to be easily 
merged together into memory, ’recov¬ 

er. which attempts to intelligently recover 
a “bad program’, and ’renumber, which 
permits renumbering of selected sections 
of a program. 

•RECOVERiL 

E 
The ’on command (counteracted by 

•off), produces error messages in red, 
comments in cyan and other information in 
a variety of colours. It also invokes a special 
error handling routine which reports not 
only the error and its line number, but also 
enters Toolkit’s screen editor and moves 
the cursor to the likely position of the error. 

The screen editor allows the user to 
insert or replace statements anywhere on 
screen, without having to use copy as in 
normal cases. The down cursor key will 
produce successive lines and scroll the 
program up the screen. A valuable 
advantage has been missed here, as the up 
cursor key lists the program backwards up 
the screen, rather than scrolling the whole 
program downwards, a la Wordwise. This 
would have improved the editor no end. 

The •uni. command enters a separate 
sub program which offers another nine 
useful facilities. Each of these may be 
called through the utii.s menu or by calling 
•uTii.n directly, where n is the number of 
the utility. The utilities arc as follows: 
1 String search: lists all lines containing the 
required string, which will be highlighted 
in cyan. 
2 Search and replace: performs a string 
search, but also replaces all occurrences of 
the string with a specified alternative. 
3 Move lines: transfers a section of a Basic 
program to an alternative location. The 
program will not be renumbered, so the 
line numbers will be out of sequence. 
4 List procedures and functions: lists all 
lines containing defproc or deffn. 

5 List A% to Z%: displays the contents of 
all the resident integer variables. 

6 List other numeric variables: displays all 
other variables used in a program. 
7 List string variables: as 6 but for strings. 
8 List arrays: as 6 but for arrays. 
9 Change edit range: limits the action of 
UTILS 1 and 2 to spiecified lines of a 
program. 

Other commands within Toolkit allow 
the packing and relocation of a program, 
the use of new and old within it and the 
saving of a text or graphics screen in an^v 
MODE. 

Reliability 
The utilities within Toolkit seem very 
robust and the provision of the optional ’b’ 

suffix should avoid any confusion when 
using the program with other ROMs. 

Verdict 
The provision of these very useful prog¬ 
ramming aids in Eprom. where they are 
instantly accessible, should speed the 
process of programming considerably. 
It is a pity Beebug could not squeeze 

RATING 1/5) 

Features 

Documentation 

Performance 

Usability 

Reliability 

OverallValue 
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WDukl-bc programmers of adven¬ 
tures should welcome this utility 
with open arms. The Ouill is an 

adventure generator—you supply the plot 
and it produces the finished program. 

Objective 
One admirable objective only: to take 
away much of the pain, drudgery and 
complexity involved in programming an 
adventure. You still have to provide all the 
details such as plot, verbs, objects and 
actions but, using the information you 
feed it. The Quill will generate a working 
program. 

Presentation 
A neatly typed ,‘>2-page instruction manual 
comes with the cassette. The first 20 or so 
pages are a tutorial. devoted to getting you 
started with the system, the remainder 
describing in detail the facilities provided. 
It is essential to read and understand the 
tutorial before attempting to use the Ouill 
seriously. Parts of it are fairly complicated. 

In play 
The Ouill system consists of three compo¬ 
nents: 
• A database which you build up. I'his 

will contain all the information such as 
vocabulary, events and movement tables 
necessary for playing the adventure. 
• An interpreter, the heart of the 

system, which uses the database and 
executes the adventure. . 
• An editor, allowing you to set up a new 

database or make changes to an existing 
one. 

On loading the program. The Ouill 
1 confronts you with the editor's main menu. 
X at first sight a formidable list of 18 options. 
5 However, many are fairly easy to under¬ 

purposes. One option handles the part of 
the database dealing with the adventure’s 
vocabulary. Here, all the verbs and nouns 
that will be recognised by the final 
adventure are stored. Synonyms can be 
used, being tied to the main word by use of 
the same number. So ot i and takf, might 
both be word number five. 

Other options cover messages to be 
output by the adventure. the description of 
each room or location, and the name of 
each object (such as key or lit torch) and 
their initial w'hereabouts (room number, 
already being carried or not yet existing). 
As an example of the latter, the lit torch 
exists only as a torch until, say. it is 
switched on. 

The movement table lets you set up the 
paths between locations using the usual 
N,s,E,w,u,D directions coupled with the 
location number. For example, if the only 
exit from the kitchen (room 1) is north to 
the hall (2) and west to the garden (3). then 
the entry against the kitchen is simply 
N 2 W .1. 

The heart of the database is the event 
table, where commands can be linked to 

conditions and actions. For example, get 
HAT (hat having vocabulary reference 
number 6) could be set up as get 6 ok 

which would signify that if the hat was 
present at the current location and was not 
already in the possession of player, it could 
be picked up. 

Or you could link the command torch 
OFF with the condition that the lit torch 
must be present (present i), the action 
being that the lit torch is replaced by the 
unlit torch (sw'apo i ok). 

The conditions can also reference any of 
33 status flags: some are reserved for 
special purposes such as keeping count of 
the number of objects carried or whether it 
is light or dark. The rest may be used as you 
like. 

There are 15 conditions and 26 actions 
allowed by the interpreter. While this 
naturally puts limitations on the scope of 
the finished program, there are enough 
there to keep most adventure writers 
satisfied. 

Conditions include whether an object is 
present or absent from the current or a 
specified liKation, or w hether a flag is zero. 
non-zero, less than, greater than or equal 
to a specified number. 

Diagnostics 
Actions cover taking an inventory, 

saving and reloading a game-state. display¬ 
ing a message, destroying or creating an 
object, setting, clearing, adding or sub¬ 
tracting flags, and many others. A compre¬ 
hensive selection, in other words. 

One excellent feature lets you test the 
adventure as you build it. Optional 
diagnostics are available to let you know 
the contents of all the status flags at evei7 
move. This facility takes a lot of the pain 
and effort out of debugging an adventure. 
When you save the completed adventure, 
it can be loaded and run by itself, just like 
any other program — everything it needs is 
already built-in. 

When you’ve created an adventure, it’s 
yours to do with as you like. All Gilsoft ask 
is that you include an acknowledgement to 
The Ouill in the completed adventure. 
More than generous. I would say. 

Gilsoft already has Diamond Trail, 
created by the Ouill system, on the market. 
Fairly straightforward, it involves a hunt 
for the Sinclive Diamond. Quite enjoyable 
in its own right and worth buying just to see 
what a finished Ouill product looks like. 

Verdict 
An extremely valuable utility: the best 

I answer yet to the adventure writer’s dream 
of painless programming. 

RATING (/5) 

Features 
Documentation 

Performance 

Usability 

Reliability 

Overall vaiue 

Nanwl'he Ouill SystemSpectrum Price 
£14.95 PubSiherGilsoft. Glamorgan Tel: 
0446-736.369 Fennel Cassette Lengnete Machine 
code Other versiom None Outlet shops. 
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OEL 

B/erytNng's remotely possible 
with Telemod 1 At around £84. 

Telemcxj 2 takes you and your micro into a whole 
new world of possibilities and opportunity. 

Take Pnestelf for example. For news, travel and 
holiday information. Teleshopping. Homebanking. Telex, 
and CitiService financial information. 

Or explore Micronet 800. 
where hundreds of free games are 
yours for the choosing. as well as an 
ever-expanding range of educational, 
household and business software. 

Take advantage of electronic 
mail by exchanging messages 
and programs with other users- 
anywhere in the world! 

The Telemod 2 from OEL 
(Europe’s largest volume 
manufacturer of modems) uses 
advanced 1C technology to bring 
universal communications with 
enhanced reliability-at a down- 
to-earth-price. 

To make the most of Telemod 2. we offer a 
comprehensive choice of viewdata communications 
packages for popular micros such as BBC. Apple II. and 
HE. CBM 3000.4000.8 8000-64 and Tandy Models 
I & 111. These packs contain appropriate interfaces and 

software, any necessary 
connectors, and full instructions. 
Prices range from around 
ei5-£60. 

With Telemod 2. you can 
simply turn the remotest 
possibilities into reality. Just return 
the completed coupon first. 

rn Rease send nne the Telemod 2.1 enclose a cheque/ 
'-' on moWa noifoKlo n C I far OC iaa \/AX + P.O. made payable to O.E. Ltd for £84.95 inc. VAT.t 
I I Rease send me more information on the Telemod 2 

and full details about communications packages. 

oel 
'N, O.E.Umited 

North Point 
Cilwilly Industrial Estate 

•Pneael and the symb 
are tradexarks of Brrt: -i ■ 
refecommun cations. 

Penrith. CumbriaCA119BN ’P^akv.•28<^aysfdrde.^erv 
Telephone 0768 66748 
Telex 64157 Electronic Mailbox No. 093051909 

1 Name 

1 
1 
1_ 

1 
Tel_ 

1 1 
■ Mi -__l 
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Write your own machine code adventures 

Without any knowledge of machine code whatsoever 

THEQUIU 
THE QUILL i* ■ major new ulilky written in mackine coJe wkick allow* 

I tke novice programmer to produce kigk-tpced mackine code 

a of niperior ijuality to many avaUakle at tke moment wkkout 

■ menu (election tyftcm you may create well o 

deacrike tkem and connect route* ketween tkem. You may tken fill tkem 

witk okject* and proklem* of your ckoice. Having te*ted your adventure 

you may alter ai^ experiment witk any section witk tke greateit of ea«e . 

A part formed adventure may ke iaved to tape for later completion. 

Wken you kave done toTHEQUILL will allow you to produce a copy of 

your adventure wkick will run independently <d tke main QUILL editor, 

«o tkat you may gjve copie* away to your friend*. 

THEQUILL it provided %vitk a detailed tutorial manual wkick cover* every 

of k* ua 

FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM AT £14.95 
Now available in larger branches of W. H. 
Smith, Boots, John Menzies and from many 
computer shops nationwide, or direct from us 
by post or telephone. 

SA E for full details of our range. 

Dealer enquires welcome. 

GILSOFT 
30 Hawthorn Rond 
Barry 
South Glainorgan 

CF08LE 
•(0446) 732745 

Credit Card Order line 
Penonally manned for 24 hour* 

*022241361 Ext430 

E3X 

Ksname 
is Death. 

Astarisbora 



GAMEPLAY 

COMMODORE 64 

Stalk the 
hawk 
Han* Megahawk Srttwa 
Commodore 64 Prfca £6.95 
PuMUmt Big G. Birchall Moss 
Hall. Haihcrton Nantwich 
Cheshire. (0270) 811948 Farmal 
Cassette laiMman machine code 
Otkar MTsioM None OiitMs Mail 
order/Retail. 

If you like zap up and avoid-the- 
obstacle type games, this is 
among the best. It even has a 
demonstration mode to show 
you the different levels. 

Objectives 
You control a white hawk and 
destroy the multitude of other 
hawks descending upon you. 
The game has six levels, each 
lasting a set time (shown at top 
left of screen). Points are 
gained for just evading the foes 
and extra points for destroying 
them with your missiles, laser, 
bombs or whatever they are. 

Each level is harder and 
faster and for finishing the sixth 
and final level you add one 
hawk to those remaining out of 
the original three. The game 
then automatically restarts and 
appears to be exactly the same. 

In play 
The game is loaded from cas¬ 
sette with the usual sum and 
run/stop. Should you wish to 
see the demonstration you en¬ 
ter poKF. s.t24K.i before loading 
the game. This gives the game 
less time on each level, making 
it easier to survive long enough 
to see the demonstration. Why 
not just have a demo mode with 

an option at the beginning? 
The software company also 

said an easier, but less exciting, 
way of seeing all six levels is to 
survive the first level and move 
the player to top centre of the 
screen. They were right: the 
player evades all the foes and is 
left sitting while the game plays 
itself. 

There are no keyboard con¬ 
trols for this game. It requires a 
joystick in pxjrt two. so all those 
without a joystick can stop 
reading. Having said that, the 
game is very responsive and 
extremely fast. It is no easy feat 
surviving the first three levels 
(providing you don't cheat). 
TTie levels vary from hawks 
attacking head-on down a tun¬ 
nel (level 1), attack from all 
sides in outer space (level 2) and 
attack from all sides including 
behind (other levels). 

There were no loading prob¬ 
lems or any other technical 
problems. This is Big G’s first 
game and the programming is 
excellent. The game makes 
good use of sprites and colour 
and also has fair sound effects. 

Verdict 
In favour of the game is its use of 
the 64's facilities and the speed 
and response time. Against it is 
the fact that it is along a path so 
well-trodden that it seems to be 
sinking. Those who like stan¬ 
dard arcade games will love 
this. One more if you're a 
collector and lover of the arcade 
game without frills. 

Kevin Bergin 

RATING 

Lasting appeal 

PlayabHity 

Useofmachine 

(Kerall value 

Warz 
and all 
Naan Megawarz Syiteei 
Commodore 64 Price £7.50 
PubRaher Paramount Software. 67 
Bishopton Lane, Stockton. 
Cleveland Fonaat Cassette 
Laageaga Machine code Other 
vereioM None OaHats Mail order/ 
retail. 

When dealing with versions of 
the old arcade classics there are 
two approaches: make them as 
faithful as possible, or jazz 
them up almost beyond recog¬ 
nition. With Megawarz. Para¬ 
mount has chosen the latter 
course and come up with some¬ 
thing rather more than just 
another Asteroids variant. 

Objectives 
Your space ship is on the outer 
edge of the solar system and 
your mission is to return to 
Earth, fighting aliens on the 
way and picking up hitch-hiking 
astronauts if you can. Success¬ 
fully defeat the waves of 
marauding spaceships and you 
warp inward, planet by planet. 

In play 
After loading you are presented 
with a multicolour title screen 
and a tuneful classical theme. 
Here you have the option of 
altering some of the factors 
including difficulty level, how 
many ships you get. and at what 
level you receive a bonus ship. 
Then it’s on with the slaughter. 

Throughout. Bach's Toccata 
plays constantly, an excellent 
rendition but wearing on the 
nerves eventually. You have 
the choice of turning off the 
sound but then you lose the 
laser and explosion effects too. 

If you've played Asteroids 
you'll quickly get the feel of 
Megawarz. Using joystick or 
keyboard you can rotate your 
ship through .^60 degrees, 
simultaneously whizzing about 
the screen. Here, though, you 
bounce off the sides (no wrap¬ 
around). An occasional astro¬ 
naut appears and if possible you 
should pick him up. 

Destroy the three enemy 
ships and you go on to a bonus 
phase where it's a race against 
time to collect another bunch of 
astronauts but if you take too 
long they mutate and come for 
you with a vengeance. Survive 
up to this point and you get a 
little graphics display of your 
ship zoomjng off to Pluto. 

After this there's more of the 
same with aliens of different 
shapes and sizes and you must 
destroy increasing numbers of 
waves: two to get to Neptune, 
three to Uranus and so on. 

The aliens change speed and 
shape and are of the kamikaze 
variety. Graphics are above 
average and the sound is su¬ 
perb. Keyboard controls are 
sensible though you really need 
a joystick to get the most from 
it. and there's a hall of fame 
which plays the 1812 Overture 
complete with explosions as 
you enter your name. 

Verdict 
Apart from the obvious ques¬ 
tion of how much of this sort of 
thing the market wants or 
needs, there are no grounds for 
criticism. If you like this kind of 
game you'll love Megawarz. 

Peter Woriock 

RATING 

Lastingappeal 

Playability 

Useofmachine 

Overall value 
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jtraiN ♦ 4 ♦ 
THE GAMES YOU IMAGINE CAN 

BE THE GAMES YOU PLAY 

— DESIGN YOUR OWN 
COMPUTE games IN MINUTES 

The ultkiiM yMiie program 

game tWgranqqeeign the cherectere. 

131 Trafalgar Rd, 

Trwg, HarttonJahiia HP23 5LU 

^ □ Ptaasatandmayour 
* . fraa48pagecatatogua 

^ 48K SPECTRUM Cassettes 
|r □ h.u.r.g. 

□ TheHobbrt. 
□ Penelratof . 
□ Terror-OatctilAO . 
□ Melbourne Draw. 
□ Abersoft Forth. 

arcade effects Now you can create all the stunning 

Spectrum that up until now have onh 

software houses. 

your 

have only been available to professional 

To really fire your imagination, H.U.R.G. includes 

three ready>to-play fast-action arcade games, 
U Classic Adventure.E6.95 
□ Mugsy.£6.95 

£ . created using H.U.R.G 

a Game TOTAL 

I enclose my □ cheque 

□ money order for 

Please debit my Access card No 

Expiry Date Signature 

Name 

Address 
^^liOOO 

Each month up until April 30 1984. three prizes 
will be awarded every month 

for the best games of the month 

At the end. the best game will win 

♦♦ 

a grand prize of £3.000 

YOU could be a famous games ^ 
designer! Every entrant has the ^ 

opportunity of being published by ^ 
Melbourne House and 

Details 
i 

a Access orders can be telephoned through on our 24-hour ansafone (01) 858 7397. 

earning royalties. 

I PCt^3~] 

Details of the competition 

are available with 
H.U.R.G. ^ 
_ jT Melbourne House 



GAMEPLAY 

DRAGON 32 

Pop out 
for a bite 
Nmm Cast le of D<K)ni S 
Dragon 32Prte*£6.50P 
Paramount Software, 67 Bishipton 
Lane. Stockton, Cleveland. Tel: 
0642604470FwiMlCa$scttc 
Lamaati BusicOMwrvaraia«a None 

OmIMs Mail order. 

Here's one for the garlic-lovers, 
a graphics adventure where you 
have to see off yet another 
vampire lurking inside your 
Dragon. 

Objectives 
You start in The House of 
Doom, and if you get out of 
there you move to Doom 
Town, which in turn may lead 
you to The Castle of Doom. the 
home of Count Doom. 

In play 
After a few words of introduc¬ 
tion you’re shown your starting 
location, a simple three- 
dimensional drawing of a rtx>m 
with a window in one wall, 
doors in the others, and a ladder 
leading up somewhere. You 
press the space bar to remove 
the picture and give you the 
text, which tells you the possi¬ 
ble exits and what you can sec. 

It doesn’t take much moving 
about to realise that the 27 
locations in The House of 
Doom are basically the same, 
but with doors and windows in 
different places and the addi¬ 
tion of an object or a ladder up 
or down. You also soon work 
out that there are three floors, 
with each flexrr being nine 
rooms in a 3 x 3 block. 

Nor does it take you very 
much longer to discover how to 
get out of the one blocked exit 
in the place. Typing HELP 
virtually tells you what to do. 

Doom Town has 36 loca¬ 
tions, but these too are all very 
similar, being rows of houses 
slightly rearranged to take 
account of the different exits 
each time. Here you might 
come across objects like rings, 
cloaks, crosses and garlic, 
though these aren’t depicted in 
the graphics, just in the text. 

A simple map enables you to 
find your way out of Doom 
Town and on to the Castle, 
though of course you have to 
figure out what objects you’re 
going to need and there is a limit 
to what you can carry. 

No ladders between floors 
this time, which means you 
have to figure out how to get 
through the trap door in one of 
the rooms. I couldn’t bring a 
table or chair from one of the 
other rooms so I tried SHOOT 
TRAP DOOR. Back came the 
terse response: ‘You were 
arrested. Adventure over.’ 

Verdict 
I doubt if there’ll be a next time, 
somehow, and it’s obvious that 
completing the ‘adventure’ 
once will be an end to it. The 
Dragon is a very poor machine 
to attempt graphics adventures 
on. and when the software isn’t 
very good either the result is 
inevitably disappointing. 

Mike Gerrard 

RATING (/5) 

Lasting appeal A 

Playability 

Use of Machine ft W 

Value 

Diamond 
is a gem 
Name Fishy BusjnessSysiMi 
Dragon 32 Plke£9.95PiMalMr 
Salamander Software. 17 Norfolk 

Road. Brighton. E Sussex Fwout 
Cassene lamMSga Machine code 
OUmt milMN BBC B. Oric 48K 

OulMs Mail order/Retail. 

Good old Dan Diamond. Sala¬ 
mander’s well-known private 
investigator, is back. I found 
the final part of the trilogy 
(Franklin s Tomb and Lost in 
Space are parts one and two) 
instantly appealing, occasional¬ 
ly witty and totally enjoyable. 

Objective 
In order to successfully com¬ 
plete the game, you’ll need to 
track down who asked for your 
help way back in Franklin’s 
Tomb. You must then discover 
their problem and solve it. 

The whole adventure is in 
text only, but the program has 
that certain extra sparkle that 
others lack. The casefile that 
accompanies the package gives 
you the story so far. Also in the 
file are 20 or so drawings to add 
ideas to your imagination. 

In play 
The screen display is formatted 
— an idea carried over from the 
previousadventures. An inven¬ 
tory is always displayed, 
saving you time and effort, 
plus the locations and the 
available exits. The bottom 
three lines on screen are yours 
and the program’s responses — 
which aren’t immediately 
cleared. 

Opening with the tune Mes¬ 
sing about on the River, the 
program begins on a mini desert 
island. It’s big enough for a 

couple of steps in either direc¬ 
tion. but no more. 

On your desert paradise you 
will find not radio’s Roy Plom- 
ley or Robinson Crusoe but the 
spacecraft you landed in. The 
rocket booted you out onto the 
sand — presumably for the 
awful puns, or the ham acting. 
No amount of pleading or any 
threats of violence or vandalism 
to the spacecraft will get you 
back inside. 

Not surprisingly, there are 
plenty of red herrings (and 
some blue kippers) in the game, 
and it’s easy to get totally lost. 
It’s vital to draw a map as you go 
along, though the addition of 
extra levels can make this a 
confusing task. The easiest way 
around this is to make a sepa¬ 
rate map for each level. 

There isn’t any HELP facility 
in the program, but for any 
intrepid investigator who ends 
up stuck. Salamander is offer¬ 
ing a help sheet. 

The program does take a 
short time to respond to your 
commands but it’s only a matter 
of seconds at the most. Perhaps 
my brain isn’t quick enough, 
but I found I needed a fair 
amount of time to sort out what 
was a clue and what was bogus. 

There is a save game facility 
so you can easily pick up from 
where you left off. 

Verdict 
After many nights slaving 
away. I’ve only got about half¬ 
way through, but I’m still look¬ 
ing forward to solving the rest. 
A great problem, excellent 
value for money. Jim Ballard 

RATING (/5) 

Lastingappeal 

Playability ft 
Use of Machine ft ft 

Value ftftftftft 
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NEW RELEASES FOR THE DRAGON 32/64 
FROM SALAMANDER SOFTWARE 

fURTUr 
GRAPHICS 

This program has been designed to provide a method of 
drawing pictures with your computer which is both fun 
and educational, and yet simple enough to be enjoyed by 
the young or inexperienced computer user and the 
enthusiast alike. 

Pictures are drawn by telling the “turtle” to move forward 
and turn so that it traces a picture on your TV screen or 4 colour 
printer/plotter. 

Powerful “repeat” and "word library" facilities allow you to 
build up new commands as you progress, and you can save your 
"word library” on cassette tape or floppy disc. 

The end result of using a system such as this is an increased 
knowledge of geometry, and a basic understanding 
of simple programming, making the program 
an ideal educational tool for all ages. 
• Snappy 32 page manual included. 
• Runs from cassette or disc (using 

either Dragon Data DOS or Premier 
Microsystems DOS). 

• Simple command structure. 
• Repeat command sequences- 

can be nested to 32 levels. 
• “Word” definition- 

can be nested to 
30 levels. 

• Powerful “word 
library" handling. 

• Save and load 
library using 
cassette or disc. 

• Dynamic editing of 
command strings 
and word library. 

• Scaling and 
stretching commands 

• Will draw pictures 
on 4 colour ^ 
printer plotter 
(TRS-80GCR115.MCP-40, 
or compatible^^^^ 
plotter). 

Price 
£9.95 

^■1111 IHii 
DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 

DRS is a powerful database packa^ for the Dragon 
computer, supporting files stored either on cassette or 
disc (using the Dragon Data DOS). 

DRS has been designed for ease of use and flexibility. You 
can design your own database, specifying number and type of 
fields. Powerful full screen editor allows easy design of your own 
screens. 

DRS contains full facilities for adding, maintaining and 
deleting records. Fields may be added to or deleted from existing 
files even after records have been added. Search facilities allow 
for selection of records by any portion or combination of fields. 

DRS also has an extremely flexible report generator, allowing 
for anything from printing of labels to paged reports. 
• 22000 characters of data per file. 

154 000 characters of data per disc file. 
• Each record may contain a maximum of 

480 characters, 26 
alphanumeric fields 
and 10 numeric fields. 
• Inclusive, exclusive 

and ranged searches 
on alphanunneric 
fields. 

• Comparative 
searches on numeric 
fields. 

• Add. delete and 
change records. 
User definable screen 
displays. 

• User definable report 
aBf}erator. 

» Record formats may be 
c/ianged at any time. 
Disc files require Dragon 
Data DOS. 

Price £14.95 

Tape duplication by 

alamanbgr 
5 □ F T UU R R 

17 Norfolk Road, Brighton, BN1 3AA. Telephone: Brighton (0273) 771942. 

Look out for these other new releases from Salamander Software. 

DRAGON: Wings of War £7.95 (WWII Adventure). The Cricklewood Incident £7.95 (Weird & Wonderful Adventure). 

BBC: Eagle £7.95 (Original Arcade Action). Turtx) £9.95 (BASIC Compiler) 



Put the ttirilt-pou/er toi^ 
Into wBur pragranis wi/itti 
BtBKS .— 

help you ^,e cOMP»JTER 

, FREES^Errew^-^"" 
I VV-nn sale 15th March 
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Title Battle Stations 
Machine ZX Spectrum 
Language ZX Basic 
Application Game 
Author Robert Higgins 

Gosub and define the 
graphics characters. 
Gosub and print 
introduction and 
instructions. 
Set up variables and 
screen colours. 
Gosub to draw runway and 
airfield. 
Delete the sight using x 
and y as the horizontal and 
vertical positions. 
Scan the keyboard and 
update the sight 
coordinates accordingly. 
Delete the enemy aircraft. 
Redraw the sight using 
UDGs (User Defined 
Graphics). 

We pay for published proKrams on a scale m hich takes into account 

length, complexity, originality and programming skill. So why not 

give us a RI N for our money? 

.Send your contribution, on disk or cavsette, together with a 

plain paper listing and brief summary notes to: 

Kenn (iarroch. Personal Computer .News, 62 Oxford St. I.ondon 

WIA2H(;. 

Remember, though, it must he your own work, nut previously 

published elsewhere. 

I rvCIi ‘‘BATTf If GTAr rONS" 

2 REM PY ROPERT HTEC-JINS 

3 no SUP “.1)00 

4 Gin GUP 4000 

5 POT l.rr y=1Ai i ET y = t1r 

6 I.ET r)i f . . 'O I.ET r!!n,=:IO: LET ay=3: 

I LT O:M|>*‘?0> 

a LET s’rorp=0; I.ET tn-r nr 10O(;i; LET 

A«="HIOnTNS": ITT rnMMANDEr<": I 

E T aiT.:nn=10O; 

° LET LET > 
OOPOER 1 : PA*^ER 5 r INL 

CO TUP ROOO 

lO? PRINT AT --l.y;" 

105 PRINT AT : , 1 ; *' 

1 10 PRINT A I ;:-t 1 ; . 1 ; 

115 PRINT AT M 

T'^’O PRINT AT 

125 PRINT AT 

130 TP IN!:TV:|.r.-"o" and 

v+l : PRINT Af 
it:: ’’E IMKFY*^'"r'" and -■'29 THEI'I I.ET v= 

y+'-Z '^RTNT .AT / " 

140 IE I NOE ONO y''2 THEN ■ !. T / 

145 IE TNKEYT- ’0" AUO - 2 TUEN FT 

150 rr TNI FYi-"-" ANA - 12 THEN LET >; 
• 1 

155 IF INKFYi=''7" ONIj ‘ I? ' i- T . ^ 

16«' IF INLET^-^-q ■ aNO V TI-^!"N ■ '-T' ;=>: 

1 

UL5 IF INKEY*="Q” .OP • >2 THEN LET ^ ; 

180 F-RTN^ AT ^ . INT ay:" 

170 PRINT AT INT ; , INf'5 ': " " 

175 INK’ O 

200 PRINT AT >: l .v; OVER l;"o; ’ 

210 PRINT at ,,v-1; over ' ’L)" 

. ‘.1,- 1; OVER 65 ► 



As market leaders in the ORIC Sfpftwar!B> 
field, UK Software brought you 

best sellers... 

XENON-1 

A tru* Ivgend in computer software. This game 
topped the ORIC software charts in most high 
street stores during -1983, and became the 
overall best selling computer game in France for 
the same period, gaining rave reviews 
throughout the press. 
“Uses the ORICS tremendous capabilities to 
excellent advantage...truly mind boggling...the 
graphics are absolutely superb, very smooth 
indeed...! can thoroughly recommend this 
program”. 

-WHAT MICRO, Sept. 1983 
"This is the best arcade game yet available for 
the ORIC. the graphics and animation are 
superb”. 

ORIC OWNER, Sept 1983 

As fleet' commander in the Xenon space 
academy, you must protect your home planet 
Radon from the Aards, Paratrons and the Zorgon 
battle gtarl This 100% machine code gaipe Ka the smoothest, meanest areade action 

'48K 0lt«0>1 ahd ORIC ATMOS C8.80 inc. 

ZORGONS REVENGE 

The second in the Xenon trilogy, written by 
the same author as Xenon-1, and con¬ 
tinuing the high standard of excellence. 
Zorgons Revenge is well on its way to 
repeating the success of Xenon-1, and is 
again receiving rave reviews. 

“This game certainly is the best arcade 
style effort I have yet seen on the ORIC. The 
graphics are superb...the author deserves 
praise...and I was impressed with the ease 
with which the game loaded, even though 
the cassettes contained ‘fast’ versions 
only”. - PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD 
GAMES SPECIAL, 1984 
“The animation is smooth detailed... 
this will be a solid gold hit”. - COMPUTER 
CHOICE, Feb. 1984 
“Some-of the best graphics available-for the 
ORiC... recommended". - PCG HIT,. 
PERSONAL CpMPUTER GAMES, Feb. 1984 
“Quite the best game I’ve- seen for the 
ORIC ...superb graphles”. -DAILY EXPRESS 
10th DOC. 1983 . 

ORfc ATMOS 

Following Iheir defeat at the hands of the Xenon fleet the zgrgons have captured thy Xenon Pnn«*M Rox^nd ^ve 
imi^soned her in their castle. You are commissioned to rescue her by scouniw the ^ur corners ^ the Zorgon 
Em^re to capture the ipagle stones. These stones, gudTded by the Quadnogs, iWrrapbds ai^ many other strange 
beasts, bre needed to bridge the bottomless chasm surrounding the castle, enabling you to achieve Y®"*’9oal.^ 
^ch oiM df thVmany varied ^ges in this scintillating 100% giechine mission will tekt your aroada ability as 

never before. 
For the 48KORIC-1 and ORIC ATMOS C8.» inc. _ 

invaders 
Machine code 

arcade game for 
ieKA48KORIC-1 
and ORIC ATMOS 

C7.SO inc. 

FANTASY QUEST 
Intriguing 

adventure for 
48K ORIC-1 

and ORIC ATMOS 
Ce.SOinc. 

REVERSE 
Superb version of 
the board game 
for48K ORIC-1 

and ORIC ATMOS 
C8.S0 inc. 

CANDYFLOSSA 
HANGMAN 

IWotop 
educational 
programs for 

48K ORiC-1 and 
ORIC ATMOS 

3D maze a 
BREAKOUT 

Arcade action for 
48K ORIC-1 and 

ORIC ATMOS 
C7.50 inc. 

C7.50 Inc. 



4ii4 noiVy to Mmplimenf th^ of 
ifie f ORiC^ 

IJK Softw^t'elp yoii f our ekcltiiig 

-... . ...-1. V V^i 5 ^ . r^sanz-:::- 

you must guido tho muncher around tt 
the dots to gain points. Eating the^M 
you to chase and eat the ghosts, 4^11 
This all-action machine^xode fApMMe 
munchor,tpower pills, g\ost tuni 
fame, smooth action, etc., 
For the 48K ORlC-1 aed I 

FRIGATE R P f 

COMMANDER. ^ 

In this exciting 
simulation of ^ 
modern war* 
farg, you are ia 
command of a frigate hunting the waters for enemy sub¬ 
marines and war ships. This excellent “trek" type game 
contains a highly colourful knd realistic display and 
features radar, sonar, weapons, damage report. Map of 
area, etc., etc.* 
For the 48K ORIC-1 and ORIC ATMOS CO.SO inc. 

'if GREEN 

4 f ‘ toad f I? ^Help the toad 
across the road 

~ avoiding the 
traffic, then 

help Mm cross.the river on the logs and turtles.to reach 
the safety of the fily pads. This machine code imrsion of 
the popular arcade gartrs features lanes of traffic, logs, 
diving turtles, jumping toad, shakes, flies, tunes, hall of 
fame, etc., etc. • . 
For the 48K ORIC-1 *nd ORIC ATMOS C7.S0 inc. 

Our software has been officially approved by 6nc Products International Ltd., and is a^ilable from branches of 
W.H. Smiths, Laskys, Comet, Zappo, John Menzies, The Spectrum Chain, many other leading department 

stores, hundreds of independent dealers nationwide, and in over 30 countries across the world. You can also 
order direct from us- an advertised software is in stock now and will be despatched within 48 hrs. of receipt of-order. 

ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE OF VAT and P&P- NO MORE TO PAY! 

UK 
SOFTWAF 

UK LIMFTED 

Unit 3c, Moorfields, r 

Moor Park Avenue, Bispham,. 
Blackpool, Lancs. FY2 OJY 
Telephone (0253) 55282 Telex: 67232 IJKSOF Q 

. Sonwardt standard condHtont o( aala f ftd tarma of trada. coptaa avallabla on raquast. I tubiaa to I 



Take tiic saeen test and be a STAR) 
in thehigh score competitioiVj^^^^^ 

Use your skill and 
dexterity to win one of 
our fabulous prizes. 
FrM •otry fofm in nv^ry gam* purchasad 

‘only on GrMtrap 64 and Jumpin' Jack 64. 

PRIZES 
1st Commodore 1541 

SINGLE DISK DRIVE 
2nd Commodore 1520 

PRINTER PLOTTER 
3rd Commodore 

SIMONS BASIC CARTRIDGE 

I enclose Cheque/P O. lor C _ _inc P + PU.K only 

Also available from good computer dealers and bookshops nationwide 

NEVER BEFORE HAS A COMPUTER 
GAME LOOKED SO EXCITING... 

FELT AND PLAYED SO EXCITING... 

Watch astonished as the Tnad hurl themselves 
towards your craft in a remorseless battle 
against your intrusion 

Feel the heat blast of their anti-matter fields 

Featunng - 

A new DIMENSION... 

Into the realm of TOTAL PERSPECTIVE 
GRAPHICS... 

Program No. LW03 C8.95 

'Software 
198 Deansgate, Manchester M3 3NE. 

Telephone: 061-834 4233 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

£Lifl:a2a?64 
We promise you won t be aWe to turn it off! It s 
a real skill tester and loads of fun to playl 

Play with the Keyboard or Joystick Choose 
y>ur own operating keys with our User 
Definabis System. Compete with an 
opponent by selecting Two Playsr Mods... 
Great graphics, super sound effects in the 
Uvwin tradition including a selectable Melody 
Mode where Ihe tune is available at the touch 
of a key and Melody On is indicated by a 
quaver graphic 

Not just a game an Experience! 

IT HAS IT ALL!... EXCITEMENT... 
HUMOUR... STRATEGY 

Jumpin' Jack leaujs into a totally new look lor 
the M created by Thrss Dlinsnslonal 
Graphics giving Full Psrspoctivs to the 
game PLUS, hosts of features never seen 
before' 

Submerging Turtles — Snakes - Crocodiles - 
Otters — Lady Frog - Dragonfly If! 

Clip tti* coupon and return to Sumlock Mcroware Dept. PCG 
198 Deansgate. Manchester M3 3NE 

or Telephone 061 -834 4233 

Please send me the following Software 



PCN 

a m ^ 1®? 

999 
1000-1040 

Fire the Ack Ack guns and 
check for a hit. 
Check amnno. If there is 
none left then go to routine 
for end of game. 
Get a new random 
position for the enemy 
aircraft and check it. 
Make aircraft movement 
sound. 
Update the horizontal 
position of the aircraft by 
the difficulty. 
Check whether the aircraft 
has flown past, if so the 
next plane. 
Print the aircraft onto the 
screen. 
Update the screen 
information such as score, 
number of waves etc. 
Continue the game. 
Enemy plane hit, explosion 
routine. In line 1000 the 
two graphics characters at 
the end of the line are code 
137 and 134. The 
characters at the end of 
1010 are 134 and 137. 
Select new start position 
for approaching enemy. 
Update the score 
according to how close the 
hit was. 
Get some more ammo. 
Update and check the 
number of shots fired. 
Reset the border colour. 
Then return. 
Plane has flown past check 
for ten planes. 
Print the scenario and 
instructions. 

220 PRTNT AT 

225 PRINT AT 

2.“?0 PRINT AT 

, y ♦ 2! OVrrR ! ; :f •• 
♦ 2,y; OVER 

•H,y«2; OVER 1; " j " 

240 IF INI:EY<i=:"fn'- THEN FOR n«l TO 3; R 

-40+nJ NEXT n: LET afn(no= 

= IIMT ax AND y=TNT ay THEN GO ODD 100 

241. IF INKEY$=="M" THEN FOR n*l TO 3; B 

EEP .3,-40+rt: NEXT n: LET afr,mo=ammo-2; I 

F --INT ax ANI> y=^TNT ay THEN CO SUP 100 

?42 IF ammc)^:=0 THFN GO TO 7000 

245 LET ay=ayHNT JRND»3> • 1 

24^ IF ay=:3 THEN t. ET ay=-ay+l 

247 IF ay>27 THEN LET ay=ay- t 

24S BEEP .025,-INT (RND!r40) 

250 LET ax=ax»rfifl 

260 IF ax>15 THEN GO SUP 2000 

300 INK 1: PRINT AT TNT ax,TNT ay; OVER 

l;"ab”: 

305 PRINT AT INT a>: + l ,INT ay; OVER 1; "r 

T ; ••PASSED; Ian; IF ammo^.-99 THEN PRINT 

AT 0,9;" IF ammo<=9 THEN PRINT AT 1 
,0;" " 
315 PRINT AT 0, 11;"SHOTDOWN;";shot: PRI 

NT AT 0,24; "WAVE; ";wave+-1 ; PRINT AT 1,13 

;"HI:";hi score 

999 GO TO 1<T>0 

1000 PRINT AT x,y; OVFR l;"ab"r PRINT ; 

OVER 1; FLASH 1:AT x,y; INF 2; PAPER 6;" 

101O print at x*^l,y; OVER PRINT 

; O'TER .1; FLASH 1; AT xH , y; PAPFR '6; INK 

/ 

1030 FOR n=} TO 10; OUT 254. RNDt 7«-16? OU 

T 254 ,RND)»7; NFXT n 

1040 PPINT AT x,y;’' "; PRINT AT >;H,y;" 

1050 I.FT ax=3*. LET ay=TNT <RND*26) 

1060 IF then let score=s~or*?+200 

1070 IF r. >7 THEN LET score^score ;-100 

1073 LET afnfnc.=ammoi 7 

1074 I FT 5hat = 5hotM‘ IF «5hot>=num THEN 

no SUB 9000 

1075 DOROFP 1 

1080 RETUPM 

2000 LET ia'>-=Ian-*l 

2010 IF lar,> = ]0 THEN GO TO 7000 

2015 LET ax=3; 1 FT ay=TMT (RNr.)f26) 

2020 RETI.1RM 

^OOO REM INTRO 

-lOOl PAPER 0: INK 7; BORDEP 0: 01.S 

4005 rCER .25,10; BFEP .25,20; PRINT AT 

1,9; INOERSE 1;"BATT! F STAT TOMSAT 3,4 

;"ah";AT 4,1;"cd";AT 3,15;"BY";At’5,9;"R 

bsFRT HIGGINS":AT 3,27;"ah";AT 4,27;"cd" 

4010 PRINT AT 9,0; INVERSE 1;"SCENARIO;" 

: PRINT inverse 0;"Vn'J ARF A FIGHTER PI 

LOT patrolling THE SKIES ABOVE Y 

OUP AEPnnROHE. IT IS BEING ATTACKED BY E 

NEMY FIGHTER-BOMBERS. IT IS YOUR TASK. TO 

STOP them FPOH flying past YOU TO B 

OMB THE AEFVODPOME. IF TEN FLY PAST Y 

OU, YOU WILL H.AVE FAILED YOUR MISS 

ION"’ 

4012 PRINT PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINU 

4013 IF TNKFY*="" THFN GO TO 4013 

40)5 POKE 23692,255r F^AUSE 0; CLS : PRIN 

T ’ INVERSE 1 ; "CnNTF>OLI. TNG YOUR SIGHT:": 

PRINT AT 4,4.‘m.isE "; INVERSE 1:"0"; INV 

FRSF m;" TO MOVE I EPT > UGF"; PRINT AT 5 

,23;">": PRINT AT 6,4;"USE "; INVERSE 1; 

"P"; INVERSE 0;" TO MOVE RICFIT) SHIFT": 

PRINT AT 7,23;")"; PRINT AT 0,4;"USE "; 

INVERSE 1;"0"; INVERSE 0;" TO MOVE UP 

) FOR ♦ " 

4016 PRINT AT 9,23’; ")"; PRINT AT 10,4;"U 

SE INVERSE t;"Z"; INVERSE 0;" TO MOV^E 

DOWN ) SPFFD"; PRINT AT 13,4;"USE "; IN 

VERSE l;"M"; INVERSE O;" TO FIRE GUNS": 

PRINT AT 17,4;"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 

310 INK O; PRINT AT 1,2;"SCORE:";score: 

PRINT AT 0,2;"AMMO:";ammo: PRINT AT 1,2 

4017 IF lNKFYf="" THEN GO TO 40)7 

4020 GLS ; PRINT ' INVERSE 1;"ATTACK WAV 

ES;"; INVERSE O: PRINT "EACH WAVE CONSTS 

TS OF TEN ENEMY PLANES. EACH TIME YOU SH 

DOT OOWNTEN PLANES A NEW WAVE BEGINS. 

EACH WAVE IS HARDER TO SF-IOOT DOWN THA 

N THE LAST!" 

4023 F^INT " INVERSE 1;"SCORING;"; PRIN 

T "YOU SCORE 200 IF YOU SHOOT A PLANE 

UP HIGH. BUT ONLY lOO DOWNLOW. EACH TIM 

E YOU SHOOT DOWN ANATTACK WAVE YOU GET A 

BONUS)" 
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 PCN P^RAMS: SPECTRUM 

PRINT ”5 INVERSF 1 ; "rND OF- HAMr;": 

PRINT "THE RAME ENOS WHEN TEN AIRCRAFT 

' l^.Y PAST OR WHFN Al.t AliliO IS SPENT" 

4030 f^RINT " " PRESS. ANY i'EY TO BEGIN" 

4<‘)3? PAUSE O 

4040 PEEP 10* PEEP .25,20 

4Q99 f;ttURN 

5000 REM GRAPHICS 

50!0 DATA 0,0,0,1,1.15.0,3 

50M RFSTOPE 5010 

“012 FOr n-=0 TO 7.^ READ j 

5015 POfO” UCT- "A"<n,j5 NEXT r, 

5< i20 0A7 A O, <■', o . o, 0, 224 , o , 12P 

5021 FVESTORr 5020 

5027’ FOR n-0 TO 7; RFAP .j 

5025 P'0\'F. USf' "h"ir>, j; NEXT n 

.030 DATA 5,7,255,97,3^1,00 

3 ■•31 RESTORE 5030 

" 032 ^OR ''=o TO 7t READ .i 

5035 POKE HSR "r"!r , .•»: NEXT n 
5040 DATA .(.4, 197,255,0, J2ff. 0^0,0 

5041 RESTORE 5040 

5042 rOR r.=0 TO 7; READ j 

f;045 POKE OCR r.'EXT n 

5050 DATA 7?55,, .^4 ,, 32; 1 / , 8, 4,2. 1 

5051 RESTORE 5050 

5052 FOR n=0 7: PI-AD j 

5055 POKE USF^ ; IJPXT n 

50,50 DATA 255.2,4,0. 1.':., 32, A4, 12S 

50^7.1 RFSTOPE 50*0 

50*2 for n^O TO 7: READ j 

5fN.5 POKE OSR "fir., i; NEXT n 

5070 DATA I 2Q 1 9?, ^ Of''. 1 4, 136, t "2.. I 30, 1 2 
*7 
5071 RESTORE 5070 

5072 FOR rw=0 TP 7: REAP j 

5075 POKE KSr; "o-in,.ir NEXT - 

5080 data r. 3,5,9, J7 33,, 65. 129 

5001 REEFORF 5000 

5082 EOF,' n-^0 ’'0 7. READ j 
5085 POKE MPP "i"i NT X f n 

fT>90 DATA I ''9, 130. 132, 136,1 <14,160.192,12 

O 

5091 RESTOFE 5090 

5092 FOR n--0 TO.7; READ .j 

5095 POKE LISP.' "h"in,j: NFXT r. 

5100 DATA r29-, 65, 33, 17, 9,5,3, 1 

5101 RESTORE 5100 

5102 FOR n=0 TC 7: r^FAD j 

5103 POKE HSR NEXT n 

5110 DATA 1,2,4,3,16,32,64,755 
5111 RESTORE 5110 

5112 FOR n=0 TO 7: READ j 

5115 POKE USR NEXT n 

5120 DATA 12.2, 64,32, l/p, 8;, 4.2,255 

5121 RESTORE 5120 

5122 FOR r.=0 TO 7: READ j 

5125 POKE USR "I"+n,j: NEXT n 
5130 DATA 10,84,169,114,252,249,252,114 
5131 RESTORF 5130 

5132 FOP n=C TO 7: READ j 

5135 F>OKE USR j: NFXT n 

5200 RETURN 

7000 REM FND 

7006 PRINT AT 0,2; INK 1;"AMMO;";ammo: P 

RINT AT 1,21; INK 1;"PASSED:";1 an 

7007 FOR i=l TO 5: FOR j=20 TO 40 STEP 5 

7008 BEEP .005,j: NEXT j 

7010 FOR j=40 TO 20 STEP - 5 69 ► 

ROM extension 
board for the 
BBC Micro 

Per'sonal Computer News January *84 
'...the Romex 13 is the best I have seen’. 

GCC (Cambridge) Limited 
66 High Street Sawston, Cambridge CB2 4BG 
Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 835330/834641 
Telex: 81594 SAWCOM 

This GCC designed add-on enables the user to 
increase sideways ROM capacity from the basic 
4 sockets up to the full 16, which is capable of 
support by the current operating system. 

• Mounts inside the lid of the 
BBC computer 

• Normally, no soldering required 

• Does not suffer from over¬ 
heating problems 

ROMS/EPROMS - accommodates 2764.27128 
and 2732 EPROMS. 

Price including VAT £45.94 (-»-£1.75 p&p). 

STOCK SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE 
Trade » Loe*l iUthontir enqunes welconn* 
PricM correcl «t bmt of faint to press 

E3 
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You can die 
a thousand deaths in space. 

YouU rather face 
them all than face the ' 

Death Star. 

A million stars 
will be visible in the si^ tonight 

You cant see the one « 
thatls watching you. 

RRP£599rxW 
ForCBM64&ZXSpectruni4SK Three-dimensional terror from RABBIT SOFTWARE 

After many years of typing letters and placing them in the box 
(below left), some people will be surprised to learn that the smart, 
black box (right) will help them to perform the same function, 
quickly and economically, and do much more. 
May we suggest that you use the old-fashioned method (perhaps 
for the last time) in order to discover today s alternative. 

ELECTRONIC MAIL • PRESTEL 
• BULLETIN BOARD • TELECOM GOLD { 
• COMPANY DATA BASES • MICRONET ’ 
800 • TELESOFTWARE & MICRO TO 
MICRO CHAT. 

Today’s fast-moving business environment 
demands instant communication. Tanadata’s 
smart modem and data communications 
terminals will help you take advantage of 
all the latest developments in the communi¬ 
cations field. Special terminal and Prestel 
Software is available for a number of Micros 
to drive the smart modem range—and some 
have downloader software also! BBC. 
APPLE, COMMODORES. IBM PC. and soon 
CP/M MICROS. 
For more information fill in the coupon or 
clip your letterhead to this ad. 

Tsndsta Smart Modem 1984 
BT approved 

Tanckila 
Tandata Marketing Limited, 

Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL 
_ Tetox^l? Prestel * 799 * Telecom Gold: TAN 001 

I Name 

Company 

Post Box c t93i 
GPO approved 

Tandata Marketing Limited, Albert Road North. Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL 

A subsidiary ot Tandata Holdings Pic Telex 337617 Prestel * 799 » Telecom Gold TAN 001 

Three-dimensional terror from RABBIT SOFTWARE Ft)rCBM64&ZXSpectmm48K 
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ZX SPEETHM 
Hin t PRMTB MISnCES 

USE ANY SERIAL OR PARALLEL PRINTER AND UP TO 4 DISK DRIVES WITH YOUR ZX SPECTRUM, 
GIVING YOU UP TO 3.2 MEGABYTES! 

PRINTER INTERFACE FOR ZX SPECTRUM 
Th« Morex' Printer Interlace Incorporates two 
options — Centronics & Bi-Directional RS232 in 
the same box! It comes fully assembled and tasted 
with Driver Software on cassette. The software offers 
you: variable line length, programmable printer 
control, up to 22 user defined codes, menu driven 
options, high resolution screen copy In single or double 
size, and compatibility with TASWORD TWO. 

PURCHASING OPTIONS 
1. PRINTER INTERFACE 
Inclusive of Cable and Driver Software 

2. ADDITIONAL CABLE 
For simultaneous printing through 
Parallel & Serial cable 

3 TASWORD TWO 
This word processing package has been 
specially designed to allow easy 
n^ification which enables you perfect 
use with microdrives £13.90 

PURCHASE A COMPLETE WORD 
PROCESSING PACKAGE! Whichever 
package you may choose Is complete 
with MOREX PRINTER INTERFACE, 
PARALLEL CABLE. DRIVER SOFTWARE 
AND TASWORD TWO 

OPTIONS 
WP1 with SHINWA CP80 PRINTER £282.00 
WP2 with DAISY STEP 2000 PRINTER £374.00 
WP4...with MANNESMAN TALLY MT80 £348 00 
(ASK FOR OUR FULL RANGE OF WORD 
PROCESSING PACKAGES) 

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF 15% VAT 
Please add £1.60 post & packing on 

d£8onif- Items 1,2.3 and £8on items WPt. 2& 4 

HOW TO ORDER 
BY TELEPHONE: (0734) 584238 
If you are an Access or Barclaycard holder simply 
telephone us giving your Card No., Name, Address and 
item(s) required. 

BY POST 
Simply fill in the coupon, 
enclosing your Cheque/P.O. 
made payable to; MOREX 
PERIPHERALS LTD, and 
post to the address below. 
Please allow 28 days for delivery.! 

DISK DRIVE INTERFACE FOR YOUR 
ZX SPECTRUM! 
The Morex" Disk Drive Interace means that you can 
now have Double Density storage of 200 to 3200K 
and a sophisticated. SINCLAIR BASIC compa i ble, 
self loading Disk operating system, reading and 
writing at ^Khits/second it maintains a proper and 
informative Directory and handles all tape related 
keywords and data formats. 
Just look at the features now open to you! 
* Self booting. Powerful Disk operating system, 
(SP-DOS), up to four Drives giving you a maximum 
of 3.2 megabytes. 
* Ten times the capacity of other systems 
* Uses built in Microdrive Keywords , 
* Caters for 40 or 80 Track Drives, Single or Double 
Sided 
* Saves and reads up to 250.000 Bit s/second 
* SP-DOS users Reg. System keeps you posted on 

all future updates 
* Comprehensive manual 
* Supplied with FREE COPIES of TASWORD 
TWO. MASTERPILE AND OMNI CALC 

All systems offered come complete 
with DRIVE,INTERFACE, CABLE, P.S.U. 
and SP-DOS DISKETTE and MANUAL. 

SYSTEM 1 - 200K DRIVE 
SYSTEM 2 - 400K DRIVE 
SYSTEM 3 - 800K DRIVE 

£286.00 
£366.00 
£539.00 

•THE DISK DRIVE 
INTERFACE YOU 

BUY NOW CAN BE 
USED WITH THE OL 

AT MINIMAL MODIFICATION 
COSTPURCHASE 

WITH CONFIDENCE” 

(UP TO 4 DRIVES MAY BE 
USED WITH THIS SYSTEM) 

ADDITIONAL DRIVES 
200K DRIVE 
400K DRIVE 
800K DRIVE 

£228.00 
£309.00 
£458.00 

These prices are for Disk Drives only. Should you wish 
to purchase another Drive for addition lo the system 
chosen from above, please ask lor our special discount 
offered for 2.3 and 4 Drive package purchases. 
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF 15% VAt 
Please add £8.00 Post. Packing & Insurance on all 
prices quoted. Should you buy more than one Item P&P 
remains the same. 

n^OREX PERIPHERALS LTD.172B KING’S ROAD, READING, BERKSHIRE. RG1 4EJ 

* DEALER ENOUIRIES WELCOMED 
* SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO EOUCATIONALI 

AUTHORITIES AND GOVERNMENT I 
DEPARTMENTS I 

* EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED 
(Irrevocable letter of credit) ■ 

MOREX 
PERIPHERALS LTD. 

172B KING S ROAD. READING. 
BERKSHIRE RG1 4EJ 
Tel;(0734)584238 

iQ 

u 
TT 

PRINTER INTERTACE 
Pu<chA>,ng Opt ions 

PARALLEL SERIAL 
(Pieawiiciic 

PfMCE 
ibl« rBRuirfO) 

total 

■nclusiso et CalRt and • ’ 
47 00 

2 AcMttorwl Cable fo« 1300 
— 1300 

^ 4 VVP1 - SHINWA CPiO 
PRINTER * 2S2 00 
S WP2 - DAISY STEP 
2300 PRINTER * ]T4oa 

' e WP4 - MANNESMAN 
TAUT MTM_ 
PAPlilomti 2 3|Po<tPad 

340 00 
^ 1«- ^ 

PSP (Ilpm* 4, S.« Po»l. Packing S liwuronc* 0.00 f-_ : 
TOTAL 

nSK DRIVE INTERFACE 

DISKDRIVE INTERFACE CABLE. PSU 
SP DOS DISKETTE S MANUAL) 

I 
1^ SYSTEM 2 - 400R OWVE t- ^ SHOO 

’ " S30 00 i- ^ 
Poll. Packing S Iniuranca ^ 1 

TOTAL 1 • 

l•nc^o»•nlTCI>#q»lWeO lof . 

I 10 p«y t 
(|ilNM dtWM 

»rtn my ACCESSrSxeCLXVCARO 

AOORESS ABOVE MUST BE THE SAME AS CARD MOlOER •d Ptecnsing PtckAgdt avuMM I'I 



PCN PROGRAMS: SPECTRUM 

5000-5200 Set up the user defined 
graphics. 

7006 Post mortem on your 
performance. 

7007-7015 End of game beeps. 
7020-7065 Set the aerodrome on fire. 
7070-7075 Oh dear! you have failed. 
7084-7092 Work out the rank to be 

awarded. 
7093 Print rank. 
7094-7097 If high score then get and 

print name. 
7098-7999 Prompt for another game 

then reset variables and 
replay. 

8000-8999 Draw the aerodrome. Note 
that the spaces in line 8050 
are inverse spaces. 

9000-9020 Jolly good, you've 
completed a wave, set up 
the variables for next. 

701S BFFP .005, j: NEXT j: NF{XT i 
7020 UEEP ->>5, 5u: BEEP -05, 40! BEEP .0 
5,-50: BEEP .05,-40: PRINT AT J9,28; PAP 
ER 6? FLASH 1; INK 2;"m" 
7025 BEEP 0.05, -50: BEEP .05, - 40; BEEP . 
058, 50: BEEP .05,-40: PRINT AT 19,4; PA 
PER 6; Fl-ASH 1; INK 2; "m" 
7030 PEEP 0.05,-50: BEEP .05,-40: BEEP . 
05,-50: BEEP .05,--40: PRINT AT 19,73; PA 
PER 6; FLASH 1; INK 2;"m'‘;AT 18,23; PAPE 
R 6; INK 2; FI ASH 1 ; "fn- 
7035 BEEP 0.05,-50: BEEP .05, 40: BEEP . 
05, 50; BEEP .05,-40: PRINT AT 17,77; PA 
PER 6; FLASH 1; INK 2; ".T.” 
7040 PRINT AT x-l,y;'’ ” ^ 
7045 PRINT AT x,y-l;" ’* 
7050 PRINT AT x + 1,y ■ !:" 
7055 PRINT AT x,y-^?;" " 
7060 PRINT at x+2,y;" " 
7065 PRINT AT xit,y + 2!;" ” 
7070 INK O: PRINT AT 3,2; FI.ASH l;"Y0U H 
AOE FAIt.ED YOHP MISSION"’ 
7075 PRINT AT 5,1O-"SnORE:”;scorp 
7004 IF srnre>=6000 OR 5rore<7000 THEN 
LET r*«*"WTNG COMMANDER■’ 
7005 IF 5r:ore=0 THEN l. ET r 4= "GROUND ST A 
FF' 
7086 IF score?>0 AND SCO:'P<1000 T!!EN I F"’" 
r4= "TRAINEE PHOT" 

7007 IF «5rorpMO00 AND s^corr< =7000 THFN 
LET r4="FI T. LlEUTENANT": . 

7080 IF score>2000 AND scorp<r-3000 THEN 
LET r4="SERGEANT’• 

7009 IE score>3000 AND score*=4000 THFN 
LET r4="CAPTATN" ’ . , , 

7090 IF score 4000 AND score-=5000 THEM 
LET r4="GROUP CAPTAIN" 

7091 IF scoreVSOOO AND e.rorp<=6000 THEN 
LET r4="FLIGHT nFFTCFR" 

7092 IF score>=7000 THEN I ET r4="S0UADr' 
ON LEADER" 
7093 PRINT AT 7,2;"YOUR RANK IS ";r4: 
7094 IF score -hi 5rr>re THEN PRINT AT 9,7 
;"NEW HIGH SCORE'": l.FT 54=r4 
7095 POKE 23658,8: IF 5core>hiscore THFN 

INPUT "INPUT YOU SURNAME (MAX. 10>",A4- 

LET hisrore=scare 
7096 PRINT AT 11,9;"HI SCORE ";hisrnrp 
7097 PRINT AT 13,3; "BY ";s4;" "-AT. 
70R8 PRINT AT 15,4; "PRESS A KEY TQ Pl.AV 
AGAIN" 
7099: PAUSE O: IT INKEY4="" THEN GO Tf 
7097 ^ 
7100 POKE 2o650,0: LET y=l6; LET x=11r 
7110 t.ET diff=.?: LEI nu(n=10: LET aM=3 
LET ay=TNT (RND*26) 
7120 L.ET srore=0; I..ET ammn=100: 
7130 LET wave=0: LET lan=0: LET shnt=C 
BORDER 1: PAPER 5: INK O: CLS 
7999 GO TO 10 
0000 REM BACKGROUND 
8010 PLOT 128,47: DRAW 37,-47: PLOT 144 
,47: DRAW 37,-47 
8015 PLOT 0,47- DRAW 255,0 
8020 PLOT 64,0: DRAW 0,0: DRAW ~t,0: DRA 
W 0,-8: CIRCI E 64, 10, PI: PLOT 64,14; DRA 
W O’JER 1;13.5: DRAW 2,0; DRAW 0,-1: DRA 
W -11, 10 
8025 PI.OT 204,15: DRAW 16, -2,PI; DRAW - 
10,14: PLOT 188,34: DRAW tO,-8,PT: PLOT 
187,34: DRAW 18,-19: DRAW 19,-2 

8030 PLOT 232,33: DRAW -16,0,PI: DRAW 16 
,0: PI.OT 216,33: DRAW -6,4: PI.OT 226,39; 

DRAW -16, 2,PI 
8035 PLOT 232.12: DRAW 8,2; DRAW 1, -2: D 
RAW 7, - 2; DRAW 2,'r?: PL OT 736,13; DRAW 
0,2: DRAW 1,0: DRAW 0,-2 
0040 PI OT 234,12: DRAW -^10, IO; DRAW 2,2; 

DRAW 10, -11: PI.OT 226,21: DRAW 8,-5: D 
RAW 1,-2: DRAW 9,3 
0041 PLOT 136,47: DRAW 0,-5: P>LOT 136,.35 I 

: DRAW 0,-10: PLOT 136,15; DRAW 0,-15 
0042 PI OT 42,12: DRAW -10,10: DRAW 2,2; 
DRAW 10, - 11: PLOT 34,21: DRAW -8, 5: DF(A 
W 1,-2: DRAW 9,3 
8043 PLOT 42,12: DRAW 10,10: DRAW 2,2; 
DRAW 10,- 11- PLOT 34,21: DRAW 8, -5: DRA 
W 1, -2: ’ DRAW 9,3 
8044 PLOT 40,12: DRAW 8,7; DRAW f,-?: DR 
AW -7.-2: DRAW -2,2: PI OT 4 4 13: DRAW 0. 
2: DRAW 1,0: DRAW 0,-2 
8045 PLOT 34,20- DRAW 8,4: DRAW 3,-lr DR 
AW -10, -6 
8046 PLOT 226,20: DRAW 8,4: DRAW 3, 1: D 
RAW -10,--6 
8047 PL^OT 40,47: DRAW -40, -16-. PI OT 224 , 
47; DRAW 31, -16 
8050 PRINT AT 16-0; INK 4; OVER 1r RARER 

O; " 

8998 PAPER 5: BORDER 1: 
8999 F<ETURN 
9000 REM WAVES 
9001 FOR n=10 TO 40 STEP 3; BEEP .05,n: 
NEXT n 
9002 PRINT AT 0,11; INK 1;"SHOTDOWN:";sh 
ot 
9003 LET wave=wave+l: LET di f f =di f-f > . 2; : 

LET num=nufn<-10; LET score=srore»500*wav 
e 
9005 PRINT AT 5,7: INK 2; PAPER 6; FLASH 

1; "WAVE " ; wave; " COMPI. ETED! " ; 
9006 PRINT INK 2; PAPER 6;AT 7,2;"PRESS 

ANY KEY TO CONTINUE!" 
9007 IE INKEY1.= "" THEN GO TO 9007 
9008 CLS 
9010 GO SUB 8000 
9020 RETURN 
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12C MANORR^^ 

I OMXTN^&f 
M6 ^ ' 
t¥L'm)%9911Ba Apocalypse is produced under licence from the Gi?nes ^ert^rhop Lid. 



Post to; REDSHIFT LTD, 12C MANOR ROAD, 
STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON N16. 
Please send me the following items; 
(tick item required) □ REBELSTAR RAIDERS 

(No. Req.) 
I—I NEBULA 

APOCALYPSE 

Please send details on 
Apocalypse and other games. 

I enclose my cheque/P.O. for £. 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 

Please allow 7 to 28 days for details on Apocalypse and other games. 



WANTED! FULL-TIME AND FREELANCE PROGRAMMERS — 
WITH IDEAS! 

Artie Computing, the makers of 

Gobblemon, Golaxions, Ship of 

Doom, Combot Zone. Voice Chess 

and many other best-selling home 

computer gomes ore looking for 

programmers with bright ideos! 

Have you got the game of the 

decade locked away inside your 

head? 

Could you invent another Poe.Man? 

Or the 1980's onswer to Space 

Invaders? 

If you can devise new games and 

write them into workable 

programs for a wide range of 

home computers then you could be 

the person we’re looking for. 

Excellent opportunities available for 

full-time staff to work from our well- 

equipped head-office ideally 

situated between the delightful 

seaside town of Bridlington and the 

City of Hull. 

££££££'s for Programs! 

Freelance programmers — 

capitalize on your skills now! Artie 

will purchase new programs as well 

as guarantee high royalties on all 

subsequent sales. If the game you 

devise is even moderately 

successful this could mean 

considerable earnings for you. 

Unlimited technical support! 

If we think your ideas have potential 

we will provide you with full 

technical support all the 

hardware you need, assistance with 

program development and advice 

on how to create even more popular 

programs. 

All applications will be treated in 

the strictest confidence, and should 

be addressed ta the Managing 

Director, Artie Computing Limited. 

Main Street. Brandesburton. 

Driffield. Y025 8RL. 



PCN Databasics is presented in three-week cycles. This week it'sthe turn of software 
packages, next week hardware, and two weeks from now, peripherals.. We can’t fit 
all software packages in, so we've compiled a selection, giving best sellers from 100 
publishers and distributors. 

We confined coverage to five main types of applications: business, education, 
games, home and utility. All details published are the latest available. 

Companies wanting to add their best-selling packages to Databasics. or wanting to 
update information already here, should send details to; Databasics, Personal 

Computer News, VNU, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. 

APPLICATION Each software package is listed alphabetically by its application. 
PRICE includes VAT. 

MACHINE OPERATING SYSTEM on which the best selling packages runs. 
OTHER VERSIONS indicates whether or not the package runs on a different machine 
or operating system. 

MEDIA SUPPLIED indicates in what format the package comes — either cassette, 
disk, or cartridge. 

MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE tells you whether or not the package is available by mail 
order 
HARDWARE REQUIRED shows the need for special hardware, such as disk drive, 

ioystick or printer. 

PUBLISHER DISTRIBUTOR This code refers to the distributor code table at the end of 
the listings, which will give the name and telephone number of the 
publisher/distributor. 
COMMENTS — any other points of interest. 

SOFTWARE 
Me<ka 

[1: 
Hanhnre 
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BUSINESS 
Databases E132.2S Apple II D6 Master 48K • 1 • M5 Available on hard disk. Allows 1K records over 100 fields. Report generalion, etc 

£96 60 Apple III PFS; File 48K • P6 Also for Apple II (£135.70). Used in tandem with PFS (£96 60) 
£217.35 Apple HE VisiTrend VisiPlot 64K • R6 Also for CP M Graphic representation of data. Compatible with VisiCalc. 
£1030 BBCModelB FHer 16K • M7 Allows searching, sorting, saving & recovery of data 

£295.00 CPM InloStar 48K • M10 Also on IBM PC. MS-DOS Integrates with WordStar and Calcstar. 
£499.74 CPM dBase II 48K • El Micro DBMS Can be used for high level programming for a range of applications. 
£557 50 CPM Superfile 56K • S4 Multi-file database giving applications package information. 
£1.840 CPM MDBS II 64K • T2 Also on CP M-86, MS-DOS. Turbo DOS, Unix and Xenix. Mainframe-like facilities. 
£29 32 Newbrain Database 40 5 30K • E2 Also on the Memotech 
£99 95 Commodore 64 Magpie 64K • • A3 User-programmable database manager. 
£39 95 Commodore 64 Home Filewriter 64K • D7 Also for Atari. Database design system. 
£68 42 Newbrain 1 Invoice & Credit Program 32K • E2 The invoice program allows you to put in your own information and design invoice. 
£29 32 Newbrain 1 Database 40 S 32K • E2 Information gatherer, stores large quantity of information & can be interrogated at will 

£684.25 Sirius. IBM PC. MS DOS Tomorrow s Office 128K • S11 Complete applications generator 
Graphics £471.50 16-bit machines Micro-Graphpower 128 • • 12 Needs plotter. Business graphics which plots business data 

£120.75 Apple III Business Graphics 48K • P6 Also on Apple II (£125.35) Supports range of plotters & pie-charts, etc. 
£149.50 IBM PC Graph Magic 96K • FI Also on Apple II, III. Displays files graphically. PCN issue 1. 

Martagemeni £569.25 Commodore 8000 The Administrator 96K • S11 Complete applications generator. No programming required. 
Financial Ranning £44.85 Commodore Pel 1 Busicalc 16K • S5 Also on Hytec & ICL PC. 96K version available. Helps decide on financial strqfegy. 

£34500 CPM 1 Bottom-Line Strategist 48K • P4 A business project forecasting program. Allows user to test business assumptions. 
£281.75 CPM ! Master Planner 64K • C5 Also on MS-DOS & CP. M 86 Needs 80 column pnnter. Upgrade of a spreadsheet. 
£343 85 CPM Minimodel Financial Modelling 48K • • MS Needs 80 column screen Model consolidation facility, colour option. 
£182 85 CPM Multi-Plan 48K • P4 Also on PC-DOS. Cromix. Forturie, Corvus & Sirius. Second generation spreadsheet 
£21850 CPM SP2020 48K • G2 Forecast effects of proposed actions. Aid to management decision-making 
£172.50 CPM Supercalc 128K • A1 Electronic worksheet, representing a large flexible accounting work pad. 
£178 25 CP/M T-Maker 48K • XI UUlity for analysis & presentation of numerical data & test material. 
£224 25 MS-DOS Pulsar Business System 128K • A1 Consists of eight integrated packages & provides commercial accounting functions 

— 
£339.25 Osborne • PADAC 64K 

- 
P2 Also on CP M. Two systems. Incomplete records accounting, time cost recording. 
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£632.50 UCSD-P System Microfinesse 128K P5 Financial modelling program for businessmen 

Integrated Software £569.25 IBM PC Context MBA 256K B2 Integrated spreadsheet modelling, graphics. WP. database & communications 

£908 50 MS DOS Silicon Office 256K FI Also on Sirius & Victor. Comprises word processor database management system. 

Payroll £287.50 Apple II Tabs Payroll 48K T T3 Also on CP M & MS-DOS (64K) Up to 2000 employees, nine pay schemes 

£80.50 Apple II Statutory Sk* Pay (SSP) 48K HI Also on Spectrum Does all SSP calculations 

£977.50 CPM Powerday 48K 02 Also on MP M and MS-DOS Integrates with Omicrons nominal ledger Handles SSP 

Project Martagement £747.00 IBM PC Micronet 48K T2 Also on ICL PC. Sinus. Superbrain. Apple II. & others Critical path analysis. 

Project Planning £1.150 00 Commodore 8000 Hornet 32K C3 Has eight optional vanants (all erght £4.025) Network logic & variety of screen display 

Sales Ledger £287.50 Apple II Tabs Sales Ledger 48K T T3 Also on CP M & MS-DOS Part of integrated system. 300 analysis codes. 

£805 00 CPM Powersales 48K 02 Also on MP M & MS-DOS Mulh-user system based on mainframe software 

£339 25 Apple II Sales Ledger 48K HI Supports 700 & accounts. Direct posting, credit control & 100 arralyses. 

£325 DEC Rainbow 100 Sales Ledger System 64K D2 Also on DEC Mate II. Invoicing & monthly statement generating system. 

£287 50 CPM Sales Ledger 64K • S2 Also on CP M 86 and MS DOS. Flexible ledger system. 

Spreadsheets £188 60 Apple II VisiCalc 48K R1 Also on Apple III. 0>mrTxxlore & IBM PC. etc. The classic spreadsheet. 

£44 85 CPM Plannercalc 64K C5 Needs 80 column screen. Entry level system for spreadsheet planning. 

£212.75 CPM Super Calculator 48K El Spreadsheet calculator. 

£396.75 CPM Micro-Plan 64K B1 Also on MP M Spreadsheet finanaal planner. 

Word Processing £92 00 Apple II Piewriter 46K M5 Needs 80 column card Allows entry, editing & print formatting of any text type 

£17.25 BBC Model B Wordsworth 32K T 17 Disk version £19.50; cheap word processing package. PCN Issue 33. 

£488 75 IBM PC Wordcraft 128K D1 Also available on Sirius. Apricot. DEC-Rainbow. Commodore8000,4000.64 

£152 96 Apple III Apple Writer 2 48K P6 Also Apple II. Has word wrap, glossary & word processing language. 

£28 50 BBC Model B AlphabeU 32K 'W H3 Also available on disk. Suitable for home & business 

£89.00 ComrtKxlore 64 Paperclip 64K K5 Also Commodore 8000. Ckimpatible with WordPro & SpellPro. PCN Issue 6. 

£51.75 Commodore Pet t Papermate i 16K w S5 Also on Comrrradore 64.3.4. & 8000. Available on floppy (£53.49). 

£295 00 CPM » WordStar 3.3 56K M10 Also on IBM PC. MS-DOS. Integrates with C^lcStar. InfoStar, Mail Merge. SpellStar 

£31625 CPM » Spellbinder 48K El Also on Oasis. Word processing & office management system. 

£225.00 IBM PC Easywriter II 64K XI Bold face & underscoring on screen. 80.000 word spell checker extra (£43 15). 

£340 40 IBM PC VisiWord 64K “T R6 Mail merge facility with Visi file 

£45 42 Sharp MZ804 1 WordPro 48K K1 Also on MZ80B K. Available on disk (£91 94) One of few WP packages for Sharp 

£40 25 Memotech Propen 32 (4) 30K • E2 Also for New brain — word processor 

£4995 Tandy TRS 801 1 . AJEdit 32K T • M6 Also on Genie 1 & II Needs primer. 

1 EDUCATION 1 
Basic Course £13.95 Texas Instruments 99 4A Teach Yoursed Extended Basic 16K TS Needs extended Basic module 

Business Game £9 95 BBC Model A Business Game 16K W1 Also on Model B Two games for economics, business & general studies, teaching. 

£5.95 BBC Model B Inkosi 32K C9 Also on Vic-20. Rule for ten years, overcoming obstacles, e g famines. 

Chemistry £1438 Research Machine 380Z Symbols To Moles 31K H4 Also on Apple II. Practise using chemical symbols, writing & mole concept. 

Graphics £9.95 BBC Model B Creative Graphics 16K A9 Book available (£7.50). Designed to illustrate BBC graphics. PCN issue 20. 

History £20.13 Sharp MZ80A Kings & Oueerrs 48K K1 Also on MZ80K. Facts & figures on English monarchs since 1066. 

Languages £7.95 Sharp MZ80A MultiKnguist 3K S8 Also on MZ80K. A language tutor to suit all European languages. 

£9 95 ComrrKxlore 64 JustaMot 32K T" S16 French vocabulary. 

£9 95 BBC Tense Frerrch 32K • " S16 Learn, revise + test Frerxrfi verbs. 

£10.95 BBCB At home with Shakespeare 32K • " S16 Study programs on Hamlet. Henry IV, 1. Twelfth Night 

£9 95 CMB64 Open Sesame 32K • ' S16 Tricky spelling game — 450 words 

£1438 Research Machine 380Z Repondez 31K H4 Also on Apple II Practising French verb formation (presem tense) 

£9 20 Sharp MZ80A French Conjugate 48K K1 Also on MZ80K Automatically conjugates regular verbs into tenses. 

Mathematics £37 89 Apple II Bumble Plot 48K T~ P4 A set of five programs lor developing graphics and maths skills. For children 8 to 13. 

£9 95 BBCModelB Metrics 32K C9 Also on Vic-20 + Spectrum Structure of metric system, for children aged 10-15. 

£5 95 BBC Model B Sequences 32K C9 Also on Vic-20. Demonstrates number patterns. 

£8.95 BBCModelB Angle 32K C9 Also on Spectrum. Indudes four programs designed to teach simple geometry. 

£9 95 BBC Model A ( • Algebraic Manipulations 16K W1 Also on Model B. Indudes four programs designed for use in maths teaching. 

£82 80 IBM PC Fact Track 64K JT ¥T 13 Learning bask: arithmetic. Presents simple two-line sums in random order 
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£495 Sharp MZ80A • Giant Maths 32K • • S8 Also on MZ80K Big screen figures & humorous error messages. 5 to 11 years. 
£9.20 Sharp MZ80A • < Teach Tables 48K • • K3 Also on MZ80K. Plays like game but motivates children to improve their ability 
£5 25 Spectrum Adding and Subtracting 16K • • W2 For children aged 3-7. Three animated programs with full graphics. 
£9.20 Sharp MZ80A Directed Numbers 48K • • K3 Also on MZ80K. Teaches difficult mathematical functions. 
£5.25 Spectrum Counbng 16K ' • W2 Graded programs. Good as a first introduction to numbers ' Aimed at ages 3-6. 

^^©toofolOQy £23 00 Research Machines 380Z • Weather 31K Tl • F H4 Also on Apple II. Gives synoptic charts Teaches elementary meteorology. 
Physics £1438 Research Machines 380Z • Lenses 31K T1 • H4 Also on Apple II. Illustrates formation of images by lenses using ray diagrams 

£3 00 Sharp MZ80A • Physics 1 and 2 20K T • D6 Also MZ80K. O' level etectricity and motion. 
£28.75 CPM • TouchnGo 48K •1 F C6 Also on MS-DOS. Typing tutor lor mastering numeric pad 4 Owerty keyboard. 

Typing £31.05 IBM PC Typing Tutor 64K ¥1 • 13 Presents exercises for learning touch typing or for improving existing skills 
Various £29 84 Apple II • Face Hanger 48K F • P4 Also on IBM PC. Desigried for children to team computer keyboard by building up face 

£9 95 BBC • Junior Word Splits 32K • • • S16 Word games lor 8-11 year-olds. 
£37 89 Apple II Gertrude’s Seaet 46K • • P4 An educational game to teach logical thinking 4 planning. For children aged 6-9. 
£9.80 Atari 400 • Jigsaw Puzzles 16K T T4 Also on Atari 8tX). Has 16 puzzles and optionaJ difficulty. 
£9.95 BBC Model B Tree of Knowtedge 32K • F A9 Interactive prooram teachina cateoohsation Simolined information retrieval 

UTILITIES 1 
Card Index System £21505 Apple II • VisiDex 48K ■ □ • R1 Also on IBM PC. Needs printer. One record/screen designed for cross-referencing. 

£178 25 CPM Cardbox 48K • C6 Also on MS-DOS Needs 24 x 80 VDU 4 10OK disk storage 
Communications £102 35 Apple II ASCII Express — The Professional 48K P4 Needs RS232. Asynchronous serial communications package. 

£57.50 CPM Xcopy 1.0 64K XI Disk copy utlNty lor Cromemco machines Copies S' or S'/t’ singte/double sided 
£575 CPM Bisync AC-3780 64K El Alsoon MP'M 4 CP M86 Micro to mainframe oomms through IBM terminal emulation. 

£117.30 IBM PC IBM 3101 EmulatKin Program 64K 13 Makes PC act as 3101 terminal provides 3270 emulations when connected to host 
£2243 Sharp MZ80A T Zen 48K K1 Also MZ80K 4 B Full Z80 editor assembler 

£115.00 IBM PC • InterfinK 48K T2 Also on Sirius. Apple II. Xerox. Osborne etc Connects processors for downloading 
£448 50 Apple II Editel 48K F 01 Needs modem A Viewdata frame word processor designed to aid data editing. 
£454 25 Apple II Owitel 48K • 01 Needs modem Allows access to Prestel 4 private viewdata systems. 

£41 40 IBM PC Asynchronous Communications 64K 13 Needs asynchronous comms adaptor Makes PC act as asyncs comms terminal 
Debugger £25875 CPM T Animator 64K Mil Also on Umx 4 MS100S. interactive source level debugging tod for CIS-Cobol. 
Fite Transfer £132 25 CPM BSTAM 16K ' F XI Needs common interface ports or modem access. Utility for transferring CP M files. 
Graphics ' £34 50 Apple II T Graphic Utilities 48K Cl Also for Apple He Parameter driven machine code programs, high res graphics. 

£2495 Atari Constructor 48K C8 Less experienced 4 new programmers can design animated sequences. 
BBC Model A T Creatnre Graphics 16K W W1 Also for BBC model B .30 programs on cassette produce range of pictures 4 patterns 

£50 60 CPM CP M Graphics 64K 04 Range goes up to £421.70 4 oonfonns to GKS Graphics Standard 
Language £488 75 CPM T CIS Cobol 64K Mil Also on Unix. Compact, interactive ANSI 74 standard implementation of Cobol 

£396.00 CPM Fortran 60 48K • ' T2 Useful for scientific applications, where Pascal is inefficient. 
£210 CPM T Supersoft C Compiler 48K ~] M4 Also on CP M-86. MS DOS. PC DOS. Fast implementation of C. 

£114 43 Commodore 64 • DTL-Basc Compiler 32K D1 Also on Commodore 8000.4000 4 3000 Also tape version on CBM 64 (£39 96) 
£253 00 CPM • ProPascal 56K El [ Also on CDOS. Needs two disk drives. Native code Pascal. 
£40 19 Sharp MZ80A Forth 48K V K1 Also on MZ80K 4 Osborne Allows imptementation of Forth. 

£25 Spectrum Hisoft Pascal 48K H5 Reviewed in PCN week ending Apnl 8 Pascal compiler and screen editor 
£172 50 UCSO p-System UCSD Pascal 48K D4 Portable Pascal lor systems development or commercial applications 
£201 25 

£121.90 

CPM 

CPM 
— Basic 80 48K _ S. _ _ _ XI Industry standard Basic 

! £213.00 AnyZ80 1— 
X-Basic 48K — — — — — XI 

Commercial Basic. Also on CP M86 (£265 65). 

Built-in matrix functions Supports MP M record locking Graphics option. 
Operations ! £59 80 CPM Operating Guide 48K El Works by putting CP M to sleep 4 replacing it with operating environment 
Operating system £22 94 Apple II Fasdos 48K P4 Disk operating system for Apples which speeds up location of binary 4 Applesoft files 

£277 8086 micro Concurrem CPM-86 48K T2 Enables four separate tasks to run in a single user station. 
£126 50 8060 and Z80 micros 1 CP M2 2 64K D4 O S tor 8-bil micros with over 1.5 million users 
£379.50 8080 and Z80 micros u MPM 64K D4 Multiuser, multitasking Features record 4 file locking, date 4 time stamping etc 

-- ; £21080 8066 artd 8088 micros CP M-86 64K D4 Manages up to one megabyteof RAM 4 allows up to 128 megabytes of on-line storage 



RING FOR SAMPLE PRINTOUT, FULL SPECIFICATIONS & LATEST PRICES 
WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON THE PRICE OF STAR OR JUKI PRINTERS 

Ws JUKI 6100 

One Year Warranty 

20 CPS : BiDirectional & Logic Seeking 

10.12,15 & Proportional Spacing 

WordStar Compatible 

2K Buffer: 13 Inch Platen 

Underline; Backspace + Lots more 

Centronics Interface Standard 

RS 232 Interface £54.00 + VAT Extra 

Tractor Feed £99.00 + VAT Extra 

JUKI 6100 £365.22 + VAT = £420.00 

BBC/ORIC or DRAGON Package 

JUKI 6100 + Cable + 

24HR Delivery & VAT £440.00 

STAR GEMIN110X 

One Year Warranty 

True Descenders 9x9 Matrix 
120 CPS Bidirectional & Logic seeking 
5.6,8.5,10.12,17 cpi 40.48,68.80,96.136 cpI Italics. 
Emphasized, Double strike. Super & Sub Scripts 
Downloadable Character Set (not 515) 
Hi-Resolution & Block Graphics STAR DELTA 10 

Continuous Underline, Backspace, 160 CPS 

Friction or Tractor Feed CENTRONICS AND 
Internal Buffer Expandable to 8K RS232 INT. STD. 
RS232 Int. £52.00 + VAT Extra £320 + VAT • 

Gemini 10X (10" Carriage) 

£250 inc. VAT 
Package for BBC/DRAGON/ORIC 

GEMINI 10X + Cable + Delivery + 
BBC Screen Dump Software £270 inc. VAT 

RS232 package also available 

Star DP 515 (15" Carriage) £280 inc. VAT 

RING FOR LATEST PRICES 

STAR DP8480 

RS232 INTERFACE STANDARD 
7x9 Character Matrix (7 Needle Head) 
80 CPS Bidirectional & logic seeking 

5.6.8.5.10.12.17cpi 
40.48,68.80.96.132 cpi 
Friction & Tractor Feed: 10 Inch Platen 
Hi-Res option with Software £10.00/£15.00 

DP8480 with RS232 Int. £200 + 
£30.00 VAT = £230.00 

Package prices for BBC/Newbrain/Epson HX20 

DP8480 + Cable + Hi-Res + 24Hr Delivery & 
VAT = £250.00 

SERIAL PRINTER CABLES 
BBC to 25 way D type £9.50 
EPSON HX20 to 25 way D type £9.50 
NEWBRAINto25wayDtype £12.00 
25 way D type to 25 way D type £15.00 

ELECTRON £199.00 
BBC Micro Model B £399.00 

BBC Micro Model B with Disc Int. £469.00 
Large Range of Accessories including Disc Drives, Printers, 

Monitors always in stock. 

Printer Cables 
BBC to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £15.00 
Dragon to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £15.00 
One to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £15.00 
Torch to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £20.00 

Blank Cl 5/C30 Cassettes Ten for £4.50 AN Y MIX 
Send SAE for Full Price List 

VAT INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE 

PHONE/CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME 
Postage 50p per order or as stated 

24 HR Securicor Delivery for Printers/Disk Drives £8.00 

(SHOP/WORKSHOP CLOSED MONDAYS) 

C.J.E. Dept ( PCN). 78 BRIGHTON RD 
WORTHING 

Microcomputers W. SUSSEX BN11 2EN 
(0903) 213900 

76 PCN MARCH 17 1984 



Forsufferersof PCNitus 
THE PCN BINDER^ 

Since March 1983, a mysterious malady 
has afflicted thousands of people in Britain — 

^ PCNitus. The symptoms are perplexing. . 
Those afflicted are found fighting their 

waythroughpilesof Personal Computer ^ 

Newsmagazines a. 
muttering strange things like ‘can’tfind 
the Electron Pro-Test’ and The Spectrum 
Micropaedia must be here somewhere .. 
But a recent breakthrough has brought 
instant relief to PCNitus sufferers. 
The cure is called the Personal 
--^Computer News 
__I binder. It’s red, 

yellow and silver 
IfUHWnWUt andholdsfour 
ibCMviBtetSipatiimiUy months’copies 

completely flat, 
even when full. 
You’ll be able to 
read them easily 
and refer to 
them quickly. 

So if you recognise the symptoms above —take the cure now! 
Justfill in the coupon atthe bottom of the page and send it with payment (£3.50 inc postage, 
VAT and handling) to the address below. 

BINDER ORDER CARD. Pluse rush me_PCN binder(s) at £3.50 each. I enclosed my cheque made 
payable to Personal Computer News. Please charge my Access Visa/Diners/American Express card 

Account No. Name. 

Address. Town.. 

Send to Personal Computer News, Binders Department, 53/55 Frith Street, London W1A 2HG 
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Available from your local Spectrum (UK) Dealer or direct from; 

JAMAR LTD 
17 Station Road, Mirfield, West Yorkshire WF14 8LN 

Tel: 0924 495923 
Please rush me: 

NOW C 
MICRO ^ 

CAN TALK BACK 
WITH 

SPEAKEASY £29.95.. ^ inc. VAT and P&P 

AVAILABLE NOW FOR: 

BBC 
CBM 64 
VIC 20 
DRAGON 32 
MEMOTECH 500 
MEMOTECH 512 
ORIC 1 
SHARP MZ 700 

AVAILABLE SHORTLY: 

FOR 
MOST 
OTHER 
POPULAR 
MICRO’S 

Features include: 
• Unlimited vocabulary through the use of allophones 
• Easy to use in your basic programs (or machine code programs!) 
• Clear audible speech 
• Powered from your own computer 
• Self-contained speaker 
• Compact sturdy, built to last 
• 12 month guarantee 
• If you change your micro — you just change the lead 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT b P&P 



E548 20 8086 and 8088 micros MPM-ee 64K • • D4 Multi-user Multi-tasking. Multi-user capability with multi-programmirtg for each user 
£168,70 8080. ZOO. 6086 and 8088 micros CP Net 64K • • 04 A CP M compatible O S designed to access local & networked resources 
£295 20 Motorola MC68000 CP M 68K 64K • • D4 Extends CP M to Motorola MC6800 microprocessors. Single user, sir^gle tasking. 

Program Generator £228 85 Apple II • Quickcode 64K • • P4 Also on IBM PC Program generator lor dBase II 
£379 50 CPM • Last One 64K • • S3 Also on MS-DOS and Apple DOS 
£569 25 Commodore 8000 The Administrator 32K • • Sit Applications gerteralor No programming involved. 
£664 25 IBM PC • Tomorrow s Office 128K • • S11 Also on Sirius. Victor & MSDOS. Complete applications generator 

Programming Tool £18 Apple DOS MUM 48K H8 Maao Utilities Master is a business programming aid 
£5.95 Dragon 32 Extended Commands 32K M15 Machine code utility giving 12 new functions controlled by 27 command words. 

£287 50 CPM • Fileshare 48K T Mil Also on MP M Bank-switched memory or CP M network 
£7 95 Dragon 32 Dragon Selection 2 32K D3 Four utility programs which can be listed to see how the program works. 
£4.00 Sharp MZ80A • Tape Copier 48K 06 Back-up copier lor BASIC and machine code. 

Testing Tool £95 62 CPM 80 • Diagnostics II 32K M4 AlsoonCP M-86 arxf MS DOS. Tests systems. , 
Time Recording £862 50 Commodore 8000 • Minuteman 32K • • C4 Also on Commodore 4000 Time recording system. Can produce range or reports. 

£402 50 CPM-86 • Time Recording System 64K • • D2 Also on CP M 80. Control over man hour expenditure by (Ob or account number. 
Utilities £23 00 Apple II • Computech Utilities Disk II 48K • • Cl Also on Apple lie Error checking, copying Single disk copy. Label disk 

£79 35 CPM Visa 80 64K • • • M13 Constructs a menu-driven sytem to your desion. 

GAMES 
Arcade £550 Spectrum Zip Zap 48K 16 Concerns a non-stop robot which avoids aliens. PCN issue 27. 

£7.50 Spectrum Halls of the Thing 48K C11 Pretty straightforward — you avoid and kill monsters 
£9.99 ComnxxJore Vic-20 Night Crawler 5K R2 A Centipede style game Fast action, graphics and sound effects' 
£5.50 Spectrum • Arcadia 16K 16 Also on Commodore Vic-20. 12 levels of aliens attacking in different ways' 
£400 Spectrum Fozbee & the Hunny Suckers 48K A10 Arcade game in 100 per cent machine code 
£5 95 One 1 Killer Caverns 16K VI Involves running off with pieces of a ladder, hidden in the caverns. 
£7 95 BBC Model B Microtte 32K VI Fast action game, written in machine code PCN issue 39. 
£6 95 Commodore 64 Falcon Patrol 48K VI Fast action game of strategy and skill involving small plane. 
£5 50 Commodore Vic-20 Wacky Waiters 35K 16 Waiter senring drinks in hotel. Has to hop from lift to lift 
£9 99 Commodore Vic-20 Hopper 3K T R2 A version of Frogger' — PCN issue 15. 
£5 95 Spectrum Horace goes Skhing 16K S10 'Sequel to Hungry Horace. Has to fetch skis and ski down slope'. PCN issue 1 

£24 95 Commodore Vic-20 Chop Lifter 8K • V A3 Also on ComrT>odore 64. PCN issue 10 
£1995 Apple II Lunar Leeper 16K S12 Reviewed in PCN week ending April 22. 
£9 95 Dragon 32 Dragon Trek 32K T S7 A version of Star Trek with ton levels of difficulty PCN issue 9. 
£5 95 Spectrum Android Run 16K • A6 Control android to shoot walls, kill mutants & reach central complex' 
£7 50 Atari 400 Space Attack 16K All Consists of a battle in a black hole ; 
£5 50 Spectrum Schizoids 16K 16 Space bull dozer nudges shapes into black hole'. 
£7.95 Dragon 32 Wizard War 32K S7 Reviewed in PCN week ending April 8 
£7.95 BBC Model B 3-0 Deep Space 32K PIO You re in a starship defending the stargate to your galaxy. PCN issue 33. 
£7.95 BBC Model B Hunchback 32K S15 Little man runs along walls avoiding obstacles 

£24.99 Comrriodore Vic-20 River Rescue 8K T T4 Needs joystick. Captain boat through treacherous rivers to rescue explorers . 
£7 50 Commodore 64 T Gndrunner 64K • L2 Also on Atan and Vic-20. 
£7.50 Commodore 64 Hower Bower 16K L2 Man mowing the lawn is chased by his neighbour. PCN issue 27. 
£5.95 Commodore 64 T Horace and the Spiders 68K M8 Also on Spectrum and Dragon 32 
£7.95 Dragon 32 Wizard War 32K S7 Needs (oystick. Magical combat for two to nine players: interactive duel 
£6 95 Spectrum Luna Crabs 16K M14 Convincing 3-D graphics PCN issue 33 
£5 95 Spectrum Manic Miner 18K B3 Guide miner Willie through 20 crazy caverns. 
£5 95 Spectrum T Jetpac 16K U1 Spaceman collecting pods and rockets PCN issue 14 
£6 95 Spectrum 3-0 Ant Attack 48K 01 Girts rescue boys (or vice versa) in a maze filled with aggressive ants 
£5 50 Spectrum Chukkie Egg 48K A5 Also runs on BBC B Try walking on the eggs. 
£6 95 Spectrum Penetrator 48K M8 Joystick optional 
£5 50 Spectrum Zzoom 48K 16 3-D fighter game. PCN issue 27. 
£7.50 BBC Model B Atlantis 32K 14 Guide submarine through caverns & destroy enemy'. 
£9 99 Commodore Vic-20 Annihilator R2 Based on Defender'. 

Adventure £9 95 BBC Model B Sphinx 16K W1 A classic adventure, moving through caves avoiding hazards to collect treasure. 
£800 Dragon 32 Mansion Adventure 32K M12 Wind your way through an old mansion picking up dues to find the diamond 

£35.00 IBM PC Adventure in Serema 64K 13 Needs colour graphics adaptor and direct drive colour monitor for use 
£6.90 Oric-1 T 

■ 

Zodiac 16K T 

m ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
A5 The thinking person's adventure game. 
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£12.07 Sharp MZ80A i Adventure 48K K1 Also nrns on Sharp MZ80B 4 MZ80K. An interactive adventure game. PCNissue 12 

£7.95 Sharp MZ80K 0 1 Nightmare Park 48K S8 Also njns on MZ80A. Cross Nightmare Park 

£4.00 Spectrum The Last Jedi 48K A10 Textual adventure with over 500 rooms. 

£14 95 Spectrum Valhalla 48K LI PCN issue 35. 

£14.95 Spectrum The Hobbit 48K M8 Object is to get treasure. For one player. Also for Cohimodore 64. 

£5 00 Spectrum 6 Orb 16K 15 Also lor Dragon 32 arxl Commodore Vic-20. Explore labyrinth and destroy Orb. 

£1000 Spectrum 4 Pimama 48K A7 Also runs on ZX81. BBC. Dragon 32. PCN issue 1. 

£5.00 Spectrum The(3uest 48K □ 15 Also runs on Dragon 32. Fighting adventure game’. 

£5 00 Spectrum Star Trek 48K □ 15 Also runs on Dragon 32 and Commodore Vic-20. 

£10.06 Tandy TRS-801 1 F Mysterious Adventurer 16K u M6 Also runs on Tandy TRS-60 111. (3enie 1. II. Colour Genie and BBC B 

£5.95 BBC Model B Invisible Man 32K u C9 Also on Commodore Vic-20. Aim is to shoot man who keeps disappeanng 

£5 95 Spectrum Starship Enterprise 48K ■ S9 Based on the classic Star Trek. Includes arcade action. 

Simulation £5.50 Spectrum Heathrow ATC 16K □ H7 Air traffic control game 

£7.95 Spectoim 4 » Right 48K u P9 Also available on ZX81. 

£14.95 Atari 400 4 1 Up Up Away 16K u S13 PCN week ending April 29th 1983 Also on Atan 800 Available on disk, also 

£22.80 Atari 400 4 0 Jumbo Jet Pilot 16K □ 'V T4 Also Atari 800 Ten difficulty levels PCN issue 32. 

£7.95 Spectrum 4 0 Right Simulation 48K □ SIO Also on ZX81. Shows control panel 4 control view 

£17.20 Tandy TRS-80 Jumbo 16K u M6 Also on Genie 1. II. 4 BBC Model B, Simulation of piloting a jumbo 

Board Games £4.00 Spectrum Advance to Mayfair 48K u A10 Play against your Spectrum Supports printer 

Sport £33.35 IBM PC Decathlon 64K ■ T T 13 Needs colour graphics adaptor and direct colour monitor. 

£19.55 Atari 400 ( i Soccer 8K ■ T4 Also on Atari 800. Reviewed 11.3.83. Aenal view of field 

£7.95 Dragon 32 Golf 32K u S7 For or>e or two players. Full handicapping system 

£8 50 BBC Model B Billiards 32K u H3 Available on disk. A game tor all ages' 

Various £14.99 Atari 400 British Heritage Jigsaw Puzzle 8K □ T4 Also on Atari 800 Educational game with selective difficulty' 

1 1 £1595 Spectrum Scrabble 48K □ T P9 Expensive but popular. 

HOME 

Commodofe Vic-2i 

^ Diary 

Home Financial Management 

Home Exper^es 40 6 

Vic Music Composer 

W1 Also on BBC Model B Consists o< address booK a diary planrwr (plus (nstructions). 

~ ♦ I T4 Also on Atari 800. Needs Atari Basic cartridge Ante money marwgement. 

K1 Ateo on Sharp. MZ80 & Ostxxtw. Keeps records of home (irmrKes with graphice. 

A3 User programmable home database. 

E2 Also ort the Memotech 

T4 Aids to aspiring composer. Also tor entertainment arxteducation. 

Teaches musical rwtation. aids composition. 

A1 ACT Pulsar. 021 -454 8585 A2 Advar>ced Quality Software. Norwich 21117 A3 Audiogenic. Reading 595647 A4 Atlantic 
Software, Nottingham 412777 AS A 4 F Software, 061 -223 6206 A6 Abtjex Electronics. 01 -203 1465 A7 Automata UK, Portsmouth 
735242 AS Apex Trading. Bnghlon 36894 At Acornsoft, Cambridge 316039 AlO Amazing Games. 044-46-45740. All Alrian Data 
Services. 075345201 
n Bonsai. 01 -580 0902 B2 Bristol Software Factory. 0272-735022 B3 Bug-Byte, 051 -227 2299 B4 Bytesoft, 0480-215005 BS 
BeHflower software. 01-9031816 
Cl Computech Systems. 01-794 0202 C2 Compact Accounting. Dorking 887373 C3 Claremont Controls. Rothbury 21061 C4 
Computer Services Midlands. 021 -382 4171 CS Comshare. 01 -222 5665 06 Caxton Software. 01-379 6502 C7 Cyderpress. 

Digital 
n 2015 

Research, Newbury 
Byfle^47541 Cll Crystal, 0783-282084, C12 CPL 0222 567750, CU Corporati 
si Dataview. Colchester 869414 02 DEC. Basingstoke 59200 03 Dragon Data. Kenlig f 
35304 06 Dipar Software. 0329 46756 06 Datom Computer Services. 0207 508532.07 Dynatech, 0481 
D Encotel Sterns. 01 -686 9687 E2 Elstree Computer Centre. 01 -953 6921 
FI Ferrari. 01-751 5791 F2 Farmplan Computer Systems, Ross-on-Wye 64321 
61 Great Northern. Leeds 589980 62 Graffcom Systems, 01 -385 9422 
HI Hilderbw 01 -4851059 H2 Hartford Software Northwich, 781156 H3 H 4 H Software, Runcorn 65566 H4 Heinemann, 01-637 
3311 NS Hisoft Swindon 26616 H6 Holland Automation. 06286 63695 H7 Hewson, 0783-282064. H6 Heyden Datasystems. 
01-2035171 
II Informex. 01-318 421312 Intelligence (UK), 01-543 371113 IBM UK Product Services. Basingstoke 56144 M UK Software. 
BlflK^t^ 21555 IS Impact Software. 031-441 425716 Imagine Software, 051 -236 684917 Ian Copesake. 04867-4755 
J1 Jarman Systems. Tring 6841 
K1 Kuma Computers. 07357 4335. K2 Kansas City Systems. Chesterfield 850357 K3 Knights. Aberdeen 630526 N4 Keen 
Computers. Nottingham 412777 KS Kobra Micro Marketing. Henley-on-Thames 2512 
LI Leoend. 01 -668 5776 L2 Llamasoft. 07356-447813 Loxton. 0634 243000 

Ml MMS Bedford 40601 M2 Microsimolex. Macclesfield 615000 M3 McDowell Knaggs 4 Associates. Worcester 612261 M4 Micro 
Technology, Tunbridge Wells 45433 MS Micromedia. 01 -843 9457 M6 Molimerx, BexhIII-on-Sea 223636 M7 Micro Power, Leeds 
683186 M Melbourne House. 01 -977 9160 M9 Mercu^ Software. Darwen 776677 MIO MicroPro, 01 -499 5777 Mil MicroFocus, 
Swindon 695891 M12 Microdeal. St Austell 67676 M13 Mediatech, 01 -903 4372 M14 Micronfrega, 01-223 7672 MIS Multisolt 

0? Owl Microcommurscatbns. Bishops Stortford 723848 02 Omicron, 01-636 6575 03 Ocean. 061-832-7049 
n Peachtree Software International, Maidenhead 32711 n Padmede. Fleet 21892 P3 Pegasus, Ketteriig^522822 P4 Pete 4 Pam 
Computers 01-7691022 PS PE Consulting Group. Egham 34411 f6 Personal Computers. 01-377 1200 F7 PTRC. 01-836 2208 
PO Printivity. 02407-4906 PO Psion. 0276-685311 PIO Postern, 04516-666 PI 1 Precision Software, 01-330 7166 P12 Pete 4 Pam 
Computers. 0706 212321 
n Ouicksilva. Southampton 20169 
01 Rapid Terminals High Wycombe 26271 02 Rabbit Software, 01 -863 0633 03 R 4 R Software. Gloucester 502819 04 Real 
Tim^nters, 0276-681444,05 Richard Shepherd Software. 06286 63531 
SI Systematics International Microsystems. Haverhill 61121 82 SGS Software Products, 01-486 7498 S3 Silicon Valley Trade, 
01-242 2807 S4 Southdato, 01 -994 6477 85 Supersoft. 01 -861 1166 86 Seed, Brownhills 378151 87 Salamander. Brighton 
771942 so Solo Software. Worcester 424152 SO Silversoft. 01-748 4125 SIO Sinclair Research. Cambridge 353204 811 Stage 
One Software. Poole 735656 812 SBD Software. 01-870 9275 813 Starcade. 051 -236 6628 814 lain Stewart, 0259-60640 815 
Superior. 0532-842385 816 Swis Software. 0225-61929 
T2 Tamsys. Windsor 56747T3 Tabs. Andover 5893 T4 Thorn EMI. 01-836 2444 T5 Texas Instruments, Bedford 63211 T6 Thames 
Software. 01-609 9661 
U1 Ultimate. 0530-411485 
VI Virgin. 01-221 7535 
W1 John Wiley 4 Sons. Chichester 784531 W2 Widgit Software. 01-444 5285 
XI Xitan Systems. 0703-871211 _ 



Exploitation of the BBC! 

EXPLOITING BBC BASIC 
A P Stephenson and D J Stephenson 

Written to build on the User Guide, this book emphasizes the 
power of BBC BASIC, and its special strengths; structured 
programming, the different modes available, information 
storage/retrieval and the sound and animation facilities. 

The book is accompanied by two optional cassettes which 
contain some of the longer program listings 

Softcover 176 pages 040801437 7 £6.95 
Cassette 1 0408 00972 1 £6.90 (ind VAT) 
Cassette2 040600973X £6.90(ind VAT) 

BBC MICRO PROGRAMS IN 
BASIC 
Derrick Dairies 
Here is a bumper collection of 27 games programs which 
utilize the excellent graphics and colour facilities of the BBC 
Micro. You can shoot torpedoes, race horses... even take on 
the role of Moses leading his people to the Promised Land! 
And all for the price of a single game cassette! 

SPECIAL OFFER for CBM 64 

Warning: Bawara of 
^ (infarlor) Imilatlofli 

SO-COLUMN/GRAFiCCARD 
Digital clock 
Mixpossibillly ol tDcolumn tcraon with Hirai 
CBM64-acroan (alao in coiouO 

Cralic picturat: can ba iwilchad to background 

Upper line can be locked (tor comments etc.) 

line spacing for greater clarity on 

Sbftcover 128 pages 0408014156 £5.95 

Available from all good bookaellera, or from the 
publishers. 

ewnes Technical Books 
Borough Green, Sevenocdrs, Kent TN15 8PH 

zero 
• All prices exclude VAT. Shipping costs C t .SO 
• Supplier to schools, universities and , 

government departments. « 
• We have good documentation of all our 

products. Ires ol charge. 

obligation; if returned undamaged within 
10 days, you only pay postage and packing 
costs. ELECTRONICS 

GTYARMOUTH NR30 2PA ♦ TEL:(0493) - 2023 149 KINGSTREET • 
(NASH HOUSE) 

• Compatible with all "Atari-style" 
9-p>ln joysticks 

• Plug In cartridge design 
• Tough plastic casing 
• Does not Interfere with 

keyboard operation 
• Available from your dealer or 

direct by mall order 
• 12 month guarantee 
• Games coming soon from most 

software houses 
• Extends the versatility of your 

Electron computer 

STOP PRESS - Now available 
for use with our Interface 
"Cylon Attack" by A&F Software 

First ayt*. Dap*. aCO. 

Dfl 2H Tai; Dai 
(Om)MS2aO 

ELECTR 
USER.. 
...this is the add-on you have 
been waiting for. 
A switched joystick interface' 
for the Eiectron user. ^ 

1 Only £24.95 Inct. VAT | 

PCN MARCH 17 1984 



Oik 44N with loflwarc Zorgon's Re¬ 
venge. Hopper Centipede, Dracula's 
Revenge. Ice Giant, Hunchback. 
Xenon. Harrier Attack. ,^D Maze 
Breakout. Defence Force etc. £150 ono. 
Tel Garston 662305. 
Vk 20 Almost new. Super expander, 
m/code, monitor 8K. I6K. Many car¬ 
tridges. tapes including Avenger, chess. 
Bonzo.advcnturcs£170Tcl01-291 3329 
after 6 pm. 
Wanted CBM 64 and Spectrum software 
originals only inc. inlay cards, some 
Spectrum games to swap. Tel (305 42) 
3971 or send list -i- sac to I Rosedene, 
March, Cambs PEI59BN 
Dragaa 32 boxed as new. with software, 
books also joysticks and all leads. £160 
ono. Tel Maidstone 62108. 
BSC B video Genic 32K lots of extras as 
new both boxed best price for cither 
secures. Tel Steve 01-886 7538 or 01-952 
8860. 
Oifc-1 48K software, for sale. Ztxliac 
Adventure. Oric Flight, and games 
compendium £5 each. Tel Uangefne 
724291 after 6 pm. 
2X81 -f 16K with executive keyboard and 
smart durable. casing, manual, leads, 
books and games software, good condi¬ 
tion. all boxed. Tel Roy 0703-555741. 
Mkranvltercasc. charger, manuals. Cost 
£285, £200 ono. Tel 01-850 5594. 
Atari 400/80a'XL software. Canyon 
Climber. Ghost Hunter, original casset¬ 
tes. £8 each. Lc Stick joystick £12. 
Wanted: Pole-position. Atariwriter. 
Joust original cartridges. TclOI-3410464 
evenings 
WaiMid BBC B. 1.2o.s. Will travel 250 
miles to collect. Perifcrials also consi¬ 
dered Please phone Worthing 62076. 
Vk 20 simply calc program £12. Blank 
C-10 cassettes 40p each. Vic Revealed £5 
McKenzie 13Grasvenor Avenue Barnet 
Herts EN5 2BZ Tel 01-449 4726. 
Um printer Tandy VII 80cpl u/l case plus 
graf^ics. Parallel and RS232 interfaces. 
£110 including cabk. paper, etc. Tel 
Bolton 41459. 
TRS-80, level II 48K -t-*l ease, joystick 
port, anti-glitch, numeric keypad, prin¬ 
ter interface, software, manuals, kads. 
£240. Simon (05827) 68663 evenings 
pkase. 
Atari Star Raiders. Mountain King. River 
Rescue. Nukwar.controllcrOK Galaxy. 
All boxed. Will swop for Atari 850 or 
Modem or £15 ROM £10 cass or WHY 
Tel 0268 558037. 
Cotoar Genk software. 16K stock-mar¬ 
ket on cassette. Features include tax. 
Newsflash. £3.50. Roger Moore, 67 
Manor Drive North. Acomb. York. 
Y02 5RY. 
Dracon 32 -t- joysticks, software car¬ 
tridge. cassette recorder, books and 
magazines. £180 ono. RajcshTcl01-9Q2 
7738. 
2X81 16K-»-fik-sixty keyboardman¬ 
ual . £30 Tel 061-766 7960 after 5 pm. 
Spactoiwi software. More than 60 games 
and utilities at less than half price, sac. 
116 Ashton Lane, Sale. Cheshire. 

PCNBHwanl 
Dragaa 32 joystkk. Compusense. hi-res. 
cartridge, pknty of software books, 
magazines. £170. Tel Newcastk-undcr- 
Lymc 721491. 
Taxaa Tl 99/4A computer plus Invaders. 
Munchman. Parsec, extended Basic. 
Minimemory. Frogger. assembler, 
speech synthesizer, cassette recorder 
and all books. £ 180. Tel Chagford 064-73 
3392. 
Wanted Valforth language for the Atari 
401V800. Plus set of Valforth utilities and 
manuals, (jood price paid. Tel Grant on 
0309-73694 after 5 pm. 
Sharp MZ80A 48K new boxed. Com- 
pkte with demonstration tape and 
manual. £275 also Sharp PC1500 with 
pnntcr. cassette interface, manual £150. 
Tel Bathgate 632689. 
Naur ow ncr of C64 wishes to buy all kinds 
of disc cartridge software. aho books and 
copies of Compute magazine. Tel even¬ 
ings Bristol 611712. 
Vk2016k 3K RAM expansion, books. 
Quicksbot joystick, cassette deck, soft¬ 
ware. extended TV lead, dust cover, all 
boxed. Only £200. Tel 01-907 9572. 
Appta N for sale plus two disc drives plus 
visual display unit. Immaculate condi¬ 
tion. £400 ono. Tel Birmingham 021-427 
5856. 
Vk20C2Ncassette. Basicpt l.Sargon2 
Chess, Arcadia, plus five other games 
cassettes. £ 110 onoTcl Mark01-8647953 
evenings (Greenford) Might swap. 
BBC IBI With 1.2 O.S + wordwisc+2 
joystkks-ftapc recorder-fm.c. book-t- 
magazincs-t-software. Will accept £480. 
Ezra, evenings. Tel01-4586440. 
2X-81 I6K computer, kads. manual, 
books, monkees cassette and 4 others. 
Plus Adam Ant tape. Only £45 ono. 
Robert 01-935 5993. 
WaatedIXK Spectrum and extras will pay 
£250 or swap for VIC-20 16K. joystick. 
C2N. books and software. Will collect. 
Tel 0676 23281. 
Swap computer flash gun. beep timer, 
darkroom exposure meter. For 48k 
Spectrum printer, paper, plus serious 
software. R. MackayBrochrobbicBrora 
Sutherland Scotland KW9 6NE. 
Wanted Dragon games Monster maze. 
Scareman, The Valky. Pharaoh's 
Curse. Wizard War, Empire. Pettig¬ 
rew's Diary. Tel 0259 723921. Gordon. 
48K lym boxed, under guarantee, excel¬ 
lent condition. Includes manual, kads 
and some software. £150. Dorchester 
area. Tel 0929 462872. 
48K (Me-l boxed. Tape recorder, kads. 
five games, Oriemon tape. Meteoric 
programming book. Price £150. Tel 0592 
204600. Evenings. 
Wanted Acorn Atom with via and printer 
o/p will pay up to £50. Rkhard Hutt, 
Lingmell Abbey Rd St. Bees Cumbria 
CA27 OED. Tel Egremont 82245. 

Atari 400 -t- full moving typwritcr 
keyboard. Bask manuals. 410 reorder, 
graphics boom pointmg$tcr joystkk. 
Asteroids cart ridge. £ IW. Tel Ellesmere 
Port 051-356 1775. After 5 pm. 
Vk 20 plus cassette deck, I6K RAM. 
introduction to Bask, joystkk Chopper. 
Crazy Kong. Blitz. Type-a-tune. Hoppit 
and race. Lots of weekiv magazines. 
£150 ono Tel 061-740 474o'. 
Spaetjum software for sak 65 titles 
including Scrabble. Chequered Flag. 
2Loom. Monopoli, Pinball Derby, Hob- 
bitt. Snooker. Horace. Valhalla Tranz- 
am. Flight Tanx. Tel (0702) 617608. 
Tateiwlter (Dragon) also Salamander 
Trek. The King. Tandy printer DPM 
100. Includes cabk for Dragon or Oric. 
Prices £37. £7.£5.£I75. TCI076-2812128 
evenings. 
BBC B one year old. I've no time for 
games. £325. Tel: Durham (0385) 65602 
evenings. Mike Boustred. 
BragM 32N with 17 tapes, professional 
joystkks worth £45. All good condition, 
only two months old, real bargain, price 
£175. Tel: (01) 570 7513. 
Sharp MZ80N (48K) with lots of software. 
Forth, Pascal, games, etc. buyer inspects 
and collects, best offer over £250. Tel: 
01-778 4085 evenings. 
BBC Modri B 1.2 OS fitted DFS. speech 
kit. Cumana lOOK disk drive, all manu¬ 
als, £600ono. Tel: East Horslev (Surrey) 
2452. 
Cotecariitoa with 4 cartridges. Popeye, 
Venture. Ladybug. DonkeyKong brand 
new. £145 ono. Tel: Longficld 4003. 
Spactmwi Softwara (originals). 20 like. 
Jetman. Atic Atac. Tranzam, Timcgatc. 
Pimania. Tutankbamun. Doomsday 
Castle. 3Dcep Space. Wheclic for £60. 
worth £120. sell locally. Tel: Loughton 
01-508 2238. 
Atari VeS boxed, one year old. 12 
cartridges including Asteroids. Pacman. 
Invaders. £150. Tel: 01-748 1643 after 
5pm. 
Commadora 64 software for sale. Skram- 
bk, Kong. Cubert. Hower Bovver. 
Falcon Patrol. Dkkys Diamonds, all 
originals. £3 each. Tel: Bristol 671450. 
ask for Nkk. 
(Me-l 4811 complete kit. recorder, kads, 
Centronics printer cable, manuals, soft¬ 
ware, total Value £270. best offer over 
£150 secures. Tel: Stevenage 727956. 
ItrtaKvialow plus seven cartridges, Star 
Strike. Sea Battle. Armour Battk. 
Space Battk. Soccer. Poker -t- Black¬ 
jack. Golf. still boxed £150. Tel: 0347483 
(Linton) Yorkshire. 
Aem Atom 12K-t-12K. 6522 VIA. reg¬ 
ulated PSU. kads. Word Pack ROM. 
Pecko-Computcr. Life, Atom Data¬ 
base. Game Pack 3. Utility Pack 1 etc. 
manuals. 3 books £100 ono. Tel: (4679 
6340evcs/w.es. 

Vk ISIS Pitater Nixed as new. £135. Tel: 
01-675 4789 evenings or daytime 01-222 
4848 ext 33. 
Vlc-20 ■¥ introduction to Basic -t- 13 
games, 2 months old, selling because 
buying dearer model. £80. Tel: 01-278 
5460 after 6-pm (ask for Dave). 
BBC B with Watford DFS. with cassette 
kads etc. brand new unwanted Christ¬ 
mas present, £399. Tel: 01-340 2586 N. 
Lon^n. evenings weekends (Erie). 
Dragon 32 boxed under guarantee, 
games. The King. Talking Android, etc 
for £99, contact Bao 62 Lissenden 
Mansion, Lissenden Gardens, London 
NW5. 
Vk 20 -F 16K Super Expander, tape 
recorder, introduction to Basic 1 & 2. 
Chess. Super-Lander, five other games, 
3 books £230. new £370. Write B 
Patterson. Loretto School, Edinburgh 
EHZl 6JA. 
Dragon 32 for sale, joystick, lots of 
magazines and software cost £260. sell 
£180. Tel: 021-561 1463 or call Rufford 
Moor Lane. Rowley Regis. Warky. W. 
Mids. 
Spaetnim Softwara swop. I have over 170 
titles to swop. Send list to Richard Hasty. 
Hegel Strasse 13D. 6520 Worms, West 
Germany. 
Sharp MZ-BOK 48K computer with 2 
Basics, 3 books, dust cover and 54 
games, including Speech. Startrek. 
Asteroids and Chess. £280 ono. Tel: 
Sheffield 480111. 
Oric Syttem 48K Oric. Oric MCP-40 
printer. Sanyo cas.scttc rccortRr. RPS 
Electronics Speech Synth. Oric user 
magazines plus 20 cassettes inc. Forth. 
£350. Tel: Padgalc 813461. 
BBC B joystick, books etc £340ono. Tel: 
Darlington461467afterbpmask for Ian. 
Atari 4B0 program recorder. Basic, £500 
worth of software. Donkey Kong. Pole 
Position. War Games. Buck Rogers, etc, 
will accept £350. quick sale. Tel: 01-289 
0108 after 6.30pm pkase. 
Ptannarcak financial modelling package. 
Torch format (works with disk pack), 
unsed original £65. Tel: 0204 694265 
(Bolton). 
kount Atem computer with word- 
processing chip. BBC Basic, Seikosha 
GP-80 printer, lots of paper and games 
softwrare, absolute bargain £200. Tel: 
01-540 26%. 
(Mc-148K six months old with additional 
books, software and tape recorder £125. 
Tel: Brighton (0273) 729288. 
BBC Maitel B for sak plus educational 
software. Tel: 0705 37fi)37 after 6pm. 
Atari VeS with 12 cartridges including 
Enduroand Donkey Kong -f TV, Radio, 
cassette combination £200. Tel: Maiden¬ 
head 32875. 

teteMvistea video game -F 9 cartridges 
including Lock 'n' Chase, tennis, etc, as 
new £95 ono. Tel: Ruislip (71) 75009. 
(Mc-1 4SK including £48 of software. 
Xenon-1, Zorgon's revenge. Mushroom 
Mania. Defence Force, OrkTrek, £120. 
Tel: Farnborough (0252) 520479 after 
4..30pm. 

Billboard Buy & Sell Form ^ ^ 
To place your BillDoard ad, fill in the form on the left, with one 
word per space, up to a maximum of 24 words. Send the 
completed form, together with a cheque or postal order for 
£1 .SO made payable to VNU Business ^blications, to: 
Billboard, Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London 
W1A 2HG. Note that we cannot guarantee that your ad appears 
in any specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 
commercial organisations of any sort. 

Your name: 

Address: 

Telephone; 
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Cootecl: Christian McCarthy on 01-323 3211 

bubble bus 
software 

magical games and 
utilities for the 
Commodore 64 and VIC 20 
Available from: 
W H SMITH. LASKYS. LIOHTNINO DEALERS. 
SPECTRUM SHOPS. GREENS. HMV SHOPS. 
GAMES WORKSHOPS. CENTRESOFT and 
PCS STOCKISTS and Ml Good Dulera 

Of direct from: 

bubble bus software 
• '?! 87 High street, Tonbridge 

" ^ KentTN91RX 
Telephone: 0732 355962 

REPS 
If you are already successfully selling 
software direct to shops and would like to join 
our freelance team selling the best in 
educational software on a commission basis 
contact Brian Kerslake of 

37WiliowsieaRoad, 
Worcester WR3 7QP. 

Tei;0905 55192 

BBC32KSPECTRUM48KCOMM64VIC20ELECTR0N 

Peripherals 

ASTROLOGY 
Self-teaching and Accurate Calculation 

Programs for 
Sharp MZ80A Commodore 64 

BBC'Electron 
Sinclair 16K ZX81 and 48K Spectrum 

Dragon 32 NewBrain 
Colour Genie Video-Genie Genie 

Tandy, PET and others 
Many routines including Natal (£18). progressions, 
transits, solar and lunar returns, midpoints, 
harmonics, chart wheels, etc. Standards as taught 
by the main astrological schools or build your 
program lo your specification. 

FHaas# sand Uwp# *•* to: 

ASTROCALC 
67 Peascroft Road. Hemel Hempstead 

Herts. HP3 8ER 
Tel: 0442 51809 

LEARN WITH TED 
S YES SI FUN educations programs lor pnmaty school children 
The programs leach adddion. subtraction muitpliution and 
division, from the most basic to lono (»eralions Four of the 
programs tun educational games, wttae the other tour teach and 
lest ttw parlKular operation in quite considerable detail AS 
programs include lull colour Hi Res graphics. exobng sound and 
mustc. stunning animation. plus many other features 

COMPATliME Wmt TIC OMRUH MICRO S«CM UNIT. 
All S programs tor only C9 95 Cheques and PO payable to: 

PLAYGROUMOtOimARE 
23 AGERTOH ROAO. SOUTH CHARLTON 

MANCHESTER M211YP 

BYTE DRIVE 500 
available now: 
BYTE DRIVE 500 lor your Oric. 
BYTE DRIVE 500 lor your BBC. 
3” compact lloppy discs for 
BYTE DRIVE 500 
Sold tar pncM md Mats 01 ■tnvi aw soUwatt Irani: 

UMEKARA LTD. 
19 FERNBANK CLOSE. WALOERSLAOE. 
CHATHAM. KENT MES 9NH TELEPHONE: 0S34IS4342 

MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES 
(MARYPORT) 

Commodore 64 E199 

Manic Miner (Software Projects) 
HunchbanktOcean) 
MrWimpy(()cean) 
Hower Bower (Llamasoft) 
Gridrunner(Llamasoft) 
Revolt of the Mutant Camels 
Arcadia (Imagine) 
The Hobbit (Meltioume) 
Kick Off (Bubble Bus) 

£6.95 
£6.00 
£6.00 
£6.60 
£5.25 
£6.60 
£4.80 

£11.50 
£6.00 

csi 
GENEROUS ROYALTIES PAID 

We require good business or club software If you 
own tfie copyrigbt please send a bnef descnptkm to; 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION LTD. 
17 Morden Road. London SE3 OAA. 

AJI replies treated in confidence 

MATRIX COMMUNICATIONS 
(ESSEX) LIMITED 

CABLE AND CONNECTOR SPECIALISTS 

CABLES 
VT4 INTERFACE CABLES-t metre tong #13.74 eieh + VAT 

— %Ncily Pluo'Sockel Ends 
Reversed or sUrrdard oormacbons 

We can supply any caMe assemMed to your speoficabon 
— RiOOon (Mm. RG Coaxial. IBMWang Standard Timnnu. 

Multicore. Tmsled Pair 

CONNECTORS 
RGS9G2 Coax P:S: 25 way 0.15 way 0.9 way -O' 
Coven and scriwtock assemblies svaiiaOte for 0 connectors 

PRINTERS — Centronics Parallel 
EPSON RX80 
EPSON RX80F.T 
EPSON Fxeo 
EPSON MX100111 
EPSON FX100 

INTERFACES 
81452KX-0NRS232 
8143Non.6unsredRS232 

RIBBONS 

#239 00eacn-i-VAT 
#251 OOeaeft + VAT 
#339 00 each-r VAT 
#376 00aicl«-KVAT 
#457 00 each-I-VAT 

Stockista of Swiyo Mortltora #70.00, 
Cantronica attd PMlipe Prinlert. 

equipmeni'cabts please call Tricta on 0245 32 
(TRADE ENOUIRCS WELCOMED) 

PRINTER PRICES SMASHED! 
A special purchase allows us le oRtr the 

Mannesman Tally Spirit 60 printar al the amazing 
low price at just 

£199 including VATI 

This top quality printer from a famous manufactur¬ 
er comes with tractor feed and single sheet 
capability and industry standard interfaces for both 
Hardware arrd Software. The standard irrterface is 
Centronics Parallei — ideal for the BBC B and 
Dragon etc. A 2K Buffered RS232 interface is 
available at £50 if required. Interface Cables £15 
(specify computer) Offered subject to availablility. 
Please allow 21 days for delivery, send cash with 

order itKluding £8 carriage to: 

Wirs^ti>lsa^a^7^TMIItiw,N^ytlM,Ctlel■^ferd. 
Don t forget to ir>clud# your rwne and addraasf 

SPECTRAVIDEO 
SV 318 + CASSETTE UNIT 

£210 Including P&P 
Phone for best price on Peripherals phis News 

On Memory Manipulator Software and any 
technical inquiries. 

MICROCOM 
44A NORTHUMBERLAND PLACE 
TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON T014 8DE. 

Tel; 06267 78059. 

DOUBLE YOUR DISK STORAGE 
IN SECONDS 

Use FLIP JIG to cut a second write enable notch on 
your single sided disks. Every disk you have will be 
like having two. Pays for itself immediately. Only 
£19.95 Inc P-fP. Romance with order to: 

Falcon Trading Co, 
36B Gresham St, Belfast BT1 1FL 
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MICROSHOP 

★ASTRONOMY^ 
SKY-BABY’ is a highly sophisti¬ 

cated scientific program running on 
the BBC Micro Model B (cassette 
loading). It caters for astronomers 
ranging from complete beginners to 
advanced amateurs and aspiring 
professionals, and for educational 
institutes. 

‘SKY-BABY”s many features include; 

it Colour and brightness codea dis¬ 
play of stars, planets, sun and moon 
in selected area of sky 

★ View from any position on earth, any 
date and time specified by user 

★ A library of all stars down to 
magnitude 4.0 (i.e., 469 stars) 
including coordinates, magnitudes 
and names 

★ Orbital parameters of planets: sun 
and moon positional formulae 

★ Star sizes plotted to indicate bright¬ 
ness; sun and moon and planets 
colour coded 

★ Moveable space probe’ to Identify 
name and details of any object 
displayed on screen 

★ Detailsofcurrentposition,risingand 
setting times of any selected object; 
provision for an additional user- 
specified object, e.g., known comet, 
galaxy, radio source, etc. 

•k Detailed User Guide: sections on 
program use, astronomical 
nomenclature and positional astro¬ 
nomy, formulae used, fully anno- 
tateo expanded program listing, 
etc., etc. 

★ Auxiliary program to analyse and list 
contents of stellar library 

★ Unhindered access to Author by 
phone most times: callers welcome 

‘SKY-BABY* package, consisting 
of CIO Cassette containing three 
files (program itself, stellar library, 
auxiliary program), and 35-page 
User Guide, £12.50 inclusive 

p>ayable to: 

STELLAR ENTERPRISE 
84 Dudsbury Road, West Parley, 

Wimborne, Dorset BH22 8RG 
Tel; Bournemouth (0202) 575234 

:j~o£> \/Aca-k) 
SUPERSOFT are looking for a bright young person with a * 
keen interest in computers. A working knowledge of 
Commodore computers (PET and 64) would be a great 
help. 

This is not a programming job, but some programming 
skill Is essential. The ability to wield a soldering iron would 
also be useful. 

Phone Peter Calver or Pearl Wellard on 01 -861 1166 now! 

ORIC-1 GAMES (48K) from TOUCHSTONE 
IN VIDEO-STYLE CASES 

1. ILOWTOKHILMTER—an ice cool game ot sKill and Ktion 
2. THEPIT8—anadvenluregamewilhgraptiics 
3. ACTIONt—Tron.HeadlMng Bomber, Sursiwot. Amaze, Chase 
■-let—KJeaflorsharpemngyoui card sense 

096 
0.00 
0.00 

TOUCHSTONE 
61 Highfield Road, Saxilby, Lincoln 

NBUG 
Annual subscnption O (UK). 
overseas (6 newsieners and special 
oilers ) Obtain help from our experts, 
share your knowle^ wrth others We 
are expanding at the rata o( 4 new 
members per day 

TYPING MASTER. Chess 2 (the 
CISeacb 
Oeeck 

no NewBram Hi res GRAPHICS screen 
O4.0S dumps tor Epson Seikosha. Microllne. 

OOeecb etc (please specify) O 
own 8K NewBramSPACtFIRE arcade game tor all 

me family Unbeatable value at £4 
£26 95 TYEPRO LMMTED. 30 Canakto Roid. 

CamkiMge CR4 2N6. Tel: 0«n 042003 
(Oayt). ^3 322394 lem). 

Deeler enquiries welcwne. Prices ledude VAT. PAP 

Anihony AshpiteT. ^ 
beslj. (jraugMsBackoammor 
MORTGAK A MATHmOTTER 
MEMOPAD wordwrap etc 
MICROPAGE ROM box expand up 10112K 
EPROM S W TYP1NG MASTER A CHESS 2 
MORTGAGE £15. MEMOPAD £20. Yo< 
program m EPROM tor £15. 
JOYSTICK including interlace A S W 
6F8 Mkramleim. 30 Aieillioe Way. 
Ca4 2UC. Tel: 0223 31S12ll'207b7. 

Enter the world of C09IPUTER CABIN 
24 TW Parade. Sllvcrdalc. lUrwcaatle 
Td: C7S2 6Mei I 
OffKml Ai am Drak’ • HtC StnmnUI mformmoa mirrjor SmffonMirr SnuHt^jorjall cmalngat 
rAnOfT Time Warp lot Ibt 4XK Spccirum lad mm the CBM 64 Onl, £6 95 mdudini pAp irhequn pmabic n> 
CabuTl ) Mcffiotechvenioa available won 

More 5(10 names plus tel. numbers for instant recall. Software 

GPO approval). Cheques to 

J AYTRONICS SPECTEL enables your 4«K Spectrum 
only W 95. 
Hardware —129.95 eives autOKhal plus re-dial (simple connection i 
JAYTRONICS 
■AZ'S BARGAIN BA.SF.ME.vr S^. radio-amps £6 95 plus £1 p&p BBC spares phis computer cables Si leads for 
varmus makes of amipulers. S. A .h. for lists. 

Congratulations to PCM on their first birthday. W> art celebrating our 2nd birthday. 

WHOLESALE ONLY 
For the very best in (>rie. .Speclrutn ;ind 
Commodore Rumesfrom all thcntiitiir 
soflwarehousm. 

.\Iso Oric hardvv arc and ai 

Nextdaydcliveey 

RING 
VANGUARD LEISURE 

Church Row Chambers 
Franklands 
Longton 
Preston PRESTON 0772 617665 

D.C.R. TronicB, specialists In 
CBM 64/all Atari models 

Urgently require original machine code/ 
basic games. High royalties paid. 

GENUINE SALE 
TEXASTI-99/4A £79.00 

SHARP MZ-700 £199.00 

VIC20STARTERPACK £119.00 

DRAGON32 £125.00 

ATARI 800 £199.00 

ATARI 410 RECORDER £39.00 

ATARI 810 DISKDRIVE £199.00 

COMMODORE 1514 DISK DRIVE £199.00 

Mastertoys Ltd., 
43, King Street, 

STIRUNGFK81DN 
Tel: 0786 64300 

Access & Barclay accepted 

SAFEGUARD64 

ECHOSOFT 
to Trinidad CIOM 

Basingstoka 
Ham^him 
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MICROSHOP 
Recruitment 

Head of Entertainment Software 
CaiiihrKlj!ft‘ 

This is an outstanding opportunity to join Acornsoft, the software publishing 
company within the Acorn Computer Group. 

Reporting to the Managing Director, the Head of Kntertainment Software will 
take overall responsibility for running and developing the Kntertainment Software 
Group. The group currently has a buaget of £500,000 and a staff of sixprogrammers 
and program testers, producing board games, arcade games, quiz material and hobby 
related learning programs. 

Key responsibilities include managing and controlling the group, evaluating 
software, project management, quality assurance and the development of new concepts 
in entertainment software. 

Creativity and experience of entertainment software design are the primar>' 
requirements, together with a background of developing commercially successful 
software products for mieroeomputers. Education to di^ree level is desirable. 

The benefits package, including an excellent salary; will reflect the importance 
of this position. 

with full rarrrr drtaili.. quoting CN/lll/KIN. or t>-lt‘|ih.iri.- 
r)a%‘id Ratten 
(Hive Netalon and Partners 
Executive Recruitment (Consultants 
Business and Technology Centre 
Bessemer Orive. Stevenage. Herts S(il 2I)X 
Telephone Stevenage (0438) 3I6S61 itCORNSaFT 

At last ...A joystick that works! 
Cambridge Computing bring you the first programmable Joystick 

at a price you can afford. £34^® 

Interface 
• Easy to program 

• Ik on board memory 

• Own rear edge connector—for printers etc 

• Compatible with all standard 
joysticks 

XJVSTICK,INTCRFACE 
ANOTAPECOMPLErt 

jjie'' 

Joystick 

Tape 
• Keeps a record of all your games—so you 

only need to tell it about each game once! 

• Self centring 

• 8 Directional microswltched action 

• 2 independent tire buttons 

Telephone us now for your nearest stockist! 

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTINC 
1 Ditton Walk. Cambridge CBS 8QZ Telephone 0223-214451 

^Timm wnd nw:- 

I Jovtticfc, Intsrtac* & Tip* it £34.90 

I Innrttoi md Tipi It £27.90 ... 

I Jovttick only it £7.90 .. 
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Microshop SOFTWARE 

NO GIMMICKS! 
NOVWFFIEI 

SIMPLY 1HE BEST 
PnCE! 

WORDSTAR/MAILMERGE/SPELLSIAR 

For , 
r SL— Personal 

—^ Computer 

FOR ONiy £299 [L] 
VER. 3.24 

Mailmerge only £55 
Spelistar only £99 

Wordstar 
only £199 

III 

only 

lInppiG ■ OVERSE/ 
Eijounui 

DEBASE PflOFESSIOMAL PACK .£337 
MULTIPIAM .£13* 
NOMEWORO WORD PROCESSOR ALSO SUITABLE FOR 
COMWODOREBA/ATARI .£32.95 
VISICALC3 3. £149 

By popular demand we are able to supply business, 
educational and recreational software at DISCOUNT 
PRICES lor the following machines Apple, Atan, BBC. 
Commodore. Vic 20. DtC Rainbow, IBM. ICL. Epson. 
Sinclair. Sinus, Spectrum. Texas. TRS 80. CPM S’/r or 8 

inch 
Please send SA£ tor Ml list 

NEW HARDWARE 
STAR DP SIS PARALLEL INTERFACE.£269 
OLIVETTI JP101 PARALLEL INTERFACE.£239 
JUKI 6100 DAISYWHEEL.£359 
MOST PRINTER CABLES IN STOCK FROM 
AROUND £7 

USED* 'hardware 
Watanabe WX4633 10 pen plotter RS232. mint 
condition.£1,600 
ORE 132 column printer, tractor. RS232.£200 
QUME Sprint 3-55. daisywheel, speed-feed, single 
sheet feeder, QUME parallel int.£595 
Decwriter LA36 RS232 keyboard/printer.£225 
Burroughs B90 series, mini computer and Win¬ 
chester 16 Mb, 2 VOUs .£3.(MW 
Micos 100 minicomputer (based on Data General 
Nova 3/12), 2 Midas terminals. Centronics printer 
64Mb fixed/exch CDC drive, includes Travel Agent 
software, desk etc.£8,500 

All prices plus VAT in UK. Phone your Access or 
Barclaycard number for immediate despatch (soft¬ 
ware sent post free) 

Photoaraphic & Optical 
Services Ltd 

129-137 STANLEY ROAD 
TEDDINGTON, MIDDX. 

Tel: 01-977 3498 
Answering machine after business hours. 

Offers subject to availability. 
Telephone first to reserve. 

SOPHISTICATED GAMES FOR VIC 20 
VIC CRICKET Realistic game of still 
and luck with all the major rules of 
cricket correctly interpreted. Full 
scorecard, printer and game save 
facilities. Needs 16K expansion. 
£5.99* 
LEAGUE SOCCER League cham¬ 
pionship game for two to 22 teams/ 
players. Automatic fixtures, full action 
commentaries, match facts. League 
tables, results check, postponed 
games, etc. Non league matches also 
playable — the VIC will even make the 
cup draw. Printer and game save. 
Needs 16K expansion. £5.99* 
WHODUNNIT? Twelve guests have 
gathered for drinks at Murder Manor. 
However one of them has more than 
drinks on his mind. Thrilling detective 
game for one to six players, with 
genuinely different murder everytime. 
You can even rename the suspects! 
Needs 8K expansion. £4.99* 
TOP OF THE POPS Money making 
game about the music business. 
Make you own records and see them 
climb the chart. Printer and game 
save facilities. Needs 8K expansion. 
£4.99* 
VIC PARTY 4 contains MASTER- 
WORD. A DAY AT THE RACES. GAME 
X (Strip Poker), and CONSEQU¬ 
ENCES. Four games ranging from the 
serious to the ridiculous. All good fun 
— nothing offensive. Needs at least 
3K expansion. £5.99* 

CBM64 VERSION COMING SOON 

StfMfcaM teM. 
liM FOL n IMW Bud. KtyiMMi^ Nh BSIt m 

TILI27M3C7 
warn fw DETAILS orow fuu range 

‘ PAP tfM (UK) only Ml games SOM subiect to our condibons 
of sale. whKti are avwlaMe on roquest 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

all models bought for cash 

Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road, 

London W1. Tel: 01 -388 2562 

SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
Simply tho best Copying any 16K 4SK Sciectrum program 
• now as aasy as LOAOmg and SAVEing your own 
programs. Even unstoppable programs can be backed up. 
100% Mcoda PLUS FREE Header Reader program. 
Despatched by 1 st dess return ol poet. Only C4.9S Irom: 

MEDSOFT 
61 Ardaen Road, Doncaster, ON2 5ER 

IT CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF 

Programs Wanted 
Wr nquirr proarrm *or iwwl mcfoi (nrcpl tor ZXBI1. 

Hhm trxlotr wr for rvtwn ot tape. 
We pay cash fees, royalties and distribute in the 

UK, USA and Europe. 
Phone Basingstoke (0256) 25107 

DREAM SOFTWARE LTD 
Dept. PCN. 

P.O. Box 64, Baaingstoke, Hants. R021 2LB 

THANK YOU! 
for your response to our call for 

games programs. We enjoyed 

evaluating them, but you didn't send 

enough 

PLEASE SEND MORE! 
Immedtate evaluation as usual, to: Ron Heyes. 

KACE INTERNATIONAL 
32 AVON TRADING ESTATE, 

AVONMORE ROAD, LONDON W14 
or TEL: 01 -602 735S (Ext 35) 

ALSO WANTED — 
Freelance machine code programmers 

Immediate 

Impact? 

CHRISTIAN McCarthy 

on 01-323 3211 ext. 342 
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MICROSHOP 

BACK-UP 
TAPE COPIERS 

Mew and unique machine code programs that ‘ 
can provide security bacK-up copies of most 
software currently available. Supplied on 
cassette with simple instructions for the 
following machines. 

COMMODORE 64 £5.95 
VIC 20 £5.95 
BBC MODEL A/B £5.95 
ORIC1 £5.95 
SPECTRUM 16/48K £4.95 

Price includes VAT, post, and p>aching 
Send cheques and P.O.s to: 

WALLTOME LTD. 
Crown Courtyard, Bridge Street, 

Evesham, Worcestershire 

POOLSWINNER 
THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 

PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS. but NOSCORES. 
AWAYS arxJ HOMES 

IT WORKS We guarantee the program performs signifi¬ 
cantly better than chance 

ADAPTABLE "Poolswinner" allows the precise prediction 
formula to be set by the user — you can 
develop and lost your own unique method. 
Probabilities are given on every fixture — 
choose as many or as few selections as you 

EASY TO USE Fully menu driven, with detailed instruction 
booklet 

DATABASE The program comes complete with the largest 
database available — over 20,000 matches. 
The database automatically updates as results 
come in 

Alwi (48K) Mp M^aMt CoHm VMnntr catnpHHr noTM tMOMig tor abOM compuen n. H 

APPLE. BBCJB), COMMODORE 64. DRAGON. SPECTRUM 
(48t<). ZX81 (16K). ATARI (48K) £15 (aHinclusive) 

Also available COURSE WINNER — computer aided horse betting 
available for the above computers. Price £9.50 

Available from dealers, or direct (return of post) from ... 

Metee Seftwmre 
37 COUNCILLOR LANE. CHEADLE, CHESHIRE 061-428 7425 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Immediate 

Impact? 
Toadvertiseinthelargestsemidisplayaectionot 

anymicromagazinecall 

CHRISTIAN MeCAftTHY 
onO1-323321l0iit.342 

0 
Young communications oriented 
company aiming to develop an 
interest in home computer games 
and other software wishes to 
meet youthful enthusiast to 
advise on new products. (Ability 
to generate new programs, 
although of interest, is not 
necessary.) This is an opportunity 
for a home computer fan to 
convert their enthusiasm and 
initiative into a job. 

Write to; Personnel, Holdings 
Ecosse Ltd, 21 AthoH Crescent, 
EDINBURGH EH3 8Ha 
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QUIT 

Nothing but phoney answers 
In the old days you could tell 
when the phone you were 
calling was not going to be 
answered from the way the 
ringing tone continued unin- 
terupted. Now it takes more 
awareness. 

Recordacall, claiming a first 
for Britain, has produced a 
micro-controlled telephone 

answering machine that puts 
out synthesised messages to 
disappointed callers. It says 
things like: ‘I am sorry no-one is 
here at present’ and ‘please try 
again later' and other helpful 
little tips you would hardly have 
been able to work out for 
yourself. Isn’t science 
wonderful? 

Going, going, gone... 
Regular readers of PCN will 
note the increasing frequency 
with which we report on com¬ 
pany failures. The picture has 
got so bad we even considered a 
‘Company Crashes This Week’ 
column. Unfortunately, some¬ 
one has beaten us to it. 

Credit reference company 
Dun and Bradstreet has laun¬ 
ched a dial-up computer service 
that gives you an instant credit 
rating on a company. 

Dun and Bradstreet hopes 
that by establishing an early 
warning system it will help slow 
the pace of company bankrupt¬ 
cies and help prevent the domi¬ 
no effect where one company 
crash leads to several others 
failing because of the accumula¬ 
tion of bad debts. 

Two telephone numbers were gar¬ 
bled in Issue SI: Dream Software, 
producer of the Graphics Package 
for the Oric, is on Basingstoke 
25107; Capra-Cinderst Associates, 
of PCalc on A4 systems fame, is on 
01-794 8899. 

Whoops! In our report on the Info 
84 show we quoted the wrong prices 
for the Torch Unictim add-on for 
the BBC micro. The 68000 ZHDP 
costs £2,495. The Unicorn ZHDP 
costs £2,895 

NEXT WEEK 
SCOOP!! - PCN Pro-Tests the 

Portable PC from IBM. 

Win a Mac — There are two Apple 
Macintosh systems on the line in 
the biggest ever PCN competi¬ 
tion. 

Spectra — Tired of the Spectrum 
keyboard? Pick an alternative 
from three possibilities. 

Atmos — The pull-out and keep 
guide to the new Oric moves into 
week 2. 

Gamas—PCN reviews games for the 
Atari, Spectrum, and BBC. 

PCN Datelines keeps you in touch with up-coming events. Make PCN Datelines should send the information at least one month 
sure you enter them in your diary. before the event. Write to PCN Datelines, Personal Computer 

Organisers who would like details ofcoming events included in News, 62 Oxford Street, London WlA 2HG. 

UK EVENTS 
Event Dates VantM Organisers 
Computer Trade Show March 13-15 Wembley Conference Centre, 

Middlesex 
Reed Exhibitions, 01-643 8040 

Scottish Computer Conference March 13-15 Holiday Inn. Glasgow Ouadrilect.01-242 8697 
Microcomputer Applications March 26,27 Computer Laboratory. Ms C Bryson 051 709 6022 

Workshop Liverpool University 

Microcomputer Networks March 27,28 Computer Laboratory. Ms C Bryson 051 7096002 
Workshop Liverpool University 

Electron & BBC Micro March 29-April 1 New Horticultural Susie Lipman 061 -456 8383 

User Show Hall, Westminster, London 

Computer Aided Design April 3-5 Met. Exhibition Hall Reed Exhibitions, 01-643 8040 
Artiflcial Intelligence Seminar April 7-8 City University, London Warm Boot Ltd, 01-368 7561 

Sir Frederick Osborn School April 8 Sir Frederick Osborn School, Alan Henderson, Welwyn Garden 23367/8 

Computer Fair Welwyn Garden City 
COMPEC WALES April 10-12 Cardiff University Reed Exhibitions. 01-643 8040 

Computers for Builders Exhibition April 12 Cavendish Conference Centre, 82 
New Cavendish Street, London W1 

A4 Publications Ltd., 088-385 2051 

OVERSEAS EVENTS 
Event Dates Vanaa Organisers 

Personal Computer Show March 14-17 Sydney, Australia ECL Ltd. 01-486 1951 

International Business Equipment & March 13-17 Singapore International Business Centre Co. Ltd.. 8F 

Computer Show Hosoi Building, 15-7,5-chome Honmachi, 

Higashi-ku. Osaka, Japan 

Videotex ’84 April 16-18 Hyatt Regency, Chicago Sally Summers. 0101 212 279 8890 

EOmWIAL: Editor Cyndy Miles Papaty tditor Geof Wheelwright Maaiginc tdMor IV-ii r Worltx-k Sab sditors Harriet Arnold. Leah Batham N«ws editor David Guest Newt writor 
Ralph Bancroft Nardware editor Ian Sc,ilcs Featoras edMsr John Lcttice Software editor Bryan Skinner Prograait editor Kcnn Garroch Peripberait editor Piers Letcher kitbags Editor 
Wendie Pearson EdNof'taaaMaatNickic RobInMin AHdbector Jim Dansk Art Edtter David Robinson Attittoot art editor Royd Sayers Layoalarbtl Nigel Wingrovc hiMitber Mark 
FiM'n AtaMaat paMUbbig maaager Sue Clements PabStMag tecretory Jennv Dunne 
AOVEimSING: AdrerbsenMit manager Sarion Gravellc AtaMaat adteibtemeat aiaaagar Mark Satchcll Salet exectibret Christian McCarthy Manc-Thcrcsc Bolgcr. John Bryan, 
Laura Cade. Paul bvans. Deborah Ouinn Predacbon Nikki Payne Adveibteraeiit auMaat Karen Isaac Sabtcrlpbon anqalitot Gill Stevens Sabecripbon addrttt S3 Frith Street 
London Wl A 2HG 01-4.39 4242 EdRoitol addiwat 62 Oxford Street London W1A 2HG 01-63h bS'X I Adveibtlng addmtt 62 Oxford Street London WIA 2HG Ul-323 3211 PabRtfced 
by VNU Business Publications. Evelyn House. 62 Oxford Street London WlA 2HG ® VNU 1983. No material may be reproduced in whole or in part without written consent 
from the copyright holders. Photoset bv Quickset. 184-186 Old Street. London ECl. Printed by Chase Web Offset. St Austell. Cornwall. Distributed by Seymour Press, 334 
Brixton Road, London SW9,01-733 4444. Registered at the PO as a newspaper 
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CDS Micro Systems 

commodore 64 

CDS Mkjo Systems 

GERMAN IS FUN 

CDSMkroSystan^ 

FRENCH IS FUN 

COLOSSUS 
CHESS 2 0 

far both 
thexhess^ 

player amt tim 
chess ma^mJ 

the finest 
chess program 

ever written. 
Available for the 
Commodore 64 

£9-95 

CDS Micro Systems 
Avwlabie from loodMig Computor Storot.or .. 
S«ndCheq«MorRO IbCOS K).^t>fiofd CloM.rkiiMI. 
Doncottar DN1I 9LA M:(0302)m4l?9 

Avaifable 50on„„ 
educational prograna 
me the Comnwdore 64 

(Troth onquirios w*com«) 



binless isn t good tor you 

Only £5.90 
inc. VAT 

For the 48K ZX Spectrum 

Joystick Comipatible. 

Available from selected branches 

of John Menzies and many 

good software stockists, or 

direct from us by mail-order. 

Alf, our heroic Dustman is fighting 
a constant battle against the homicidal 
refuse that is seeking revenge. Friends 
of the binless try to help, but merely 
take him away from one hairy situation 
to another. Meet Alf, his friends and 
his enemies, who range from pop-up 
toasters to broken TV sets. 

SOFTWARE 

1 VIRGINIA GARDENS, 

FAIRWAYS, 

MILNGAVIE, 

GLASGOW G62 6LG 

Telephone: 041-956 5058 

DEALERS!! 
Timescape Products are available from: 

R & R Computer Games 0226 710414 

Microdealer UK 0727 34351 

Pilonmist 0924 264412 

Logic 3 07535 57181 

Tiger Distribution 

Centresoft 

Drake Distribution 

051 420 8888 

021 520 7591 

0752 671606 

Please send me. 

Name_ 

Address_ 

1 enclose a Chq./P.O. for £ 


